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Battle Expert ls-are published regularly by this head uarters- toenable. ini ts in training t0,profit froa the latest combat experiences of our troops now-.>
.,
i ghting the Germans.in Europe. Although the experiences of certain units .at a
particular location are. not necessarily applicable to all units -in all situations",.,,
*the items publis-iedt"will be those based on practical experience and"are recciunended
.or-careful consideration: by units which :nay encounter similar problems. "epois " desired in crderthat.the
experiences are particularly
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corroborative o.
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validity of the

d.iicated battle lesson may be determined.
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By ccaandof"Lieutenant General BRADLEY.

C. H. LANDON,
Colonel AGOD
Adjutant General
i ThIISP0RTING AN INFANr YEGIT-C
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Note, The following solution to transporting an inf CT using'fonly the Tof atchd C
bat units was worked out by the 16th inf Regt.
T.

the break-through we were faced with the necessity of
ituatlion. ,After
S1.
forward more rapidly than foot troops could walk if we were to keep pressure .on a

organized enemy.

There was no corps, or army T available.
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After crossqing .the jeine

River we succeeded in making arrangements by which we could move between.30-"and 35"
miles per day and still keep the men i.n condition to fight. prior to this., time :we.
-.
.
used as many as 108 41 trks to do the sae job.

,715...
"
'We counted the T of our atchd ,TD'., o
ethod of transportinlg troo.
2.
how bn. and 2 plate of ,ed tks and set up the following plan:
a. Leadin& battalion (adv gd).
trks (ki loads and rolls dumped) and the itrks aij,
(I) Riflmen rode the 15
.....,,i..
.,.....,<..
hi clel' of 2 tk plate aMd 1 TD plat.
§ "
, <' .. " ,"<.::
(2) Hv wrpns co men rode their own T.

4)

?)

'."
atrlexaen rode the wpns and TP of the TA bn of the CT.
.:-i";:?:".
rode their own 'P.
Hv wpns co in

it!..

.
4Nc
.h~, :o.:
,•.
. Wniao:ved1.
The cn co. AT co, 2 plats of the atchd 'PD (JP).:and a."155cn_ .how
:<> :-:;'; '" '~l
the-,third--,bi
of'
riflemep
n. These orgns were able to carry all of the

7
tThis method of motorizing the regt depends. of course. on using
.155 m
hd units. In this dive it is normal procedure to attach the TD.t
atchd
t
v
and tis to the CT and to always attach t)Same.units.
ry the foot soldiers furthers mutualu etetanding-and,rl.taneon eachokoJ
r
..
ndthie'.
.df
,nal advantage is in having in! rifle orgns.alwayspresent.
caught by surprise attacks.--J-3.,.lth IrS Regt inW D" o4Report.:.
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DEJTROYJAG CAS3T STEEL

U

-V

'a

'Experience in the Brest operations indicated that the only effective method of
reducing cast steel turrets on pillboxes is to use a C-2 explosive charge of id lbs
or more placed in the embrasure. None of the direct fire wpns (31 guns and 155mm
hows) used were able to penetrate these turrets and thermite grenades were ineffective because of the high percentage of slag in the cast steel.'--29th Inf Div Report.
III

ROUTE biAR}JNG.

*To reduce the number of guides and route markings an armd FA bn in Italy used
the following SOP:
'Except when markers indicate otherwise the unit stays on the road.
At a 'Y' junction with equal road conditions it takes the right-hand fork. Upon arrival at a crossroad it continues straight ahead. At extraordinary intersections,
main traffic crossroads, or any places where doubt may arise, a guide is dropped.',-AGF Board Report.
IV

REPAIR OF Sr IRAL-FOUR CABLE.

*The following method of splicing spiral-4 cable was devised because of the lack
of equipment for executing regular factory splices:
'On each side of the break peel
back the rubber insulation about six inches, at the same time keeping the shield intact. Then peel back the shield over the rubber insulation, exposing the cunductors.
', j.,
l and lj', using a soldered
Splice the conductors at staggered intervals of
Western Union method. Cover the exposed area of the conductors with one layer of
friction tape. This prevents the shield from cuttIng into the splice. Next, slip
one side of the shield back over the insulation for the entire length of the splice
and secure it by wrapping with seizing wire. The other side of the shield is then
slipped over the spliced area in the same manner, thus giving it a double shield.
Solder together the two layers of shields. Wrap two layers of black rubber vulcanizing tape over the splice and vulcanize for about thirty minutes.'*--Sig 0, XIX Corps.
V

FRONT LINE CbIUMCATIONi F C

CURPS .LIAISON OFFICEhS.

'To give the corps In 0s cans from front line positions a system of radio cars
using 5CR 193 s and SCR 506s has been set up by our sig bn. The use of simple remote
control systems which the bn has developed makes it possible to operate the sets even
frua fox holes.,--Sig 0, XLIX Corps.
VI

AIR BURSTS ON CA

URSD PIL$C

.

,Immediately upon the demolition of a captured pillbox by our engrs the enemy
invariably covers it with arty fire fuzed for air bursts. The quickness and accuracy
of these fires indicate that the fire data has been previously prepared.s--CO, 47th
Int Regt.
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0Battlo

ssxorleneos O are publishod regalarly by this headquartearoto Onilo
nito in trainixg to profit fro t the latest coabat q eriences of our troopo 's
fighting the Germans in A peo Althoush the eeriemcoo of cortain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all iituationoo
the itez. publishe d ill
be thoso baeod on practical eaperienoe and are recoz&2nded
for careful considoration by unito
bich may encounter similar problemso Reports

of cormoborative or contrary oxeriencos are particularly desired in order that tho
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determinod
0
By c mud of Lieutenant General:

Ctk
Co Ito

Colonel0 AG]D

Adjutant Geneal

Dote: %rho folloning aterial 0 oxtractod frcz a morandw
mn
of the 2d
f Div ccm
ing the ezerionces of that unt in large
V
cale street fighting in Bresto i@ wErthy
Go note as indicative of conditions likely to. be encountered by uts fighting in
Gea citieso A discussion of this subject by the div oiir t1e publisodi n Battlo
MaWoiencesoK Oo 0o

10

F00Q0 a0 "Streettiers covced wro2ly by arazfrg firs of
autcmatic uvpn located in pillboss and in bamcontso Pilosms tzre locamtod
oo
qucatly at streeo
Intorsoctiowo
bo
RIflrn tera placod both In upper storos and in baocats to cover tbo
autc
tic tpns positiono
nifl cn
tore locate
aloe in
any gutto
m&ldinrpo cnlI
holoo having beon xade in the rcining
call to encble fire to be peacE L t&tx o=
tore of blooko
c0
BuildiN
vithln tho inerior of a bloek normally oere not ocugied as thoy

did not afford fields of fire and vera oasily surrundodo
upper stories0 in many cases denyin the use of upper storios to arty obsrs0
eo "A large nmb~er of tunnels and underground installations. 'sre used as pr~o o
tective staelters 0 atoreroos~0 or repair shops 0
ntrances to thos shelters often wero
defended 0
fo "Buildings 'sore set afire frequently in order to block the advanco of ottatkLzr
unts0
After the building had burnod out the additional ope n space gave the doendmoro
izroved fields of fire0
20 Zones of actiqn--Format _o0
8o
"tOidths of zones of action 'ore roducod
o
to the height and depth of the area t;o be neutralized and captured0oCo zones variod
botwoen one and tuo block fronts with each plat assigned a row or block of buildI&So

A definite streot or building tas assigned to esch assault sqd and plato
lo1

ith the rosorvo co held
b, alt was found dosirable to attack two coo abreas"t
9
much closer to the assault units than in open terrain. The roserve co could deal with
local countorattacks rapidly and could prevent successful infiltration in rear of tno
assault unitso

Cc

"To insure maintaining a continuous front 0, each sqd and plat coordinated with

the next higher unit aftor securing an objective0

3, Dsthod of advance, a, oBocause the streets wero so heavily defended 0 the
xtry was gained by blasting holes through
buildings provided the routes of advance,

covered sides of wallso

In so

cases 0 demolition toams with prepared chargas wore

attached to each assault plat; in other cases 0 engrs prepared and furnished the charges
and the inf executed the demolitions,
b, "After a holo had been blasted, a rifle eqdo or half-oqd made an assault throu
the hole before the enemy could recover from the shock, Once a building was entored,
each floor had to be cleared in turn.
c, oExperience proved it was often best to enter a building from the roof or top
floor and work down0 Scaling ladders were invaluable in providing entrances through
windows and ceilings.
d. "Smoke grenades were used to cover the units crossing streets and gaps betwn
iMW A? ometimes could be located when they fired at the cmolOe,
isolated buildings,
Ezperience showed that advances could be initiated
a,
any time-after daylight0 the hours of darknes being utilized to blast holes in initial objectives for the following day.
b, oThree or four houro sometimes were necessary for consolidation of positions
to cover
for the night, This was found desirable to enable units to prepare positions
inenemy
the
night,
the
every enemy approach, Without this coordinated defense for
the
on
operations
eyred
filtrated rifleman behind advance elements and seriously

4, Time of oporations.

following morning.
from organic hows was of little

, a, "Close arty support
5o dueSupportinaartiller
value
to the varying height
of buildings and to the very close contact with the

b,

"rty rondered invaluable support in engcaing targets som

distanc

a

ad of

and Intorfront line units and in placing an infenso 24 hour progrs of harasing
diction fires on selected areas and targets in the eneWya rearo
noutralisig
c0 "TD pns and 155nm selfopropellod guns proved etreoely helpful in

strong
or destroying heavy emplacem ut, pillbosa, heavily defended buildings andfor uaits
points.. These wpns also vere instrumental in providing avenues of advance
of intomt in the
by blasting walls of buildingo, The following points are worthy
wpas:
emloyment
(1) .A of
ln those
0 or NCO
should reain with the rifle co oodr at all times to speed

del i vry of fireo
(2) guides should be furnished to load the wpns ito

positions and to point out

1s2 wpns,
(3) The wpns aus be given protection against en
not euloyedo
when
bounds
by
units
ine
front
(4) £7pns should follow

(5) Irio or arty fire should be used to coneal the noise of wpns moving to

positiOnso
(6) Normally one section of TDs was attacedo
and adjacent units should be inforae

to each acseult co
when these wpns era to fire,
a 2o
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This was found to be the quickest and
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12. Conclusions.
the. operation:

Mq, ......

MW-VMW

'The following conclusions have been reached as a lesult

rf

Greatly increased initiative is required of sqd and plat idrs, because the
a.
capture of each city block and group or buildings is a distinct operation in itself.
b.
Narrow zones of action are imperative.
O. Interiors of city blocks, rather than defended streets, provide beat avenues
of advance.
Consolidation of positions prior to darkness is necessary to prevent enemy
d.
infiltration during the night.
e. Close arty how support is normally invractioableo.
throwers, and light autoDirect fire arty, AT wpnas, morts, greiades, fla
f.
matic wpns are most effective.

g.
h.

SCR 536 radios are unsatisfactorYwhen used in buildings.

Engr troops are invaluable in clearing routes and accomplishing demolitions.'
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Eperioncos0

are published regularly by this hoodquarors to enable

units in training to profit frcca the latest combat experiencos of our troops now
fighting the Germans in §Aropeo
Although the oxporienco
of certain uits
at a
particular location are not necessarily applicablo to all
units In all situationso
the items published will be those baoed on practioal experience and aro reccamtnded
for careful consideration by units which my encounter esilar problomw0
Roporto
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desirod in ordor that tho
validity of the indicated battlo lesson may be determinod0
By c

and of Lieutenant

oneral BRAflYt

C.R,4 LtND0=

/Colonol, AGD

A4ut'ant Gonoral--

-

0

During an attack against a fortified hill

thosco comdr of the resorvo co brought

his co into the line at 0700 houro,Ho personally led attacks with S& hand gonadoo
and bayonets until

ounded in the
oa

another attack and wan cut off'

at 1000 hourse

Refusing to bo ovecuatod ho lod

The Germans dcmanded hio surrondor and upon hio roc

fusal attackod o Standing up ho killed four Gsvana firing his carbine with his
egood
hand 0 He continued to lead the attack until 1800 hourG when moot of the hill was
clear, and then went to the OP and adjusted arty fire for two houro before he allowed

himself to be ovacuatedo0°--rractoed fran an 8th Inf document0
II

QPRAT

I

SX

1. Prior plannin~g

F

WL

"Using tho mosaic supplied by corp 0 o supplemonted with oblique

photos each co in the bn-conatructod aoand table replica
SatiOn0

cala

of its sonsoOf
Nll Os and NOse studied it until thoroughly fasailiar with avery
detail0
As sault teams were also rehearsed on similar torrain in the rear, This training
proved invaluableo--Co let En, 117th lafo
0

to

2. River crossing.
"In our area the tUR4 River has very stoop banks 6 to 7 feet
high and is about 3 feet deep and 10 to 15 feet wide0 To faclitato crossing by

troops several threo~eection foot t~'idgos wore constructed, 12 feat long and 2 feet

wide. Two sections were placed at a slant, one on each bank 0 extending froc tho
bottome of the river to the top of the bank,
The third section was placed as a bridgo

btween the Other two,--CO,

1st E~n, 117th .In?,

3o Broachia wiro, "The only wire obstacle found along the German border cone
sistod of two rows of double apron fence with concertina betwoon the rows
to blew
gaps in it with 102 morts using 703 rounds of IM to make two gapOo.=mGo=3, 30th In? Dive
-

iC

24

p
.
enches outside of- pillboxes. *Obt pillboxes had foxholes for We dug on
Rifleman were found in most of those
e three sides not covered by an embrasure.
having prevented the JM}. from being
apparently
fire
mort
and
arty
our
icupied-,
brought up'--G-3, 30th Inf Div.

5.

Defensive fires.

'I frequently have my arty bn Co prepare the fire plan for

the employment of all wpns larger than the 81mmmort, to include the indirect fires
of the 4.2 mort, AT Co and TDe. This procedure saves duplication of effort and makes
for better coordination of fiz(3s'--CO 9th In? Regt..

Iii

TAN-1INS

AMTS AALT

'Regardless of the initial formation, it,is..not easential that tks and tf keep
their respective positions in an assault. A tk must stop to fire effectively but that....is the time for the inf to press on. The inf may be stopped by NG fire and if the
Both arms must realize
enemy AT defenses are ineffective the tks should press on.
the other to stop.'-for
reason
a
necessarily
not
is
stops
that the fact that one
Report of XIX Corps..

IV WCEJLANEOUS

eOiMiS

SSniipers rifle, 'If effective use is to be made of this wpn the sniper mist
be considered a specialist -- not a front line rifleman. Snipers should be carefully
belected and not allowed to trade their rifle for an M4-because of its greater firepower..,--CO, 1st 1, 2/th In..
'If an enemy attack against a unit on my flank is
2. 2coessive enemy. attacks.
repulsed., I always get out my am as he will usually hit my positions next. On one
occasion whten I was defending a large hill the enemy attacked successively every position oLt tb.a hill.'--CO, 1st B, 26th Inf
'The Gernmens have a tery healthy respect for this wpn. Marksmanfi'lrifle.
ship training should emphasize well-aimed shots, increased rate of fire, and the use
If you see a Jerry who does not see you, there is no reason for
of slings in combat.
1st Bn 26th Inf.
fire.,'--CO,
unaimed
hasty

3.

9A surprise altrack by the inf "without tks will often catch
Use of stealth,
The noise of the tks warming
when iin close contact.
especially
-the enemy unaware
On one occasion after a tk-inf attack had
up warns him of the impending attack.
tks or arty and
failed, I attacked the next morning in a slight ground haze without
caught most of the enemy asleep..'--CO, 1st Bn, 26th infre

4o

'We always cut a gap in the enemy wire. Usually we are able
5. Telephone lines.
to pick up a prisoner who is sent out to repair the line..'--CO, 1st Bn 26thInt
Leadership.
'The presence of high ranking Os-- bn, regtl and div comdrs-the old man is up this far,
well forward gives men confidence. They reason that 'if
Regt.
Armd
36th
Bn,
let
we should be further ahead'.A--CO,

6.

* It is SOP in this unit to send all male civilians to the
German civilians
Pw c'ge for questioning. Recently I sent back two men who were passing through our
linar ans it turned out they were both German oldiers.'--CO, lot B.n 36th ArI.ogt..,

7.

END
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In the Use Of Onaturalcoteie 0 thpeinoflviiiiyneayrzr&<
cad late evanig~ The enGeW fights stubbornly at longeor rcsges0 but his till to figh
quickly disappears at the baoet point0 Th) chealpest twto CPS rvo n~ rawo~ to
baoet rang Is by usingS tao cover of darkness of earlyV corning aWd late evenAin
m
i not referring to a ccpwlioated night atack0 but Of the tactic Of using
mists0
periods of lot vsoi bility for approaching enczW positions.
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20 "In one instance I had tvo 07eo2 rifle co@ uhfich needed a short9' successful
altho5
fight to Vold thema Into combat mnits. I deliberately held tz .121 reSC)X'SX
whichc
tjaroughl
their objective vas obvious aost or the day0 because the open toeain a strong point
of
that objective txi ecrozsnded by the fire
they had to pass to roe
fallen
In the zowo of ca adjoining3 rcgt0 Cten late In t6he day tnis stron Point had
of
cover
under
terrain
open
tlhe
through
passed
cheaply
ad
these two new cos quickly
are
Iaited visibility cad tooki their objotivs like an osporienced outfit0 They
mt.
121st
good rifle cos nowc:-=both they aid Xknoo0aC0o

tot machine gunners Lire too long bursts 0
Yzichime gvners 0
steM9 thereby disclosing the
to0 dut 0 cad oties
ia n cessiv soke
tion. Bach long bursts also result In wild firing unless followed by
The rate of fire should not be reduced 9 but titrate of not core than 5

1.

This results
gunmeorcs poilo
re,=laying 0
rounds arc
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BATTLE EXPEPOENCES
5 OCT 1944

No. 58
o Ettle

gry-triencoaO

are published regularly by this headquartors to enablo

unito in training to profit from the latest combat experiencoo of our troops now
fighting tho Germ=a in Europe° Althoush the experience of cortain unit at a
particular location are not nocessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
published will be t-ose basod on practical enyrienco and are reaczndod
the ite
for careful consideration by units which may oncounter amilear probls. Reports
of corroborative or contrary epzeriencea are particularly do@ired in ordor that tho
vaidlty of the indicated battle lesson my t* detrminod.

Eg owmand of Lieutenant General EIADIZYa

C2. 1R

Ro LNDO
C0
AGD
Colonel
0
Adjutant Genral

GWUdo3lwrow4M'4fw-NOSXaftDtw
LX40
Note: This issue 'of oBattle ExprieneocP consiao entirely of obsns of Os and inn of
the 28th Div in contact with the eney In the Siegfried line since 11 Sept. The ter.
rain in which they have been operating contains many stoep hills 0 soao as high as 515
C Consequently It is generally poor
metrs 0 woods with thick underbrush 0 and stro
£
so= with one aperture9 som witlh the Le&i
tk country0 Pillboxes are of 3 types
a
of
are
PIllbose
placomenut and 2 apertureo and others used as troop shelters0
oupportmutually
density of approximately one per 100 ydo in width and depth and are
ce of arty and mort support0
ingo The enenw has had exoellent obn and an a
I

RIFLE

CUOPANIEs (Caments of four Rifle Copany

dmnero)

Noat of the yillboneo eem to he sited for long rango fireo a&d
mnto
10
an
once you get fairly close there are quite a few Gad spaceQ through which tro
thorough
a
Or
OP
good
a
from
proviousday
the
viewod
be
filtero Routes should either
ridge to ridge duin
map rcn maeo It is best to move across the open ground froi
trw hour just before daylight0 As an example0 Co B fought all one day and gained only
9 daylight the nest
100 yds due to extremely heavy inrt and P2 fire0 . In the hour befor e
morning they covered 1000 yds without losing a man and took 6 pilliboae without the
aid of supporting wpnso
2, Symortin& Weapons, "Tics or The are excellent supporting wpn for the attack
of pillboxes° They must 0 however 0 he closely followed by info The boisooka is a good

wpn and so mtimes will penetrate the seel doors on a pilibos.. The flare thrower is
a heavy piece of equipment and only good for a short time. It only takes a short
squirt to do the job. Conserve it and use it only when neooscnro It may be needed
on another pillbox further on.
with mechanized suwport.
5. poeration
deployed in

"uhen tks or TDo arce

sot

f should he

position
position to rise and advanoe with them as they pass through the inf

-1-

Inf must not be allowed to stop because of mrt or arty fire for if thoy lose-close
contact with the tks they are more vulnerable and the domoralisin offact upon tho
enemy of an inf-tk assault is lost,

4,

ssault toams,

DWe use a 12 to 16 man scult

Each man m ast know his

team,

wpn and job, plus the wpn and job of everyone else in the team (f I

thrower, dmo-

somatimas a sign each riflo plat a fixe, son(
lition charge, rocket launcher9 etc),,Ue
of responsibility0 Each pillbox beooms a phase line for coordination and reoragsi0
In many instances one plat can cause 2 or 3 pillboxe to button up by firing
zation.
I slits in tho"
at the embrasures, but the eney often oan continuo to fire through
Include in
Dan must not forget that pillboxes are mutually supporting,
embrasure.
your plan fire on flanking pillbores as well as on those to b asaulted.

5, Use of noke. 'Never forget that a blind man cannot shoot straight, rake uo
Soke can be used hfor the a ault to
of the 81mm Mort and arty for UP and . ot
save the lives of your men,
OThe supporting diroat fire wvpno (tire,.
6, Infantry and.direct oupportimg fireo
etc) should cease fire on pillbox apertures vithout signal when the inf comes within
take the
25. yds of t he pillbox. The infantryzan nearest the aperture must i aitely
or 4 mom
of
3
groups
flanking
Two
closedo
kept
being
its
insure
aperture under fire to

each should take position in rear of the pillbox to cover the rear ctrance and aportures,
The support sqd mut look for9 and cover with fire, the oabrasuroa in the pillbons
which are sited to support the pillbox being attackedo The root of the co or plat
should move past the pillbox and secure lohground beyond it to protect the assault tOam
while it does its job,
the pillbox to throw in
oto
OA man should be worked in close
lose uk action,
radj
should shout, O
he
cment
thn there is a quiet
a fragmentation or tW grenade,
riflo
use
surrender
doesn't:
and oWir schutzen nicht' (tie von't shoot),. If thQ ene
0
Philo sllthis is under°
grenades or the bazooka against the stool dooro or aportureso
way, other riflemen must cover all firo ports,

7.

1

if the enery does not surrender, som. men mustwork- to the
8, Diggin .them outo
vthe eabrQaure with TNT. After thia, It Is bos to
blind side of the pillbox and, blow
work from the top to place a pole charge against the door, Never allow anyon to oonter
the excavated.*ea. to the rear of the pillbox as it is alvays covered by a mll e-for that purpose, Under no circumstanco allow ayoMQto ontor
brasure built. especially
prisoners; make thern come to you, Sceti.eo tacy. will elsiinto be

._ ake
the pillbost.t
injured, but we have found that after a second charge of TNT
out, Uhen approaching these pillboxes all persons should be
(NOTE:
box' mines. They are very small, but very dangerOUs,
It telescopes when stopped on,
2' in diameter and 1' thick,

they somhbow manag to. walk
warned agains 'ointment
This zIne is a meta boa
thus activating the. 3 oz

charge.o)
9. Other methods of knockin4 the. out, alt the above rzasures fail 0 a de oiKdoaer can oveor
charge can be usedo tks canblas in the rear of the pillbox, o r ak
nucceesfual in
prove
not
say
dozors
t
k
of
rusa
The
dirt,
with
embrasures
•the door and
G
the future because the Jerries

rg 9pla

tn

mi

,

oze of th

aotivatod by rcmoto

thrower and polo chero method of att olt
control0 as a counter remdyo Tke flae
it. The combination tartod a f ire In
usod
v
ti
one
the
succeossful
proved quite
tho rooulting confuolon ade it ooy to
nd
aO
sow
aong
pillbox
the
the interlor of
clean out,
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10. The. WP grenade,
OJerry gill often remain in his hole after an embrasure .as
been blown out until persuaded to leave by a flawe thrower-or hand grenade 0 A hand grenade in the ventilator of a pillbox sometimes stuns the Boche but a WP grenado in the
same air shaft is a great little
revivero
l.
Precaution on surrender0
If the enemy surrenders do not forget to keep the
pillbox covered and throw a grenade in each room before entering; there may be some men
who didn't come out.
12
Make them uselesso "Pillboxes should be demolished immediately after taking as
they may be reoccupied.
Six pillboxes in our portion of the line-have had to be taken
three times, blowing of the aperture and doors does not wake it untenable, The pilibox
has to be completely destroyed, right down to the ground. Otherwise if one wall is left
standing it leaves a place to fight from, Therefore 0 . someone should, follow close behind
with the equipmunt to completely destroy these pillboxes.
0 After
130 Prepare for counterattack,
the pillbox is taken everyone must deploy to
the front and flank to guard against counterattack and be prepared for the rain of mort
and arty fire that always follows0 Don't bunch up around prisoners. Send most of them
to the rear as quickly as possible 0 because we have had Jerry shoot his own men rather
ttan let them be taken prisoners 0

14.I~ When to pre

reao

Attacks should stop if

possible at least one hour before

darkness 0 even earlier if possible so a proper defense can be set up; the Jerries will
push a Strong counterattack just after darkrand if you are not organized they will push
you off your hard.,won groundo
15, There2and how toreJare.
OIf you are to occupy the position dig your men in
ound and in between the pillboxes. Use the pillbox as a rest position to relieve your
men from their fighting positions0 Don't let the enemy counterattack and catch you
bunched in a pillboxo Enemy combat patrols may send one or two men around your flank to
knock out your MGs when they attack from the front. DQ not become so interested in fir
~g
minn te
ttak tat ou eglct o watch your flanks~~z~,
0 German
16, Smashing the counterattack.
counterattacks have been made during dark°
nese and preceded by a lot of screaming and talking, It is nerve-racking to troops that
' know they do not have a well orgnized position.
If,0 however, -the troops are in a strong
position and experienced 0 it merely makes them alert and the attack usually suffers.
OMm illuanting sholls aro good against these attacks,
Hold your fire until Jerry
comeo in close 0 then cut him down in your FPL. Use plenty of grenades, fragmentation and
WP.
When he retreats follow him with fire and your rifle framentation granades'

l7o

General rule s,

The regt has found the following general rules applicable in our

zones

ao Pole or satchel charges must contain at least 30 lbs TNT.
bo Assault teams cannot be given just one pillboz but mact be prepared to take what-.
ever pillboxes are in their zones,
This is because maps do not show all the piliboxes.
Co 3? TDs are especially valuable in firing on piliboxes farther away than those tander immediate attack,
Towed TDs and AT guns are of less use duo to enenw arty end mort
Lire0

do
e
thom to
f
ablo to

Smke is desirable only in same instances,
Light arty fire has no effect on pillboxes, but time fire causo, porsonnolI aroun
retire insidoo
The flame thrower io used very littleo In most cases the mon carrying it are not
aet within good firing distance,
-3t

i

go Assault cos cannot ta-ke the time to destroy or-occupjV pillboxes;
troops immediately in rear of the assault bn should mop up and occupy the groundo
lo gz!mple, The following example of a rifle co attack occurred
on 15 Sept:
a.
*Ov
attacked a hill on which were 3 pillboxes. Due to heavy fog,
our TDs could
not fire but by 0730 we were within 50 yds of the pillboxes.
be
tUe then moved close enough to the pillboxes to bring fire on the
aperture caua=
ing It to closeo
This took a BAR and a couple of riflemen, When the aperture was9
cloacd
we moved around to the back of the pillbox. Those men not part
of tho assault section
£~vcA out beyond the pillboxec and secured the hill uhich was
our objective0 The asault
toejao wero loft to reduce the pillbor.
Tho teams then closed in on the pillboxeIfrca
the rear0*o
called for the Garmans to' urrender but they-fired a few scattered
shots in
roturn. te then firod tuo bazookea rounds into the doors at the
rear of the boao The bazooka and a couple of hand grenades thrown through the doors brought
them out in the open°
Thio happtned to two of the pillboxeao WIe had four prisoners
from one and six from the
other0
co 0The third pillboxD however9 presented a bit of a problem because
the enemy rofuNc to come out of it. A couplo of bazooka rounds fired at the
doors and a couple of
hand grenades thrown through the-door drove them from one room
to another0 Finally they
were drivon into the room where the aperture was and a short burst
of the flame thrower
brought them out 0 We left three men in the vicinity of the pillbox
and the rest of the
men moved up with their platoono 0
II

HAVY,,

PO NSNCOMPYBSI

(Comments of Heavy Weapons Company Commanders).

lo Tracerso "By using only a few tracers at the beginning of
each belt we have found
that the guns draw less arty and mort fire than by using the usual
4 and I load0 Some
NCOs believe we should eliminate tracer altogether
0
2. Close supportinLg machine
nso 0In the attack we have used a section of heavy Me
in support of -each assault co. Their mission is to protect the
flanks
the attack succeeds they may come up closer to cover the reorganization of the bno When
on the objective0
When the attack is resumed they drop back to carry out their
flank security mission.
If
they get tog close to the assault co they cannot accomplish this
and they draw mort or arty
7 fire on the assault troops° After reaching a final objective we like to
draw the HMG sections into the center of the two forward cos and lit the LMGs
take the flanks.
J0
Lonz ran:
machn.eguns. OThe other platof lIGs should
assatt cos near or in front of the support coo They should be if possible follow the
rango and overhead fire. They must not fire unless they have a given the mission of long
target; they must not use

tracers;
change position after a few bunts; they must put one section above
the
other_ they
when must
ground
permits; the support co must protect them with a sqd from the support plat; the plat ldr must be given freedom of movement and
decision by the co comdr 0
especially as to displacing forward.

4. Eachineguns for syyort rifle
crpany, "If the support co is coraitted we sometimes attach the long 'an~e and overhead plat &~r at least a section
of it to this co
If
one section goes with the support co the remaining section can
"continue the long range or
overhead mission0 or be shoved forward to the co deldyed by the
heaviest fire 0 or support
it by fire from where it is.
5.

Machine gun§ in defense. "When it has been necessary to defend we have found it
ltto e stablish final protective lines because of the hIy
terrain, t,o
iave placed the MG9 to protect the-flanks and avenues-of approach
into our positis..
....
s
"
Ptheteopracticaloassextremelyacn
or.. r a
tearty firemks
a.osT unenable..
suite diffi

5..

6. Control of mortar

Control of the

imm mort pI

is by Sr11i 300.
G1Vinivi
tg
co coMdr t. CL11 for fire
Cdirect, over the rifle co SCR 300.
The hv wpnp co coxudr exercises any ieces]ury control by using the 5CR 300 of the km comdr,
plat ldr one of these sets permits each mort obar with a rifle

7o Diup!acement, 0 The uort plat ldr must be given great freedom of decision as
to movemont 0 He displaces wpns foroard only when necessary to remain in clcse support
as the movement of am is a difficult problem.
8° Mortars in reorganizationo
Upon reorgnization the 81mm plat moie Up naar
the center of the bn zone and is immediately prepared to lay protective fires, or hilt
targets of opportunity.
&noke is ready if needed and ran is mado for further movement
If the final objective is reached, defensive fires are plotted and security- especial
ly to the rear and flanks-= is put out or requested.

0

9o Effectiveness of mortar fire 0 0 We have found our HE heavy will not eitmnato
pillboxes,
I have seen direct hits on them ineffective,
However, a round'Or two of smoke
around them with a few rounds of light right behind causes casualties among the enemy who
seems to always place a gun or twc or a few covering tiflemen around a pillbox or an emplacement,
Aso
1e
fire on terrain above or dominating a pillbox - the enemy will be
found there also.
It is also a good idea to throw some smoke on a haystack or clump of
Lasbes on a ridge.
We have located several enemy Ops in these harmless l0oking-places°
10. Use of personnel,
In the attack we use the instrument cpls for ln. The plate
do not send a runner to coo They need every man,
We use the T cpis and drivers as
carrying parties when needed.0
III

INFANTRY AT WUhI

(Comments of Antitank Company Commander).

lo Taretso 'The 57mm AT gun has been used to place fire on the ridge line to the
rear of the attacking inf and on embrasures of pillboxes and targets of opportunityo
Targets of opportunity included half-tracks 0 personnel 0 MGe, AA guns, morts and AT wpns,
2, Preparation needed,
'The towed AT gun has little chance of giving any closein
support to the attacking inf unless the amount of enemy fire from morts, arty9 AT guns,
and AA guns can be greatly reduced by a thorough arty preparation and vigorous counterbattery fire,
3. H&needed.
'Fire on targets of opportunity requires a continuous supply of hR°
The use of AP for targets of this nature iswvasteful and usually of little effecto
IV

INFANTRY CANNON

(Comments of Cannon Copany Commander).

i.
Selection of ositions,
0It must be remembered that when a position is selected
it must be one that provides a wide sector of Lire and allows delivery of close-in fire
for the front line.
In one instance a mask prevented us from firing close-in Tires 0
making necessary a change in gun positions.
tie also select our positions so that in
the event of a counterattack we can place fire on the position occupied by our troops.
Alternate positions must be selected btcause if much night firing is done the enemy

will soon locate your posit~iono
2, Use of time fire,

'17e have fired a large amount of M54 time faze.

It is an

excellent method of adjusting fire in woods and in the early morning, especially if
the fog is thick. We have had to use the time fuze 954 due to the scarcity of P smoke,
Time fire is effective against open emplacements that surround almost every pillbox,

~S-

-5ino

one instance one of our FOs fired with
4 fuzo with tho plan'in mia of cauo rj a
graze burst in front of the pillbox 0 c,,
aIn tho froa4pozt to ontor the opcrturo o: to
box, This has provod succoieful but dec
not crack the pillboso in our octor,

oda procision rogistraticaon

aI

hoot till

3. aLQOn, "It. is most iaiortant to mintain conotant In b0toenlo mm oO
tions and the bna- especially at night, Im the ovent of encsW activity) atnighat
t
to
Cn Co In 0 can offor suggetions to the b S-3 aa to vhich coneontration can bo fired
with beat offoct, Tho Cn Co comdr should contact the bn S-30 cah dcy and offor o"o
gostions as to fires for the night and intordictory fires,
plan of patrols and othor night activitieoo

No should alo

ot tho b

4o orward Obaerver.
"FO's tend to get too far forward -witih tho forecoot loments of the rifle cosoen pinned down the FO cabnot obseorvoe and often cannot use
the SCR 300 becauso the long antenna draws additional firo, F havo uad tho Lothod
of leap.-frogging from one point of obos to tho other and havo boom ablo to d1iroct firo
on encW opposition when it presento itoolfo
o have adjustod firo tbroua 170's oclusively since we arrived in Franceo
5o

Fire control,

"The SCR 300 is vary oatisfactory for ca

otwom obur and gum

position, A relay station was necossary only when the radios ero nsed by gulleyo
or dense woodo, Weore exporimnting with 6101s, mounted in joops, as relay stationo
one 610 at the gun position and one near tho ba CP as relay, 0
V

PATRO
I.
a,
bo
c,

ING AM)

ruoGP c

(Ccqsnot

of Intolligence Officoro)

CanAon mistakes, o" have found ccrm patrolling errors to be:
Returning without accomylishing miosiOno
Engaging in ~ firi'fight contrary to ordero,
Failure to mend prcxmpt £eporta of resulto to highor ochlons.

2. Remdie,
"Tooelianate ihese difficultio 0 tho regt wasiged patrolling
missions for each night
siiale ones at firot,Gradually incroaig Im dlfficulty and
importance, Schools wero conductod behind tho liao to train Inoxporionced cno

3. Hel fro prisonrv . o h found it valuable to use tho 1/2.5000 ztp with the

defense overprint to facilitate pin-pointing of positions by Geros prioonero
could point out their pillbosos and thooo occupied by their ccormoo

Thoy

4. Observor informationo "Our OP
otOro have uatchod GOrmao remain In pilibosoo
for soveral days0 comin oiut only to got food frcn field and farhoauoe,
Th Gormans
will get careless if they do not know you ore observing and will sart fires in the
piliboxes and woods,
sp~ot patrols,o
VI

flLJIXON AND

They occasionally shot flares froma the piliboxee to help them
"
_

PATO0fl flfl

(Com ments of Platoon Icder)

1ioDi.ttalion distribuisipoiutop 0 "Vs keep each co's am loaded on thir own wpn
carriers, In this way wa can establish a forward 1W and a rear Dr. The forward ZIP is
ustally close to the bn Co The rear if? is sacs distanc behind with the balace of
the ba vehicles,

-r
20
ryir parti o, Otried pack boards but thQm
did not lio )tzco The
carrying parties can carry as mch in both arms, and if it becomes necesoaoy to fiaht,
it is esy to drop their loado and tako up tho fight, Carrylng partio havo boon
formzd frco replacoeents goin
forward to the ocos

3. Amunition reserveo 0Never let your roeerve am get low on tho hn,

At ono

time the ASP was ninety miles froa our position,

4,
iivsion of dutie-osdivided
s,
the ea and pion plat into three groups, On0
sqd operates the mine d t ctorso Ono is usod as an am sqd and the other is uod for
other pion dutios
The Bn Co" vehiclo and radio vehiclo both carry a mine detector0
0
The drivera havo boon trained in their uso o thoy can check suspected areaso
1Y R-EP

V1i

E,(Comments of Pj~i

fl s4)

1i
Pj.z rgan o te found it advisable to have supply sgtw vilt thor co
CP once daily regardless of the difficulty in gtting .back and forth0
2,

Supply by c

ry

pryo

framn400 to 1.500 yda to the troopso

'The situation generally requirod carTying supplies

A priority of supplios was set up as followo

ordo Sm, rations 0 PX rations, blanketo and shelter halveo K l materialsj,
new clothing
0
and watero
ater was given low priority bocause of its aighkto The ater Supy pro

blem was solved by taking forward empty canus and a chloriating solution
Coo fille
0
these water cans from nearby streso
and purified thair water with the chlorinating

solutiono Righ losses in water cans
and rN fire'..

3,

upl requesot ,

fl1

esperlinced as a result of shell frs

nts

Requests for supplies by carrying Party imat he

ade 24
hours in advance; the individual makIng the request mmut be infornsd of
the prioritie
so that he can properly proportion his roquoats

40.

Formatilon of carryin

arties,

'Normally carrying parties can be

made up of
separate co details but due to heavy Goualtiesia one b it was noe3gMyto
forma
b carrying party , consistin of drivers 0 straglers, and even replacents,
It was
found by this bn that it took 60 mm two trips nightly to resupply their
unit° Tho
idoa of using replacemnts for carryiAg partios forward proved sucoeful
as it soon
accustcmed them to operatizg in the darknmss and to front line,_conditiona,

5o Crr0yn blankot roll o oThe practice of oinga into any initial phase of
action
without a one blanket roll at laat0 In this woather proved a serious
handicap, Uhen
0
it became necessary to move rolla forard unr coabat conditiona it
a found that
the most efficient syatea was to roll ao many blanketo end miscellaneou-siso
of shoes 0

if necesarT into a one-mEan load rather than single blyank
or sqd roli
Po
sonal articles must never
be included in rolls since the rollsrolls
are frequently
reorolle4
by personnel other than the owner,

6, Protecti on for" carin . partie o 'Carying parties snould never b llilowed to
operate without rifl~nen for protectonad these .riffle gurds should not be cargo
bearers of1 any sOrt,
One bn operated carrying parties succeasfully1
by organizing them
forward and sending thca to rear, rather than the reverse,'

lo

Aid station radiloa,

O

have a radio in each ta aid station operating in the

respective bn neo
This has enablod us to pormit litter
be amrs to rost frequently and
remain on call at the aid station Instocd of continuously soarching the
field for c Qoc

uSIties,

ach Co Is able to call for littor boaroro a requirod,
o

7c.

The litter

Qors

then go on foot to the casualty and bring
ride forward on the jeep as far as possible,
aid station. If there are
jeep - which gets the casualty rapidly to the

him to the
poiint at a point accessible
many casualties the litter bearers establish a collecting
transport the patients to the aid
quickly
to the jeep, and the jeep ambulance then can
station.

establish the bn aid station where
. vacuation. 'Another of our practices is to
of heavy casualties the litter bearers
the ambulances can come to it. Daring periods
We beliefe
to help clear the field.
of the col co arfi used ahead Of the aid station
supporting coll co. Such corn would allow
it would be dealti-ble to have regtl corn to the
of ambulance in whioh is not. always
more accurate coL .ct than the uncertain method
satisfactory in rapid moves.'
IX

(

CObMNICATIOj

(Gomments of Regimental Conmanication Officer)

3000 to each bn, one for the AT plat
Additional radios. 'We issue two extra SGR
When on plate are atchd to bns each
of the hq co and one for each bn aid station.
This puts the on plats within reach
plat is given two 300s and they enter the bn net.
are goitg to give our regtl surg an SOf
of all co comdrs as well as the bn comdr. We
284 to call the coll co for oxtra ambulances when needed.'
X

ENGINR OPERATIONS

(Comments of Division Engineer)

positions as taught at the
'The principles of assaulting fortified
General.
in the U.K. are sod? This was deonkngineer School and at(ossault Training Center
SP guns, and engrs were well coordistrated when an attack, in which inf, arty, tka,
our assault training in two
nated, succeeded beyond expectations. It differed from
were more than pillboxes, they
respects, the Jerries were there and the fortifications
were forts.
.

and roofs are six to
2. Description of lare. illbox. 'In large pillboxes, walls
are usually four
There
seven ft thick and the roofs are reinforced with 12' I-beams.
are 4P' steel. A
plates
to seven rooms, with heavy connecting steel doors. Embrasure
the inside, using
from
box
one
pole charge won't always drive the Jerries out. We blew
walked out.
Jerry
a
after the explosion
300 lbs of TNT placed in an inner room, and
slow, bck'The destruction of front line emplacements is
Use of explosives.
usually crawled in. We
breakinu- work for the engrs. Explosives must be carried in,
the inf, the haversack for deolition block Ml have used packboards borrowed from
bags siting in pairs over the shoulders.'

3.

these are excellent

-

and sand

END
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'Battle eorionces are publiahdregularly by this headquarters to enable
units in tratning to profit frao the latest abet experiences of our troops now
fighting the ermans in nrope. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not noosearily applicable to all units in all situations.
the itino published will be those bsed c practical oxperionce and..are recinne
for careful consideration by units which may oncounter similar problems.. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the

validity of the
B

y be determined.

lndieated battle lesson

omand of Lieutenant

oneral aWAL

',

a

0. R. LANDON
"'Colneol,AD
Adjutant Genral

flowing, extracted fr c the report of an 0 of a separate tk b on
N s The fl
In
tho Italian theatre, contains an unusually detailed description of
operation
an
of
preparing Ai conducting a combinod minor effort. The c* lotothe mechanics
and prepaation is particularly notoworth.f The actin inplaning
the
of
ness
volvod a reinforced rifle oo, a plat of nodim tks, an onr det and nine bos of

arty.
I

. Upon roept of orders for the operation, an
Do4e 1 went isediatoly after dark to the CP of the is! be co who also had just been

3. Attis

,reeiot of

de a tentative outline of the plan of action and agmr ed upon a request
notified.. U ato higher hq to change the time of attack from 1800 hours to dawn, in order to pormit
the approach to be made virtually undor over of darknoss, but with sufficient liht
to permtt the tmnkers. to sN
e the friendlyiv
In front of than. The renmendation

was approved.,
At our first conference the iLt bn CO and I
pptareooaaiance.
.
2.,
connected wth the following preliminary
details
ertain
upon
atacussed and agreed
a. patrolling to determine the hostile strength, obstacles, mine fields and
atnues of approach for both 1sf and tks.
b. The preparation of gaps in obstacles and mine fields, both friendly and
and irking laneos through them.
o,

c. personal, ren by oandrs to locate the propared gaps, beco familiar with
the terrrin and enm positions and select tentative routes for the attack.
stablishment of a am system betwe inf and tk cars.
d.

elm

la

-m

m.......21

- _.wu...._, .

*. Arragments for smoke cover for Th withdrawal.
Selecting locations for sre tks to take the place of ay which aigt
f.
disabled during the action.
g.

Preparing and distributi

h.

Fixing a tim

be

overlays of the fire support plan.

schedule for.the movement frcm rear to forward-asseably areas,

so that the tks would not interfere with the arching if.

*On D3 I went with the tk o cmdr, plat cmdro each of his
3 ,Reconnaieare,
tk coadra and the tk ran 0, to the 1sf ba CP where tk and inf? coor discussed plane
and operations. W all went together later in the evening to the position froawhich

bo there chose locations for the tk wire gap and for
the inf would launch its attack.
was shows the objective, the suspected location
c
tk
a dugoin tk position, Bach
position each tk would take after passing
approximate
the
and
of enemy gun positions
with the imortance of keeping his fire
ressed
.
was
ccmdr
tk
Each
wire.
the
through
in front of the advancing inS. The inf 0 who was to provide the tk guides worked with
We returned to the inf! P and discussed the attack
the tk ron 0 on their locations.
learned.
had
we
what
further in the light of
On I)-2 rehearsals were held in a rear area cc terrain very similar
Rehearas.
The second rehearsal was hold at dusk
to that over which the attack was to be made.
similar to those hich would
generallya
conditions
in order to conduct it under light
exact picture of t he
a
reasonably
obtained
All
prevail during the actual operation.
all met again and
we
night
That
attack plan, to include the method of withdrawal.
arriving at a
roearsal,
discussed a number of questions that had arisen during the
his guidos over
took
0
satisfactory conclusion on all. After this discussion, my rcan
take.
to
the route and actually placed them in the positions they ware

4.

iDuring the night of D-l the gap was ade in our wire. The
certain
tk rcn 0 again went to the forward position to rechck the route and to nake
that the gaps were properly made.&

5.

chofn2aO

.

On the night before the attack y tk plat cadr went to the
Flnal Details,.
inf n C;P and discussed last minuto details with the inf co ocadro Gaps in the mine
tape.
night and marked with white er
fields wore also made during tiis

6.

r went with the In?' ka ccMdr to the forward OP. Trowt
The tk co a
pontrolj
7.
was in direct radio crn with the km and the tk-co car
or
that point the inf? c0
had direct radio contact with the plat oadr.
8.

Withdrawal,

rhoentire operation worked

moothly ad was successful.

ten

the in? b'egan its withdrawal the tks remined in position until notified that the
One tk was hit during tne withdrawal and inblied.
withdrawal had been ccmpleted.
since the mision of the operation had been acomplished, it was decided to destroy
this tic, rather than attempt to retrieve it.

un 3wport. My assault gu plato* organised into two firing btrye
Asaul.t
each of threoe 105'Showe and three medium tke in indirect firing positions fired.
under the direction of tue div arty IDC until fl-hour. It then reverted to.. the tk km
control and brought imediato prearranged concentrations In accordance with requests
The assault gns as well as the
c r.
through the tk b
of the comrs trastted
in the
tka aided in the withdrawal by firing smoke to fill any gaps that developed
arty screen.
9.

]MD.
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kcac bcon ccaptW0rc a oscznatlos 911se1@sog that, this fire hMA boos. ory efectve0
0
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ct0is2a boy-ccualtieo to vehilcleso and poroommol c te road0 Dc00(: 5tn Th §?0~y

CAftor
fLihtina in tho hcforoo our nto 0 back in ope country 0 did not appreio
ato at firot that the omczy could 0 by lci
roaso Lire0 cath tho eatiro ct
wth one
biroto ;i' It s necoosry to havo tho oouto and flankoro Poll o0t.o in o& a io
tho Ocma lot the scouto
got ithin 50 yto befoeo iriR 0. AO tho plat wa too cloe

it was pinned down while still in coln and could not develop
engage the enty, If we had not had tks present the casualties enough fire power to
would have been heavy.'
--tnfCo Ccmdr, 30th Div.

IT CONNIE

CRUISILBTL

'On one occasion during the recent operations, our three rifle cos
wer

the enm position r on three ae

Wire con was available and the oaS

attackin

line to each
co was putoi a ¢ Fence circuit. The bn conr instructed the
co * rs that he would
monitor the circuit and assist where possible, but that the show
definitely belonged to
the co cts.
yBy
use of the conference circuit the co coara were able to exchange
information and-coordinate their efforts, All cowira concerned
believe that this procedure greatly aided in the speedy reduction of the anew position.'--CO
2d Bn. 28th Info

T SLOYflfl OF TANK ,D FRY9

S,

'Senior OS of units supported by TD@ satmaes curtail the
of their
support by insisting upon prescribing details of the methods theefficiency
TD shall use to ace
Ocuplish their missions, even to the point of telling a section
when to fire andwhen
not to fire.

The TD Os should know the capabilities and limitations of their
own
weapons and should be permitted to eqloy their own methods in
carrying out assigaed
missions to the greatest extent practicable.--neport of 701st
TD B.

TiIlKStaNN)USoOWl
L. e rlacemantp, 'No matter how badly mn are needed replacemnts
should not
be rushed into battle. They should be brought in during a rest
period in order that
they may learn their leaders. At one time we received replacements
when we wer engaged in heavy fighting. The new men became bewildered, froze
in position and suferad heavy casualties.-,Sgt Wolf. inf qd lader, 30th mt Dive
2. Useo Tank stroyersa Tanks. TDs should not be used as
ts; they cannot
fire while woving and do not have the ls and maneuverability
of tks.'--Raport of 701st

TD Br

3.
kkar±.
'The bazooka Is an excellent wpn aainst tks, houas and pillboxes. frequently enam=
achine gunners located in houses will withdraw when basooka
fire is directed against them.
Every man should be able to fire the bazooka in the
event that the regular bazooka man becomes a casualty.'--ggt I. Singer,
mnt rifle co,
30th mt Div.
Ii.
Plann lire.
'The Germans put their mal A? guns directly to your frot
to
draw your attention while his 88's hit your tics frca the flank, We have
fewer losses
when the morts swoke our flanks as we Jump off.'--Lt. 31st Tk BN.

5.

Information to Reervej~t.

'Informtion

afl get back to the reserve unit

JLD an
m thrown
Uab
. to
w plat
was gap
parscreated
of the reserve
co in the attack
on CHART.
te
a
were
in
plug the
by disorganizaticn
of another
unit, q
tswe
stopped by the se AT ditch which had stopped it.
I could have avoided this obstacle

had I knomiof its presence.'--Lt. 31st Tic N.

a
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Battle Kzpreoncsr are published rogularly by this headqumarters to enable
unite in training to profit from the latest cnat exerzonces of or
troops now
fighting the Germans in faropeo Although the ezperieaoea of certain
units at a
particular location are not necessarily qplicablo to all units In all
situations,
the ite
published will be taose based on practical *perionoe
and orre reo
med
for careful consideratioa b units uhich ma ens% ter similar problems. Reports
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Note 5

There is given below a mnarisation of reports regarding Glass
iI and I
supply in combat collected from a number of units over
a period of from two to three weeks,

1.. glass aZ &
. a. -waapons,
(1)
Practically all units reporting had
adopted sin system designed to speed up .the replacement of ns. In at
units the
supporting ord heavy maint oo gives considerable assistance alon this
line. The
773rd TD Rf reported that replementos generally were received in from
two to three
dayso In the 3rd At
Div, the Ora medium mant oo is kept right up with the div
and maintains a fair stock of available items,, a does the div ord itself,
The mant
ba of the 6th Awd Div carries a amall number of extra men, fro waich
inmdlate
roplacement can be made.
(2) laf units reported the adoption of various expediente to speed the process

of wpn replacement, *
am of them follow:
(.a)
In the 28th Div battle casualties of wpas are phoned an by regtl S-4s to
the div ant co
Mien replacmeonts are received the regt is notified by phone and

picks the wpns up imdately,

(b)

The 2nd mtf Div 00 carries a mall stock of wpns, including one 57nm gun

and one 105m how.
Losses are reormted by regt
S-4s direct to div oat supply 0. If
he does not have a replaemnt in stock he contacts the army ord supply 0 and arrangs
to.get a replacemunt in time to deliver it to the regt the emay ,
teon issues are
made from stock, requisitions for replaceent are subaitted idately,
(a) The 134th Itt has worked out a plan for the use of an over-strength
sgt and
azrmrer-artifioer of the service co to operate a wpm repair shop, The
5-4 claims that

this schem saves the evacuatioa of a large amber of pns,
b. - Otebr las
n
The operation of the supply of other Class II ites

lie

i,

iv

St vayins tarte

acsnormal linesad seamsto function ioctiftatorily whnmthe ncctc

suppliesoco available and

upply points

loso

nouh to the gMto

ortcxia opooal step

ave tomtae by cc
itoW
as follcs 8
(1) The 13t SW placoo oavy Cz pbosio on Oupply disciplinm
a d bOliVOO tat ti

asresulted In a large saving of equitpzznt by reducingS theo

unts thrownaay.

(2) Tho 121st lf
stroseo the recovery ag individual and oraanisatlomal oquiz&M
fro as ualties by idiceal and gravoo rolotratio personnel, In tho 314Wh
tn etom
supply of shoes poeda serlous problem for a tne
whn a lona period of operaticn
o
through
and water resultod i
exoovo faluroo of shooo,
Their eolutiom,
which wa reasonably succosasfto wasto pool all otra pairo cd
ioouotbn to te on
in groatest need,
(3)
In tho 314th W f the RL S=o are roquired to
k conotant chok on ooSAs
in the forward roa 0 assiaod by tbor of tho b A 0 P plat, Clothing eo ve
io
onined for servicobility and a crll stock of unimlaundereod it
1i
opt on hA
to motomergencieo

a. Class X iu
ao
a C
- In armored utoo (1) The 6th Artd Div followo thoo
asthod of resupply of fuel and lubricants 0 according to the situationo taon Oupply
points available to th div ar cloo, ro-oupply is effoct d by subordinato ui tri
on a can-OxchQnaebaio, in Q
a
ving oituation the div eotablishoo a Claw lIoupply
point in its div train area0
(2) In the 3rd
n
Div, lv trit usually brin forward the supplioe from tho
ASP and deliver tne t o the using unite about dark. Tho div ftel trkoton return to
the supply point for a refill 0
(3)
In the 773Md D Entahe bn fuel truck is et forvard cm call from the4co
The
trk is met by plat guides who loQd it to the ,plat CPo or to individual vehilos , if
practicable0o
ormaily tbe distribution is from plat CPs by hand-carry when the unit is
eqngaged.
bo In inf unito
(1) The 2nd Div QW draws supplioe frct a-corps or ASP an etablisho one or more div dpo. The regto dra fra thoeo dpo and etablish reatl dpo
Vehiclo fret lower units return to the rotl dq for refill or 0 o
occasion, tho nocoed
supplios are sent forward on a light tno,

(2) Both tho 13th laf and the 314th laf comnat

n tne fact that no fuel trh io

organically available to inf regto
LZaking one available for norma supply activitlo
causo no special concern, but ).u fastm v'% 's situationo0,hon
to or threo tr1it aro
needed, considerable diffioulty io oncountereod
(3)
Tho 134th Inf reports using 2 2l T trko with trailers (not expqlaning whero
tho trks cam from) to haul tho supplios fro the ASP to the regtl fiold ta bive. EA

naint vehicles thero exchange empty for full cano and all vehicle comia g into tho
biv are directed to fill up to save transportatiOno The bno usually have to grond
sama gasoline0

in order to use tho tint vehlclo

0

bibt seldot very rmach

End
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0 are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
0attle Experience
troops now
units in training to profit from the .latest combat experiences of our
at a
units
certain
of
fighting the Germans in Drope° Although the experiences
situations.
all
in
units
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all
are recammnded
the items published will be those based on practical experience and
Reports
problems
0
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar
that the
order
in
of corroborative or contrary exporiences are particularly desired
validity of the indicated battlo lesson may be determined.

d of Lieutoenant General BRADIXY:

BY c0

C. R. LANDON
Colonel. AGD
Adjutant General
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line has obtained
a, The 112th Engr C Bn in pillbox demolitions on the Siegfried
good results by taqping with sandbags 40 lb charges of TM against each end of 40
Several boxes of captured 80mm mort shells0 or two 150mm shells
embrasure plates.
embrasure
were used with the TNT charges in each case. -With this arranga nt the
embrasure
the
plate was either blown out or badly damaged and the concrete around
with
embrasure
the
of
badly ruptured, Two 150a shells standing on end at each end
120
against
4 pounds of T" fastened to them yielded good results without tozying
concrete and 3/8o embrasure plate.
b, The Third Arw has used 400 pound chargos of TNT, captured,am or explosives
with the result that the doors are blown off and the roof shattered, The destruction
Another method which requires only
is usually sufficient to render them unusable.
then lock
one pound of explosive is to lock or jam all openings from the inside and
This is not foolproof as the
charge
with aA small
off open,
the handle
and blow blows
the doorsometines
third method0 is to cover the pillbox with
the door
charge
earth by using a bulldozer,
Notes

The Engr Sec.

and doe

this hq

not reconsnd it

'It is

This is

satisfactory but is

considers the use of

relatively slow,.

400 pounds

of explosive

excessive

for general use,

often iriracticable

for a TD to move forward to .engage enzy t s because

of dug in AT gunso On such occasions the fire by an M-l0 on a reverse slope fao oen
directed by an obar on the crest holding up his hand in line between the TD and the
target0 The obsr then moves right or left until a corroct doflection ic obtaroC
Sensing of over or short are relayed by voice until the tk is destroyod, If the or
is in or near a hed&row only AP sholls can be ufed ais HE may oxplode in tho hofoe
row,'--COlo L.Eo Jacobyo CO 5th TD GroSo
CmI
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by this headquarters to enable
'attle ,tpaiences e are published reglly
units in training to profit from the latest earbat experiences of our troops aow
ans in Scope. Although the experiences of certain unts at a
fight in& the Ge
particular locatiou are not neooessarily appliablo to all units in all situation,
the item published will be those based on practical experience and are reo
for caroefud onsideration by umits tic may m4ounter similar problems. Report
of corroborative ircontrary experiences are partioularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson nay be determinoo
BYsomad

of Lieutenant General NIDLT
oo

JR.

olonel. ,AD
AdJutant Genral

The following account of the actions of a It. a FA 10 with the 3d ArS.Div, in
action ner Manes, francoo in -Aai-eust, is extracted from an aocount give by Ms

xerciing leaderabip at the time, he displayed a
to e"m nrA
tiroless eal, initiative, resourcefulnoss and a caloulatod willingnss
his own life in order to prmte the sUccss of his unit, which appearS o be wetby
bt

ccodr.

While the 0 was not

of emulation.
1. flfllgl
. A part of the battle group to which the lt belongeod us cut
off frca l~f icaodly troops. The lt volunteered to aeccapany an mt patrol. This

patrol located eo n Jf and a colamm of nine trks. The patrol withtew but the It
raned in obsn and called f c arty fire. This fieo destroyed for"trks and fendi

the ez! troops to abandon the reainder. These troops took cover in the fldl
which the It; us

observing, sot are than 5 0 yds from him.

he called for arty f ire on the

atd obtaine

from

Despite their coseness.

a &treot hit in the middle of the gp0Q.~

killing 19 of the 20.
Uponhis return to the OP he was seat to anma oupos to
2.
Second situatiro
observ- -pon arrival there he learned that a patrol uas about to leane th outpost
ln it cut this patrol ia two. The it,
Iay
it.
and requosted permiason to ac
who was with the leading half of the split patrol, moved far onought forward to obsorve
dotails of an oeuw road block and thea worked his way back through the eaw to roin
hi. unit. Upon his return ha stated his belief that ha could
t back t* a pomite

lbaspsi

Aptbac

from which he could direct observed fire on the road block. AccManied by a ran sgt
he made his way back and located two Mark V German tks ecadingy the road and apprcm&mdia
tf armed with basookas. He adjusted arty fire and
lmately a plt of e
destroyed or dispersed the enm Sat. He obtained two direct hits on each t,
but without knocking them out.
He then made his way back to the CP. reported the exact location of the tks and fired a round of red mke to spot tha for air attack. Div bambes destroyed both tks.

Ii

A INrsrYznB

l

ON O

nUW

W

a

gRpjg

The ecuents below are extracted from an account given by Major Adams 0. 1st
e of, his staff after a period of attachment to the 33d Ard

Bs 26th bat and m
Regte 3d Armd. Div.
I.

Opeation gmainst piliboxes.

We use the inft o determine what positiona are
We save

manned and to clear the way so that tanks can be brought up to fire cn them.
thein! by using tank fire awinut suspected occupied positions.

2. Fihting atowns.
In the street f ihting
ieg
in
we had a point of foot
precede the inf-tk tam by about a half block. The loading tks followed with
int marching on the sidewalks.
The tks covered tho in! by firing MOe into the
windows.
The principal resistance encountered consisted of fl
.and AT fires from the
flanks at street crossings and junctions.
We overcame this by maneuvering to their
flanks and rear. AT grenades were used effectively in this fightin.
Mor
were not
so offective because of poor obn.
3. Securtnu canttred,cri tiatoiaW. When art units spearhead an attack followed by
they should establish road blocke covered by fire at critical points
to prevent re-entry by the enmw before the i
roaches the area.
It is especially
important that key bridges be so protected. At Liege one of mW plats and a plat of
light tks were left behind to guard an important bri8.
The Gerans also had left
a plat to destroy it.
While the Germans were drinking in a cafe myplat soizd
the
bridge and, with the assistance of Belgian white Army forces, held it-for two days until
the 9th Div arrived*A failure to hold the bido
would probably have .resuled

in a considerable delayo
4.
httle
Sounds. The ability to identify and dist ngush battle somadsis of
surm imporaace.o
The older aon in my ba can readily tell by the soun of an arty
or mar shellor burst from a w if it is time to hit the round oront~inu to advance
Mewmet will usua.ly take cover nedlessly.

S*D

Rerulecvt~y~r's-~

t.
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat exieriences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in Europe, Although the experiences of certain Units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recommended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
4Y ccmand of Lieutenant General BRADLEY:

C. R. LANDCN
Colonel, AGD
Adjutant General

I

RECONNAITSANCE PATOCNS OF TANK DESTROYER BATTALIONS.

1. The t'o rcn plats provided by T/0 for this bn are inadequate since all three
gun cos are invariably committed and each needs a rcn plat.
2. We have organized a third plat, taking personnel from the maint, T and hq plats.
The rcn 0 commands it. To equip it we robbed our rear echelon and CP of jeeps, radios,
wpns, etc. we feel that the benefits have fully justified the effort.
3. Though the primary mission of the rcn plats is to locate enemy tks, we use
them also to determine t he location of our own front lines. They perform this t ask
by the following methods. The ran plat sends a sgt to each front line nf ba of the
unit it is suppAorting. The rcn plat leader receives reports fr
these sgts at regtl
Nq and checks them against the regtl situation map. The information is then furnished
the gun co comdr and relayed by him to bn where it is checked against the information
received by the div.--Report of 623d TD 3i,, 30th Inf Div.
II

BAZOOKA TEAMS.

We find that it is a good idea to hold fresh bazooka teams in reserve, so that
when tks are located the fresh men can be sent forward to engage them. Often the

front line bazooka teams are not aggressive enough because of fatigue. We have lost
several or thvse teams because they were too exhausted to use proper cover and movement tactics. The bazooka is definitely effective against the tk. Hit it on the side,
do not snoot at the front. After it is stopped work around to the rear and let him
have one, and the tk will normally catch fire.--Report of 1st Bn, 119th In!f to 30th Div.

4>3.

9

4

USE OF WIRE.

ITI

As an aid to control within plats, we have been laying wire to each gun position,
providing the plat comdr with rapid sure cn to each gun sgt.
We find this more reliable than radio. Also a telephone can be opereted from a foxhole. When we use
radio we dismount an scR-610 and place it in the foxhole with the operator.--Report of
823d TD Rn to 30th Inf Div.

IV

WISCfl

LANEOUS CO?4ENTS.

1. Prepared Mortar Fires.
Always arrange prepared mort fires, that can
without obsn, Send overlays to the front line cos so they can request those
when necessary. In order that request for fires can be promptly acted upon,
should be corn from the mort plat to the bn GP.--Report of Co D, 119th Inf to

be fired
fires
there
30th f
Div.

2. Harassing Fire.
The Germans often fire harassing arty fire on a time schedule.
Check your watch often to determine if tns is taking place. It will let you know
when to get low. However, do not depend upon it too much as Jerry will often chane
his time schedule.--Report of Co D, 119th Inf to 30th Inf Div*
3. Hip Shooting.
"We need training in firing from the hip. In shooting this
way I found that my tendency was to shoot too high.."--Rifleman of 119th Inf, 30th Inf DIv.

4. Clean Ammunition.
"Have the riflemen check the am they have carried for days.
We have had many jams caused by rusty cartridges. This always happens at the critical

time.'--Sgt R.A. Hawes, 119th Inf, 30th Inf Div.
5.

Bazooka Teams.

'When stalking tks bazooka teams should be wll covered by fire.

The teams should be kept together near the co hq so they can be moved to the point of
need readily.'--Os of 3d B,
g119th Inf, 30th Inf Div.
6.
Counter Mortar Fire. ,60rm
morts should be atchd to the plat and should move
well forward for obsn.
After firing for effect the morts should change position by
at least 100
N Sy_?,9.r.e-t Ile. A ee ..will
w
usually return the mort fire."--Os of 3d Bn,-119th
Inf, 30th Inf Div.

m-
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Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in troining to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in Europe. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recnmiended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By ccmaand of Lieutenant General BRADLEY:

C. R. LANDON

Colonel. AGD
Adjutant General

I

RI3UPLY OF &.2 PJRTAR BATTALIONS

We have established dps for 4.2 mort, when atahd, due to the difficulty the cml
cos have in resupplying themselves.. They have only j-ton trks and trailers awd to
send these back for am would be an uneconomical use of T. We use div T to bring am
from the ASP for these wpns and establish a LP close to the regtl field tn of the
regt to which the morts are atchd.'--tj. T.M.. Andrews, C-4, 40th Inf Divo.
II

MAINmANCE

'I have my own maint unit which has functioned very efficiently. I have only
lost one vehicle. All others hit have been returned to action within 24 hours. The
more meint done by forward units the greater the number of vehicles that can be kept
in action..--Lt Cal. Dunnington, CO 486th AAA 3n.
III

PP SECTIfl SANDBAGS FOR TANSS

Personnel of the 749th Tk Bn, including tk crews, think that sandbags are worth
uhile even at the expense of the added weight.1. On 20 Sept a tk of Co 'A' roceived a direct hit tram a large cal AT wpn on
:he front of the tk between the driver's and assistant driver's bulges. The sandags seemingly deflected or retarded the projectile. The armor plate was cracked
irnd a sizeable 'well' was made but only minor injuries were sustained. The saze tk
received a direct hit on the right sponson a month ago and in that case also the
projectile glanced off causing no injuries because of the sandbags.
- i.

.7

2.. On tho ac- day a t of Co OB' rooivoda diroct hit oan tho front olopo plato
to tho right and olightly abovo tbo aooiotaat drivor 0o buleo Tho projoctilowzxo
doflooatd though it gougod out a largo furrow, In the oszz action Co OBO received AT
do The projoctilo ponogun bito on tho turrot of anothor th which woo not ocadbQ
trated the turret0 killing the gunner and loader and injuring the tk cadr.
TV

RTFANTfY TANK COOPERATI0N

Some tk ba cozdrs have reported that the inf mite to which they aro atchd do not
tho ti cozdr in
get maxirn, offoctiveneoo fram the oi bocauoe thoy do not inclo
Use of a tk comdr as an advioor of the inf comdr can
staff conferences and planning.
often prevent conitting tks to unsuitablo tasks and othor orroro which rzzy causo
casualties of trained personnel and a lack of mutual confidonco botween inf and armor,
in the opinion of these tk comdra. Lack of accuracy and dependability o information
os to the positions of our own troops and of the ground the eneW is holding, have
sometimes handicapped the tk units, they repott.--CO, 7th Amd Group.
V MISCELLANEOUS COMTS
1, M-l0 Tank Destroyer, 0 The high roar of the M-10 motor can be considerably
silenced when operating in close proximity to the enezy by using second rear with
RPM of 8000. This is hard on the motor, but almost silent operation is obtained."
--Colo LoEo acoby, CO 5th TD Group.
2. Bazooka patteries. Batteries for the bazooka have not always been available 0
but we have ample flashlight batterieso By enlarging the holo in the stock to hold
flashlight batteries and rearranging the connections to fit we can use them,.--S-3,
120th Info
Note: The following comments are extracted from a report of battle experiences of
the 823d TD En.
Too often M5 positions are
Choose the wpn for the job,
1o The Right Weapon,
disclosed by firing on targets more suitable for rifle fire,
During an inf attack against gun positions ue your
2. Reconnaissance by Fire,
If hit,
In other words reconnoiter by fire,
MZs to fire at any suspected locality.
location,
his
and
disclose
the enew rill scream

3. Use your Artillery9 Rqmember, if you cannot reach a target, arty may be able
The arty has helped us a lot,
to do so; get your plat comdrs arty conscious,

4, Defending_ Towns, Defend a town from the outside, not from within. The enenmy
will infiltrate into buildings over-looking your gun positions and knock out your
personnel.

END
- 2-
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"Battle Eperiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from tho latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in Europe.. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all aituations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recommended
for careful consideration by. units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By command of Lieutenant General BRADLEY:

C. R. LANDON

Colonel, AGD
Adjutant General

I

FIGHIIDTZIN TE CITY OF RF'

Note: The following is extracted from comments of Maj Gen Walter K. Robertson, CG,
2d Inf Div. on the fighting within the city of Brest.
1. Street Fighting. a.
The term 'street fighting, is a misnomer, for the street
was the one place we could not go. Streets were completely covered by pillboxes and
rapid-fire 40mm guns, with each street corner swept by at least four pillboxes. Our
procedure was to go from house to house blasting holes through the walls with satchel
charges.
b. The biggest problem was in reducing fortified apartment houses six to seven
stories high; in a number of cases we built fires and smoked the enemy out. Another
problem was to cross streets and get into the next block. If possible we found a
blind alley or a defiladed access. If not, the TD's fired at point blank rane and
knocked a hole in the wall across the street. We then covered the pillboxes with K
fire and infiltrated across, preferably under cover of darkness.
c. The Boche adopted a clever expedient that slowed us down the last three or
four days.
If they saw us about to break into a house, they set it afire and delayed
us from six to twelve hours while the house burned out. This delayed us more than any
other single thing they did.
When a house was burned, a sunken pit was left,A n the
basement, and it was necessary to fill
it with rubble before TD's could be taken into
the next block - another time-consuming operation.
d. A most surprising thing to me in the house-to-house phase in the Brest operation was our extensive use of direct fire guns including l55umm (SF) guns fired at
ranges as close as 500 to 6oo yds.
e.

Another interesting sidelight on city fighting - I tried initially

to keep

fairly uniform progress along the line to cover the flanks, but found that it made
little
difference in the city. Unequal progress did offer opportunities for outflanking - just as it does anywhere else - without the same jeopardy to our flanks.
-1-

was that when we got
2. Assault of Walled pity, a. Another interesting feature
surmounted by
pillboxes
modern
against the wall itself - an old fortification with
before we
pillboxes
the
uncover
to
shrubs and turf - we had to do a lot of shooting
assault of
final
the
In
shooting'.
We called it 'agricultural
could knock them out.
supwhich
arty
normal
the
than
rather
the walled city, it was the direct fire wpns
which
wpns
fire
direct
with
ringed
place
I had the
pressed enemy fire on the wall.
,t
completely dominated the pillboxes.
and mort fire going
Before the assault, I kept a slow concentration of arty
b.
result was that inThe
It was a light concentration.
within the city for 60 hours.
out and normal
knocked
ternal corns, hence, the enemy conmund set-up was absolutely
In other words, we ran them into deep pillboxes and
supply could not be effected.
When the assault was made, there was no change in the
tunnels and kept them there.
penetration.
tempo of arty fire except to lift it at the point of
We effected the penefor.
hoped
had
I
than
bettor
were
The actual results
c.
a whole hn
tration, finding the soft spots for which I was searching, and pushed
were aware of it.
throUgh before the Boche, except those in the imediate locality,
real resistance
We knocked out a pillbox and piled right on through without meeting
city.
the
until we reached the center of
This
d. This assault was made at dusk, and we moved in under cover of darkness.
rather
east
the
from
assault
an
expected
Boche
The
was one of four separate assaults.
than the north, and we had their attention diverted.
I feel that the div came out of the Brest operation'far better
which
trained than it went in, particularly because of the house-to-house fighting,
'buttoned
we
when
To illustrate - at night
was essentially a squad leader's battle.
up' frequently it would take the co ccmdr from three to four hours to locate all points
Leadership of NCO's was developed
occupied by his squads in apartments, basements, etc.
I found the frst operation an intensely interesting one,
to an astonishing degree.
and I think that the men did too, because they were able to supply effectively a superiority of fire power and see the mdiate results.

3.
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Battle txperionces' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable units
in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now fighting the
Althout the experiences of certain units at a particular location
Genus in Stope
are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations, the items published will
be those based on practical experience and are recasended for careful consideration by
units which may encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary exorder that the validity of the indicated battle

periences are particularly desired in

lesson may be determined.
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By camnd of lieutenant Geeal WDZS

C. R. U DON
Colonel, AGD
Adjutant General
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The 3d Arad Div reported that on 17 Sept their attack received stubborn rost.
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Sept,
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without oppositioa.fy 12 Sept thesa
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troops to oceu

the bunkers cmaating the roads--relyig ,on our teadency to be roadboad. Since then
enough troops have arrived to occupy a majority of the pillboxos.
However, rosistane
has been weak in most cases and the gairrison will usually surrender if vigorously attacked
2.* P'or
sazod 2Esonne _o
Tho two units facing us have been reinforced by
voups of stralers
collected as they became available. SceM soldiers and Os have no
knowledgo of the orgn above them and sometimes cannot identify the next higher omoM.a
As they are assembled, a guide takes then to a location and orders the to occupy the
pillbozes in the area and defend the to the death. S=tiss
wws are carried in,
other t2ime they are found in the positions. The resulting garrison is a hodgepodg of
ased units. Counterattacks, however (som of which are only raids of strong patrols)
are gerally
staged by good troops e all SB and from the ame unit. The saw state of
disorganisatias did not seem to exist in the arty.e--w2o 28th Div.

i. LAataaaa.

'We avoid the strong defenses of dragon's teeth, steel gates

sines and other prepared defenses by using rcn patrols to locate the lanes through sah
defenses occasioned by. terain features such as stroams and ravines. Through finding
such gps, building bridges, and proparing fords, we were able to got through with Ittle
interference from one
fir*.
2. KnwM strona points. '"urmap overprints show only part of the pillboes actually present. Strong points are generally located so as to cover roads, trails and fire
breaks in forestso A strong point usuall
onsists of a pillbo,88M guns and entznehet
infaatrymen equipped with automatic wpns and riflos. The pill baa is used prineipally as
a shelter from our fires
eMost eneMf ire is delivered from surrounding dug in pooitions.
The Germans fear being trapped in pillboxes and do not like to fire from them
One German
0 surrendered his sroup ot 20 mo stating that they became hysterical in the pilIba
under shell fir.,

3.

Methods of attack.
'We mansevr to a flank of a line sof pillb
and throw all
the lead we can. We use arty for tree bursts over dug in positions around pillboxes
Wherever possible. In general a ba attacks with two .cos abreast and one in suppmt
ppi
up. If a unit Is pinned down, a base of fIre is established while another sqd or plat
mnuvners to the rear of the
'w position. We move entirelyoacross country, behind or
own arty fires, staying ay
from roads, trails and fire breaks,
Our fires usually drive
the
e into the pillboxes. If they fall to surrender we brin4g up tks, TD, AT gu,
basookas and
50 (a) guns and open fire at mbrasures.
This usually brings the out
but if it does .not we use tk dozers to seal the doors and embrasures with dirt.
/

4.
_~a
__on * 'We have captured a new German Man piece that can be ashandled and which has only a 2 foot silhouette above pround when its carriage wheels are
rsmved.
We have found 2 of these in the vicinity of one pillbo-

5., Us. of'nllbozes. 'The Jerries use pi~llboxes for sort and arty OPs, It is a
mis take to use the pillboxes for our (We or OPs, as Jerry knows exactly where they .are.
.

6. iea..ka.4.&taf~. 'German prisoners say we have two doctrines of warfare u~pon
,which they can relys 'Amricans never attack a t night ' and 'Americans fight along roads'.,
7. U" of-Gem ovilias.
*e have had definite
indications of iviliaas behind
our lines supplying miliSary informatiO to eneq utso'CO and 03 60th Info
2eReprodluced
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'Battle hperieo s' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable uts
in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now fighti
the
Germans in &rope. Although the experiences of certain units at a particular locatio.
are not necessarily applicable to ali units in all situations, the items published will
be those based on practical experience and are reconded for careful consideration
by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary
experiences are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated battle
lesson may be determined.
By ccnand of Lieuteunt General NIDIKYS

C. B. WD
Colonel,
D
Adjutant General
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I. S urces of haterlal. An obar from this hq recently questioned a number of co Os
and SM of a ba of an inf rogt engaged in zombat regarding their ideas as to the esasetial qualities of leidershipo The resultant ecaposib plturo is given below.
2o Qmlites DesLred.
The recurrence of demands for certain qualities in their
leaders make these qualities appear to be of outstanding importance. They are as folself-confidence and decision; a sure knowledge of his job; falrness. selfe
lowes
*ontrol; attention t.o the safety and welfare of his subordinates; exemplary condutw
* rather vague scathing which can best be called 'personality'e
A number also stresed
the importance of a leader keepin his a coatiaually inforad of the situation. Tho
suceeedins paragraphs deal with each of these qualities, in the langge of the n who
were questioned.

3.

Solfeoifidnn jd

is4l

.

He must be able to make quick decisions.

He

must be calm and confident in his decisions when the going is rough. He must make
his own decisions without hesitation.
ie must issue orders with an appearance of onfidence in his own judrent.

4.

owj24.

He, must have a thorough knowledge of his -job.

tactics. He mast have sothing which causes him to be autatically
men as best fitted to guidothem. He must know his Job to a 'T'O

He mst know his
accopted by his

5.
airnen, Be.sst rotate dutiesand aiaions
H
lem
mast show nAo partiality.
He must be fair minded. oHe mast have a sae
of fairness. He mAst be hen
but not
allow personal emotions to affect the performane of his duties.
mop
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He m=st show a cheerful front under the most trying conditions.
6.
Self-control.
He must not show his real feelings at the end of a hard
excited.
get
never
He must
day. He must be able to keep from blowing his top if something goes wrong. He must
have the utmost control of his personal emotions. He must be clear thinking.
7. Care of his men. He must make the men feel that he is doing his best to help
He must take
He must speak up (another one said 'stick up') for his men.
them.
interested care of his men.
He must never
He must comply with his own rules and regulations.
Conduct.
8.
He
ask his men to carry out a mission he would not be willing to undertake himself.
must be able to carry out any task he assigns his men. He must be with the men at all
He must not expose himself unnecessarily or permit his men to do so.
times in combat.
He need not expose himself foolishly but must be in the fight with his men. He must
have courage and sometimes purposely display it as an example.

9. Personality.
sharing their conron
personally. He must
free to come to him,
his superiors to his

He must have the confidence and friendship of his men through
He must know his men
lot.
We like to feel that he is one of us.
If the men do not feel
understand the job of every man under him.
he is not a leader. He must not complain or belittle or attack
men. He must encourage, rather than nag.

He should orient the men as to the situation and misKeep1in& men informed.
sion. One of the best plat leaders we ever had always told us everything he knew about
what was going on.
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'Battle Experienoess ere
published regularly by this headquarters
to enable
units in training to profit from the latest
combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in Europe.
Although the experiences of certain units
at a
particular location are not necessarily
applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based
on practical experience and are recommended
for careful consideration by 'mits which
may encounter similar problems.
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences
are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson
may be determined.

C. R. ZANDON
Colonel, AGD
Adjutant General

CLASS I SUPPILY i COMAT
.L.
Sources,
During the past two weeks detailed reports
on the operation of
ccabat sup.ly within the div have been received
from a number of units in combat.
Among those furnishing information are the
following, 0-4 3rd Armd Di, 0- 2d Inf
Div; 0-4 1st Inf Div; G-4 30th Inf Div;
Asst G-4 9th Idf Div; Asat 0.-4 6th Armd
Div;
CO

102d eav Gp ecz; S-4 134th Inf; Sw4 314th
13th Inf; 5-4 28th Inf.

it; S-4 121st Inf; S-4 119th Inf; 5-4

2.
supply
general
methods
service

Treatment.
A summary of the information obtained with
respect to Class I
is given in succeeding paragraphs.
A more or less typical description of the
methods of operation is followed by a description
of certain expedients or
adopted to minimize a difficulty in the system
or otherwise to improve the
to the combat troops.
Other classes of supply will be discussed
in future
issues of 'Battle Experiences".

3.
Method.
Some units attempt to feed 2 hot meals
WD manuals.
Some, however, habitually feed only K rationsdaily, es advised in current
whileto inpermit
combat.ractcally
A few of
the l-atter have obtained sufficient one-burner cookn outfits
all men td heat these rations before they are eaten.
Rations are issued by the dir
QM to regt1 5-4 by unit distribution from the div
truckhead and in turn by the regtl
S1

to

co

his under

regtl

control,

by the

regtl

train

bivouac.

Both

of

these

issues
are normally made in daylight.
The regtl S-.4 then determines, from his knowledge
of
the situation whether the morning and evening meals
will be served in daylight or
under cover of darkness,
Sometime between breakfast and early afternoon, the
bn S-s
report to the regtl -4 their feeding plans, based
upon
the
situation
of
their
units,
Th±s information is passed on to the kis which place
the meals in containers according
to requirements.
Some regts send one 2T rk per bn to the bn motor
pool or other
elected release point.
The mels are there picked up by co jeeps and transported
to

-1RESTRICTED

6
point from which they are hand-carried fCcr final distribution. This method requires about one to one and one-half hours. Other units have the co jeeps with
trailers go to the regtl ki bit at a prescribed time. Using this system, the time
a

from ki to troops is said to be only about 30 minutes. Where the C ration is prepared in the ki, most units preheat the cans and place them in similarly preheated
marmite cans to be transported forward. The time for feeding after arrival at the

troop area varies from 40 minutes to one and one-half hours.
forward with the meals.

Water usually is seat

-

A number of units report the prqctice of maintaining a rolling reserve, usually of one of the more desirable types of ration. The principal object of this is to permit taking advantage of unexpected opportunities to serve one of
the better types of ration. In the 30th Div, the div QM train carries a reserve of BJ
and K rations and can adjust on short notice to give a unit the best type it can use.
The 314th Inf, which normally serves K rations when in combat, carries a 10-in-I
ration in reserve. In addition, each of its bns keeps a field ki with the bn train.
This ki has sufficient cooking units and personnel to cook a hot meal for a unit which
has the opportunity to use it. The 134th Inf keeps on hand one C ration, one K and

4. Unit Reserves.

one l0-in-l.
r"

.

Feeding Isolated Groups.

In the 28th inf,

small isolated groups, such as

outposts or guards for road blocks, are given one day's uncooked ration and prepare
their own hot food on small individual burners.
In general, the cleaning of mesa kits seems to be
working satisfactorily. These two methods are in use in the 8th Div. First, hot
water or a sterilizing solution is carried forward with the meals and a mess kit
cleaning line is formed in the co area; second, the mess kits are kept at the co ki,
sent forward with the meal and issued indiscriminately. They are collected after the
meal and taken back to the ki for washing. The first of the two methods described is
somewhat noisy and involves a danger of drawing hostile fire. The 13th Thf of the 8th
Div 9 on those occasions when hot water or a cleaning solution cannot be sent forward,
furnishes the men with napkins from the 10-in-l rations to place in their mess kits.
The 6th Armd Div requires its co Os to supervise closely the cleaning of mess kits and
also requires a daily spot check by a ba medical O.

6. Cleaning of Msas Kts.

A number of units during the long days issued an extra K ration to
tra.
7'.
the men in the morning to be eaten in the late afternoon and tide over the gap between
the noon kaeal and a supper which they might not receive until almost midnight. Still
fresh bread and coffee to permit
for extra
arrange
on or late
to economize
units
other
serving
hot try
coffee
and sandwiches
at night,
on the theory thbt alst all men

in front line units are awake during much of every night.
3id.
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in RuroPe. Althoutgh the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recomended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By ccummnd of Lieutenant General BRADLEY:

0. H. LANDMK
Colonel, ACD
Adjutant General
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WIRA COIME2ICATIQW

INFAST MOVING SITUATIONS.

'Phe recent 15 to 75 mile daily advances made by the div presented a situation
in which it was beyond the capabilities of the div personnel and equipment to mainctensive reconnaissance was
tain continuous wire communication with field wire.
carried out prior to the movement of the CP so that a wire net could be quicklylaid. All available French commercial wire and power lines were used; in one instance a net of 70 miles of operating circuits was installed in-5 hour with only
It was found best to dead-end circuits at each end of a
12 miles of field wire.
village and lay field wire through the town. -This eliminated the need of cutting
numerous lead-ins to buildings.'--Reports. from units of 9th Inf Div.
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CO(RDINATIW OF CLOSE SUPPOrW M(MVAR FIRES.

III

'When we fire a preparation with morts the last round frcm each wpn is smoke.
When the inf see the smke they advnnce. Even if the enemy catches on to this system we have the jumo for he can never be sure that the fire has lifted.'--Lt Col.

J.E. Golden, Exec 0, 12th Inf, 4th Div.
IV

COIDINATION OF RCN TROOP AND

E R PLAT WITH ARTY.

'The regtl I & R plats and the div ran trp are trained to adjust arty fire.
When a plat of the ran trp is workanz with a combat team it leaves an M4-8 with
radio at the GP. If the remainder of the plat is stopped by enemy resistance it
radios back the location of the target end thet it will adjust fire. Dependent
upon the range either the on co or the arty bn may be used. In this way opposition is often cleared out prior to the arrival of the foot troo)s.' 0aCo1 Kramer
Thoms, C/S* 79th Div.
V

MISCEI/AJZOOUS COIWoS.

*The best thing a soldier can see on the front is his own tks. We
1. Tk.
want the tks right on e line with 'is,not 150 yards to our rear.'--Men of Co I,
10th lIn, 5th Dive
2. Keep Moving. 'When crossing open terrain under smll arms fire keep moving
forward. If one hits the grqund he becomes a still target for smell arms, mortar,
and arty fire. This co marched 2 miles across op"en ground at Is Chapelle firing
from an upright position. We kept Jerry down by constant fire and did not have a
single casualty.'--Men of Co I, 10th Inf., 5th Div*
3.

Prisoners of War.

'Do not separate prisoners and the documents they carry.

Many ties we get marked maps and documents that we need the prisoners to explain.

--Lt Col. Murray, 0-2, 7th Armd Div*
Staggering Meal Hours. 'In a defensive position near Belieroy we had our
L-4.
ki about 600 yards from the front line. Hot meals were served at 0600, 1200 and
O1700 hours. As a result we were shelled daily at those hours. Meal hours near
Inf, 5th Div.
tsSgt.
Co I, 10th
the front should be staggered.'--S/Sgt Tranor,

5. Tank Destroyers in Support of Field Artillery. 'When supporting the arty
001
CoLt
we im.)iovised an FDC from the co hq. The arty -furnished survey and obsn,
Cole, CO 629th TD En.

Imrzrovised Antennae for SCR-jQO. 'Replacements being scarce we improvised
aerial for the SCR-300 by soldering to the original base of the AN-130-A a
length of french transmission wire, gusge B or 10, equal to the original antenna.

4an

To support the transmission wire~in the base, seizing wire was wound 2 inches
aboys and below the Joint and then ioldered.'--Reports from Qnits of 9th in! Div.
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,Battle Eperiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now

fighting the oermns in parope. Although the experiences of certain units atea
partioular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations.
and are reanded
the items published will be those based on practical experience
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at an decessive rate.
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VOIMATIW OF TAN Wo
1.

In every action to date we have had tks attached to our bus. A total Cf

halfman and o
15 tankers have been wounded. We have had attached one tk ad aid
Red.
its
despite
fire
drew
track ambulancoo These were not needed. The halfotrack
Cross markings.
2. The principal problem has been the reavval of wounded and treatment of very
itt Wlt
severe burns. We hadour aid men practice these two operation befOoUr
tankers
.wounded
The
invaluabloe
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effective
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regtl
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by
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iII.

,f.lEOTflt _flt_TANK OWJ.

We do not 'button up' omr drivers and aset drivers xcOept bnder heavy arty fre.
y shaped
The tk comdro' turret stays opon. To gIvo him soae protection we devised a
shield which was welded around his station. (see sketch)
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The shield is nade of 3/8 or 1/2 inch steel

COOR

SILits 3/2 inch wide and 6 to 8 inOhes loNg

apiust & fire and has greatly repermit visions This device provides goodColprotection
IDn. 6th Ard Rogto
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C.0 parker,
duced the number of sniper victitm.Lt
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AIR COV.
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Then
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md.
call
the
after
3 minutes
matter of minutes. I have seen the air strike within
Norke,CO 1st
We like to know the air is there.

We want It all the tim.-I-clOaCo.

CO h4
Bn, 66th Arad Re#t; concurred in by 1$ Col L.Ce Herkuess,
00 3d Bn.

ed SJ Re O"iarrell.
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2. Road Blocks When you halt prepare road blocks.
tq
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in
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3
one on each Side of the road, and put
rope and on the approach of hostile vehicles draw the mines infrt a the
i.
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heUtat
U
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norm I byway.
in thewonded
wounded
mans.
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O
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evacuate
thatIn
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3.

Qol Q.0. parker, 0O 1st Bn, 66th Art Regt.

ant W~tS, the
prward observtion vehile. To secure oban for q, assault guns haltwtlttk.
assigned
assault-gunp~st leaer is mountid in a light tk instead of the
the duties at en
efficiently
perform
and
go
tks
using the light tank he can go wherever
QO 2d BU9 66th AZU& e$.l ,
7O, which he cannot do in a half-tracke-eLt. Col L.C. Heraess,
on di' bCAt -bA
5. TargSets on oundaries. gpeedy placiLng of fitre on targets loceted The
Qni'StS.em
div.
arie is a problem. C1earaacne must be obtained from the adjacent
"
Jt
EsybOd,
Re,
it
usually to have important targets on or near div boundarics.--COl

4.

Arty Exec, 8th Inf' Div
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*Battle Experiences' are published regularly by tbis headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experienoes of our troops now
fighting the GermarL in Europe.
Aithough the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all unite in all situaticns,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recmmended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By co=rind of lieutenant General MADLEYs

H. B.
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Adjutant General
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I LIP
EPISODES NOS.3,
and.
(NOX'S: The fects and opinions given below were obtained by personal interview with
Lt. Col.
.sE. Rudder, C0 2d Ranger Bn, imiediately after that Bn has completed 17

days of combat as a part of a task force of the 29th Div assigned to the reduction
of Le Conquet peninsula - the southwest portion of the Brest peninsula.
mDring that
period the following were capturedl The-main battery east of Ipcrist containing four
280 m and three 75 rm guns; an AA battery at Ploumoguer; a 75 -a battery at pt. de
Corsen; 75 mn battery st pt. de st. Mathieu; a battery at Kervillou with four 20 am
AA guns and two 75 .am costal guns; and 1213 prisoners. The Bn lost eight killed during the entire period. These facts, together with the incidental disclosure, through
his interview, of the things that Lt. Col. Rudder thinks about as Bn Conr. appear
to entitle him to a respectful hearing when he discusses the subject of Leadership.)
1.
Leadership rundamrental.
In nmy opinion, leadership requires that bn, co and
plat condrs constantly keep up with the men in the line and encouras them by example.
The weak leeder must be promptly replaced or the reaction will go on down to the last
man and the unit will not move.
Leadership is a question of life or death to the mnn
in the ranks.
2. An Dxample.
One night the Germans opened with two 280 rnun on our personnel.
The 280 has very large shell fragments and is not an antipersonnel weapon, but the
blast is terrific. The Gernsns made no direct hits. we had no serious casualties
but two men were buried in their foxholes and had to be dug out. Morae was severely
strained. However, the men stood to their foxholes; less well trsined men might have
retired.
-1-

gqoEiimmW.5

3. Another Darnle. t. gdlln provided what I consider a good example of leadership. He led a patrol of 10 men into the 280 mm ('ora? Spee') battery near Iporiat.
He entered the Cp of the German btry comdr with a hand grenade in his hand and de
mended surrender. The German called colonel First,, in conxrund of the Germans on the
peninsula, then offered to arbitrate. Edlin insisted upon iumdiate surrendero I
had arrived in the meantime and colonel Furst requested we come to his Cp. 3000 yds
unt
I moved troops around Furast ,s CP then took Edlia 'a patrol in with no
away.
surrendered the fort and we took about 500 prisoners,

4.

a.- Inf sometimes takes heavy losses when a lime is

How to Save Infantry.

built up too strongly and the enemy attacks with arty and mcrts. We should keep
If I cannot find a flank, I hold tight and
moving and flanking out positions.
or under cover of darkness.
stealth
by
place
another
in
build up
be.- In one case where we were built up strongly, we suffered 30 casualties among
240 men in two hours - more than our casualties for any other two days. The nezt

day we flanked the position and gained 2000 yds with only 21 casualties.

c.- when working with tks we should use minimum numbers of inf around the tks-

only enough to protect the tks from bazooka fire frcm both flanks,

If we place a

lot of inf aroumd the tks, they take casualties from arty and mort fire aimed at
the tks.
He had light tks
Lt g1uminski ran onto a German outpost.
Another pxample.
the position and
behind
and
around
went
then
men
ten
and
He
front.
hit it from the
front.
their
to
tks
the
with
concerned
wiped it out while the Germans were

5.

Dealing with German patrols. The Germwns set up their patrols as we do,
6.
with some men intended to set tick with information as to the position from which
If
the patrol received fire. They then put arty and mcrt fire on the position.
the
positions,
our
of
one
a member of a hostile patrol gets away after contacting
is
procedure
best
The
position should be moved imuediately several hundred yards.
insure
to
it,
surround
then.
to let the whole patrol get inside our position and
that none escapese,

II iMflHOD CF Pwrrn

FRON

L

'Front lines can be plotted quite well if panels are displayed at speoifiet
times and observed from the ln plane by either the arty obar or In 0 flying for
Flights of 1000, 1200, 1400, and 1600 hours were standardizedo
the purpose.
The obar plotted his ,obans on a photo mep'--Lt o10oconnell, c o 2d Bn, 137th
In?, 35th In? piv.
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*Bnttle Experiences' are published regularly by this hefidquarters to enable
units in training-to profit from the latest oombet experiences of our troops now
fighting the aerans in Europe. Although the experiences of certain waits at a
Partioular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations.
nded
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recc
weports
problems.
similar
encounter
may
which
units
by
for careful consideration
of corroboretive or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
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SPLYWZHIN THE DIVISICM. (Note: The following discussion of the operation in
combat oftsupply in divisions and lower units is extracted from a number of reports
oM the subject.)
I. Cfls I SUPPLY.
1. Flcibility. a. - Since rations reach the using unit 48 hours after requisitjon. it is manifestly impracticable to seize unexpected opportunities to
serve a better type ration, such as may result from a 2-day relief from the line
of a aertain, unit. our -4 tries to keep on hand a 0-in-l or B ration for this
in addition, we try to meet the desires and special situations of subpurpose,
prequently we issue two-thirds of a c ration, and one-third of
units.
ordinate
a K ration, or vice-versa, for a single day. -officers of the 137th rufs35th
. *.Div.
b.oif an unexpected opportunity arises for a unit
We maintain a reserve.
to use a B or l-in-I ration and they have drawn another kind, we coohange with
them and adjust by the use of our reserve. qit. aol. Van Notten - 30th Inf.
Div.
2. Prowatimno a. - When we serve either the C or the lO-inul ration, they
are first heated in the kitchens. We usually serve them hot for breakfast and sup-

per.

-4 1st Div.
At noon the men eat a cold K ration. -Lt. Col.Rr,o
in cans,
b. We work this system to serve hot a rations. The rations, still

g water. They are then put into itruite cans, also preheated
are heated in boi
in boiling water. They reach the troops hot. -Officers of the 137th Infs35th

Inf. Div.
3. movement parward.

a. - xi Tns are always released to units. They are
mowed well forward before dark. Rations usually are issued between 0600 and 1200 -

not during hours of darkness.

-

it. Col. EYmer. G-4 Ist Div,

b. Rations are moved forward in, 2* ton trucks to bn am dps, where co Jeeps
more than
piak them up and take thmn as close to the lines as practicable a seld
500 yards away. plat carrying parties take them the rest of the way. The average

ti= from kitchens to troops is about two hours. - Cff icers of the 137th rnt.
-I"lay-

f2~

II.

QiCI* ~
We

have a medium ard cc in direct support of the div.
a. -we
1. Weapons.
Vr,
obtain weapon replecements through this co, direct from ASPSe e Lt. Col.

.0-4 lst DiV.
be Fcr a while we reported weapon repair end replacement needs each night
Tater we deta!led a salvag
through S-4. Normal time of replacement was two days.
officer with several men with the duty of handling this work. Much improvenwt has
been noted. It is believed a small stock of weapons and spare parts in the service

co would be a great help.

-

Lt. col. oconell, co. 2nd Bn 3-3 297 Ite

clothing* principal difficulties in the resupply of clothing were dim to
the rapid advance and the shortage of transportatione swie os of the 137th Ix'
stock of clothing in the -nrv o almO.
suggested maintenance of a sal
do Vehicles, Vehicle replacements have been obtained in the tim necessCy
to send to the ASp and return theme iost of the vehicles lost are jeeps. If the
div were authorized to stock a few of these vehicles for imdiato roplacement. I
think the system would be improved. - Major Huff. Ast 0-4 9th Div*
0.

III.

CZASS III.

1. a. - Bach regt and sep bn and co draws direct from the arM class III
truckbead. Formerly this was 6 to 15 miles back. Now it is as much as 150 to
175 miles. The div carries a reserve of 4000 gallons of psoline. To save the
Mj

lower units the long haul, we issue the div res and then refill it. e
Denny, px a- 3Oth Inf Div. ,i.

b.

-The

Div qg transports Class III supplis fram ASPS to Div dps,

. Me

wo

they are picked up by using units. Recently we have allotted an entire truck
company to moving forward these supplies, but they .are keeping up only with diffiG-4. 9th Dive
culty. - Major Huf, st
IT.

CASS IV.

I. All reports indicate that class Iv supply services have operated well and
are well stocked, In same cases, they have fallen too far behind.
V.

CISF' V.

1. None of the units of this. div have established am dps. They move with
resupply,
basic
loads. back
No through
am is carried
on am
divdp,crd
trucks.
on thetransportaASP. where
they Fr
obtain
orders unit
the div
t ion passes
Lt.• ol. gynmer, o-4, 1st Div.

am is
2.
our regiments rarely dump am and bns dump as little as possible.
usually transferred from bn am ta vehicles to co jeeps and trailers. 3n & end P
plats tweak open chests of en am, including the liners, in order to save tim~ far
the combat cos. - lIt. Col. 0'connell, Co. 2nid Bn and wdajor wink, 3-3, 137~th inf.
35th Div.
3.

Am is transported direct from ASPS to using units.

0

0

we use no dinp.
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units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of
unJts at a
certain
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Although the experiences
fighting the Germans in Europe 0
situations 0
all
in
units
particular location are not.necessarily applicable to all
tecommended
are
and
the items published will be those based on practical experience
Reports
probleo.
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar
that the
order
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of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined,
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TANKERS CRITIQUE.

During a recent pause in operations of the 7th Armd Div near Verdun 0 Major General
Lindsay MoD. Silvester, the div commander, called a meting of certain commanders and
staff officers at which the operations of the div were discussed.. Certain comments arc
summarized below as they indicate the phases of those operations which impressed them
selves most clearly on the minds of the participants.
a. 'In the early stages the div often halted in a column
la Tactics in Advance.
I like combat
I do not think we fan out fast enough.
extending more than 40 miles°
commands to move in multiple columns.'--A general officer.
b, 'Do not stand on the road 2 or 3 hours while some one tries to get in touch
'When a column stops find out
Make up your mind and do something,
with his senior.
general officer.
what is stopping it..--A
does complicate the
c, OI agree about using multiple columns, even though it
d,

'Our

straight

.down

we

to

have

and

and

situation

supply

a

e°
them.

keep
of

plat

The

the

and

road

going

main

having

is

enoutgh reconnaissance
the

frequently

down

roads

find

out

tanks to

"The

G-4o

reports,'--Division

difficulty

armor

should

thing

I

want

and
the

or

through towns 0

impress

cities
on you

3
we

and
is

the
--

in

were
use

will

in?

of

front

vehicles

Col of

situation,.'--Lt

go around
to

2

first

a

advanced

combat

follow

keep moving

co

up and
forward,'--

went

V/e

us,
knocked

out,

guards

I?
of

in?

ad.
go

in

and
A

take

general

o'fficer,

'The greatest trouble I had is getting commanders to think aAdvance Plannin0
2.
head of what they will do when they run into trouble, The advance guard especially must
diate action when fired ono.--A general officer,
have socm plan for i
3.
road is

Use of Artillery, a, 'Always have one battery close to the fronto Arty on the
As soon as resistance is met the battery commander should put his
no good,

5 -

-poll,

-~IhhIt

9

9

in position so they can be used.*--Lt Col., Field Artillery.
Do not try to attack them direct1,
b. wYour best weapon against AT guns is arty.
in behind, and overrun them.
come
around,
Get arty fire on them and then run your tanks
It is SOP and I know it worksom--An armored force col.
II

AI.GROZ

N

TEAM.

Force who have been
Members of the staff of the 7th Armd Div and of tue 9th Air
between air and ground
obligations
operating with that div summarize some of the mutual

forces as follows:
both friendl:
1. Reports. The air should report immediately on all troop movements,
include
should
reports
The
involved.
and enemy, regardless of the size of tne elements
movement.
of
direction
and
time observed, location, strength, composition
2.

Panels.

When ground elements dismount they must display panels to insure againel

getting strafed by friendly planes.
The air must be kept informed of the missions and routes of
Routes of Movemnt.
With this knowledge they can furnish appropriate information withall ground elements.
out specific request. This was exemplified at the seizure of the bridgehead at Chateau
no report
Thierry. The air did not know that the bridgehead was to be secured and made
for.
called
was
it
until
Aisne
and
Marne
the
over
bridges
the
regarding

3.

III

MISCELLA

US COP1K TS.

is. Jation of Radios..

"Stories of Germans spotting our radios are untrue.

In our

We keep our
campaign we did not use the radio;: now we would not go without it.
first
to cos
connections
telephone
CP close enough to use the telephone or the SCR-300 with
conpermits
also
radio
The
back.
regt
The SCR-284 is used only from the
in the line.
inf.
121st
CO,
P.
Jeter.
J.
stant control of foot or motor columns.,P--Col.
A captured document from the German 275th Inf Div
German Infantry Organization.
2.
It is streamlined to meet the existing shortage of pergives a new div organization.
sonnel and material. Inf cos are reduced to 90 men end 2 officers. Armament is 11 ligh
All excess equipment and personnel are to be turned over
W~s and one heavy MG per co.
to a div reserve depot.
"If civilians were informed as to the closeness of succee
Civilian Cooperation.
3.
ing echelons they would cooperate more freely with advanced elements, such as armored
On several occasions the Germans have returned to town after armored spearheads
units.
had passed through and 'severely handled' those who openly assisted us.'--Lt Jones,

746th Tank B.
'PWs state that mines are
of curves in the roads.
The theory being
cur'yes hug the side to get a good view in
andI do not watch for mines.'--G-2 Report,

4*. Mineso

to
or
of
at

being laid hurriedly on the inside and outside
that tanks and arad vehicles rounding the
an effort to spot enemy positions and vehicle

30th Inf Div.

5. Use of German Mines in blocking a road, 'PWs say that T-35 mines have been use
block roads as follows: A trench about 10 inches deep is dug across the road. Thre
4 mines are placed in it. A steel connecting bar is bolted across the pressure plat
te mLinen. A flat iron plate is then placed on top of the connecting bar. Pressure
any point will detonate all mineso,--G-2 Report, 83rd Inf Div.
,
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'Recently planted minefields in various areas have boon marked by two rows of warning boards, the outer row painted black with white lettering, and the Inner row painted
white with black lettering. The space between the rows is free from mines, In other
area the presence ofmines is reported to be indicated by lengths of barbed wire wmnd
around the wooden posts of the boundary fences, Anti-personnel.mineos are indicated by a
length of wire projecting about three inches from the top of the post while two hoops of
wire forming a dc
on top of the post indicate antitank mines..'--N , ID Ballotin.

I

WEE R
oF THE 105
1. UDWTmU.

'of tried echeloning one 105 inf how up to,a dofiladed position behLd the inf frnt
lines to fire at enw concrete pill boxes. The cannot co comander fired with oxcellent
results using forwar observation mthods and very aall corrections.
Wo found that a
arinr piercing shell is
effective
Ire
aainst pill
es than concrete piercing shell.-

s-3, 115th Inf, 29h Div.
III

WIY!09

fl' SALWZ.

1. 'In this div .at salvag clothing and individual equipment is carefully sorted by
the QJ . That which is servieable is then cleaned, reamesd, reclassified and reissued.
This procedure not only sanes time, labor and material, but utilises the facilities of the
corps 0)1 laundry at time when it is not otherwise busy. About 70 per. cent of the salvag.e
is serviceable and reissued to the troops.
'salvged blankets are also cleaned and supplied to the clearing station, which
2.
uses a very large aber of blankets, thus eliminating necessity for clearing station to
obtain blankets fram mdical supplyo-ekOutive O, 30th DIv 0)1.
ale

asnminin

I

I

IT

WrACK 07

nw.

Note0
The bn attack described below resulted in the capture of an iortant and well
protected German position. Its success was attributed by the Div G,3 to initiative,
agressiveness, aM leadership which achieod the ideal tactical employment of Inf.
L. German Dfensesill 1
is a dominating terrain feature which had been
highly organised by tho Germans with Strong forward and reverse slope positions on a
North-South line ioy positions inciuded 8 concreteo, steol-oreinforced, pill boxes
and a complete notwork of circular trenches around the crest connected by a network of
interacmaunication trenches and protected-by-an outer defense ring of single apron barbed
wire. The terrain was rocky with a minima of cover and concealmnt. The defenses wore
garrisoned by an estimated 500 enemy troops.
2e

The Attack

Coo I and L were the assault co5, I on the right, and Co K was in
_cos,.each with a.section of.heavy me attached, advanced in colun
of plats, Co-I advanced under-fire over the nrth sloe-f the hill, dropping its heavy
in section at the crest to assist OoL and reached positions 200 yards down the reverse
slope where it stopped. Co L's advance Was pinned down by heavy fire on the eastern slope
of the hill until dark. A gap of saw 600'yards existed between Cos I and L. Under the
cover of darkness Co K was moved into the gap. Early in the morning Co L resumed the
advance, the first plat frontally, the second plat maneuvering to the south, one squt
of the first plat was comittod on the right front to infiltrate into tho naw lines,
This squad succeeded in penetrating the enony position unobserved and began attacking t
resistance with grenae, automatic weapon and rifle fire. At 0645 the enemy counterattacked tne supposed gap between Cos I and L in co strongth. Co K killed or captured
the entire counterattacking force art then moved up on the left flank of Co I and opened
fire on enemy positions on top of the hill. undor cover of the attack made by the squat
frca the first plat and the fire from Co K the rmainder of Co L moved up and the bn cap
tured the hill by 1600.
reserve.

3.

The asaut

Result of Operation2 M1W

300 killed or wounded.

casualties2

Our oasualtiea:

154 PWI, 100 known dead, an estimated

7 killed, 28 wounded.

V ALA UPLOTED AS TA.
1. Paragraph 4 Section I1BS 15 c.sw this Hq stated that an AL Gun B with the V1II
Corps while being used as field artillery obtained its fire data frcm the FA FmC. The
following statement of the methods actually used has boon received from the 00, 119th AA
Gun Ba (1) which was the unit involved.
'No firing data was furnished the unit from outside. All omputationa were made in
the unit FDC. All tiat any other FVW furnished us was air observation for registration
and om ground and flash observation for registration and misitonso ne battery of the
unit stood by as an alternate FDC, in case the tn Eq got shelled out, BA units assisted
in position surveys.'
2. The importance of sit ingl AL
was also stressed by the ear officert as follous
'tehn used in a ground role, priority in itilng artillery mast be given to flat trajectory weapons. They cannot just sit down anywhere. There is only one propelling charge
for these guns. Reonnatiance for suitable postions is a long drawn-out job especially
if other types of weapons have arrived ahead of. the 90w.'"
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Experiences* are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
training
units in
in Erope. Although the experiences of certain units at a
Germans
the
fighting
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations.
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recomended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
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I F~E~X~ILITY OF

.2 MORTARS.

south
NOTE: On 14 July, the 92nd cml Bn was attached to the 35th Inf Div for the drive
operations
the
toward St. Lo. The following description by the battalion commander of
of the mortar bn demonstrates various possibilities for the employment of this weapon:
.
trolled
the div
the div

'In tne late afternoon of 14 July, the bn moved into position to fire a conbarrage in support of the 134th Inf Regt which was to make the initial push on
left flank. Registration of one mortar was accomplished by our own observer in
arty observation plane.

2. 'Fire mission began at 0600 hours 15 July, with all cos firing preparatory fire
and continued with a controlled rolling barrage in front of the advancing in? until 200
hours--a fourteen hour continuous shoot expending 6953 rounds of mmunition. During th
whole time fire was controlled by the assaulting inf. They called through their arty
had direct cmmunication to the mortar bn FlC which in turn controlled the fire of
who
the three cos. Throughout the day, rate of fire, rate of advance, and changes of diroce
tion were made whenever desired by the assaulting inf. At one period fire was held on
a line for four hours with the rate of fire determined by the reorganizing in?.

3. 'on 16 July, the attack of the 134th In? having been successful, the mortar co54

were attached to the various regiments for independent direct support missions. Co C i
continued in support of the 134th; Co B was assigned to the 137th and Co A to the 320th
Durin
thisperio eac csent forward FO parties with the leading elements of the infj
and fired missions desired by the bn ecomander on targets of opportunity. Co C, for 4i
example, accounted for four machine gus with an expenditure of 26 rounds. The tim A
lapse from 'target sighted' until 'mission accomplished' was eleven minutes.:.
-1-iII

S4.

'At all time dur4ng these independent missions, each co had at least two plat
in firing position. Although platoons were normally assigned to support the assault
the fire of all platoons was controlled through the Co FM and the co could always mass
fire on the regimental front. Normal defensive fires were assigned each night with
t to regiments for direct suppart
mortars laid and amunition prepared, The attach
lasted 2 days and all cos reverted to bn control at 1800 hours 17 3uly.
'The complete operation gives a clear picture of the flexibility of 4.2 mortars

S.

In the first phase,

the bn of 36 mortars moved into position to give maximm concentrate

punch; in the second phase, the supported regiment having
fire support for the first
cos left bn control and were attached to the regiments for
mortar
the
through,
broken
ton
In the latter phase mortar platoons were 'leaped-frogged'
independent missions.
to maintain continuous support for assault bns.'

II

ANTITANK GUN tEE.

t
On 26 A
*I have learned not to place nW 57-n AT guns too close together.
AT
.57two
I
had
tanks.
by
attacked
we
were
PIE,
ST
FONP&IAY
east apd north of
set the stack on
yards apart with an observer in a straw stack.' The ene
about fifty
towards both guns
front
armored
heavily
his
kept
he
that
fire and jockeyed his teaks so
action before
of
out
put
was
gun
so that neither could get a shot into the flank, One
1.

a hit through the tread and front sprocket im=obilized the tank.'--CO0
2.

'In a counterattack by eneey inf,

1st B, 314th

26 August, AT guns assisted in

breaking up t

attack by use of HR shells in 57-am guns. The ground was soft from rain and shells w
There was a hard surface road that the enw had to cross, so we
not explode on impact.
employed a h
Another time, the eneM
firtd at that, causing considerable casualties.
We wrecked the walls with armor piercing snells and then used HE
as a strong point.
causing about twenty casualties out of about thirty Germans using the buildings,'--CO,

AT Coo 314th Inf.

=IgLR2y

III
1.

'Young officers should be taught to fire precision adjustments.

vation methods are not as offective as precision methods in firing at
eqlacements. tost young officers cannot fire precision adjustments.

Forward ob fl
new concrete

should be constantly manned and observers taught to be patient and alwayS

2. '0P's
on the alert to attack enemy guns while actually tiring.
underground whet we fire.'--Arty Eecutive, VIII Corps.

IV MASLC

Otherwise, the enew is safely

a~i

'On. of the greatest training needs is in night scouting and patrolling -- especiall
in the maintenance of contact with the enemy; Around Tre contact was not maintained at!
We mast also stress and re-stress tire
night and the enew succeeded in withdrawing.
29th
Div.
fa,
116th
training.'--CO,
and movement in all
ED
- 2-
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'Battle Szperiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recomended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems.. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By command of Lieutenant General BRADLEY:

H. B. LEWIS
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General
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WEONS IN ACTION.

I

'GrOw served weapons, particularly the BAR's and the bazookas, have not been kept
in action as they should by members of the crew when the gunner becomes a casualty, or
that
when the weapon has been slightly damagedo Man enlisted men have not been taught
Items.
repaired
supply in combat consists to a large degree of repair or the issue of
weapon Is
Crews must keep weapons in action as long as there is a man left, or if tae
the
damaged, the crow must initiate repairs or replacement personnally or by reporting
salvage
a
location. Weapons replacement became satisfactory in one unit only after
either made
officer and detail were set up to recover the combat losses. This crew
t.
of the 134
channels.'--O'5
usual
the
through
minor repairs or evacuated the weapon

1
I

i

Btteries. 'Daily issue of radio batteries with rations was found to be the
1
bstansto insure keeping radios in action.

2. Time for rconnaissance and orders. 'Time for reconnaissance and issuing of
orders still is not provided by higher echelons. Thus, when the units in turn attempt
to take it, the lower unite have no opportunity either for proper planitng or the
I orientation of the troops.

3.

Radio Interception.

Radio interception, both for security and location, i

if simple
considered impracticable for the enemy insofar a3 small units are concerned
Good judgment as to how fast the information become obsoe
prearranged codes are used.
apf codes.
lete determines the necessity for using various typs

66

i

III

.

itor

Pool Communicatione

When the situation does not permit the motor pool

CLEAPIN3 STATIONS AND..FI&HOSPITALS.

'I am convinced that the field hospital, set up by platoons in the
I. Hospitals.
These units,
vicinity of clearing stations, is tne best piace for effective surgery.
The less the distance between the place of injury and
however, must be well forward.
the field hospital for all non-transportable cases, the greater the incidence of reWe have received several severely wounded men whom we were able to save by
covery.
prompt surgery and by administering plasma and penicillin within an hour and a half
These cases could not have been saved had the time lag been four
from time of injury.
if is can always stay within five miles of the front, the death rate
or five hours,
can be much reduced.
'Some divisions keep their clearing stations entirely too
Clearing Stations,
2.
far to the rear.
On one occasion we were forced to remain fifteen miles benind the
lines or set up forward of the clearing stations.
Red Cross Respected. 'Some medical units are reluctant to keep well forward
3.
My experience has been that the Germans have
because of artillery fire and bombing.
We have avoided locations
carefully respected hospital installations in their actions.

near main highways and bridges.e--CO, 2nd Plat, 51st Field Hospital.
IV LATh2LLING.
'In the early operations there was a tendency to make patrols too large. Once
It was too big for secrecy
a patrol of three squads was sent out to obtain information.
and too swall for a raid. It suffered many rsualties and obtained little information.
onanders,
It is believed this error will often occur with green troops and green c

1.

'Initially, patrols were not given sufficient detailed information and instruc2.
tions regarding the mission. In one instance, a patrol leader was not notified until
2100 hours that he would lead a patrol during the night, although it was known much
Patrols now are generally
earlier in the day that this patrol was to be dispatched.
well briefed and well supplied with maps.

3.

'The mechanized cavalry should receive more training in dismounted scouting

and patrolling.e-G--2,

XIX Corps.

V GNAN GUN POSITIONS.
'We have found that the Germans place SP and light AA guns to cover long, straight
stretche of man roads to enfilade troops and transport. Where roads are lined with
trees the enemy fires into these and into hedges for air bursts. To nmet this we stay
off these long stretches and detour our leading eleaents around them. Ibthod of reducing these threats is to advance on a broad front so as to outflank road blocks.'-/
Britg (len A. D.. Warnock, Lest Div CmdKr, 5th Div.
YI\T

T

YA-AND

13-8.

'Scum telephone users have a tendency to turn the switch to CB (co*un battery).
This causes generator to turn hard and the opposite party phone will not ring. Telephones have been sent to us for repair when there was nothing wrong ezoept the switeh

was turned to CB.

Keep switch turned to LB.'--CO. 69th Sic Ba.
W•ZMMX
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the lat .st cfoa experiences of our troops no
Although the experiences of certain units at a
fighting the Germans in France.
particular location are not necessarily applicaule to all units in all situations#
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are reconmended

for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences ea particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle leason may be detwminede
By comnand of Lieutenant General BRADLEY:
H. B. LeIS
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General
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L ff' The following is extractea from an account of very successful air support
of Ccmbat Command A of the 2d ArMd Div, given by Lt Col lames Le Zimmerman, who was
air support party 0 with the Combat Ccruande The div hau three air support partiesne with the div conander, and one with each combat command column.
in an Mu4
ICinanderl. werewasairmounteca
force personnel.

tank. All of toe tank crew except the twrk coma
The teni commander ccaunicated with the column
1 had an SCR 522 to conmmnicate with the planes.
528.
SCH
an
of
commander by means
I had changes made in the interior of the tank so that I occupied tne assistant
driver's staticn, from which I had outside vision and could work nv radio.
'01

Column cover of four fighter bombers to each column was maintained whenever
2e
we movec in daylight. The fligats were relieved at about 30 minute intervals. The
leader of each flight contacted mu as he approacned, giving his call sign.
'The planes workea quite close to us, generally with excellent results. For
3.
I directed the planes
example, on 27 July we were held up by hostile resistance.
However, not a bullet
nervous.
against it, and they dived so clos that they made me
p=riod, 25S uly
entire
hit our tanks, and the resistance was knocked out. During the
In one
to 6 August, ther e were only two instances of bombs falling ntear our troops.
area. I
of these instances the bomb was ciropped by a single plane from some other
the location of the
kept in constant contact with the cover an kept them notified of
The planes located my tank by a yellow panel which I had placed
head of our column.
me before attacking doubta
across it at the extreme rear. They always checked in with
ful targets.

ala

4. 'our best air ran in ornation came rran the column cover, on occasions Gw
asked me for specific inrormation, and I asked tno planes to get it. In most cases
the pilots rurnished inror-.iation to me without request, esp.cially that of enemy .
motor movements* Before htaving, the flight leader would report to me on likely prosI would pass the information on to the incaning flight caander.
pective targets, ea
5.
'On one occasion we made an unexpected move for which no air cover had been
Information was received of a group of hostile tanks in same woods three
provided,
or four miles away. I called direct to a plane operating in the zone of another corps
and asked him to relay a request to fighter control center for same fighters. Within
15 minutes about 12 planes reported in to me. I located my tank for the plane cOamender by telling him of the yellow panel, then vectored him on to the woods where the
enem was reported. When'he seemed to be over the target, I told him to circle and
check the woods under hime Hs located the tanks, and they were attacked successfullye
6.

'i think the air support party 0 with arid columns should perform for the air

riwch the same function as the FO performs for ar+,y
He should be in a tank and must
have outside vision and control of his own radio. Assigning a tank for this purpose
does not reduce the tank strength of the ard unit
Our tank was habitually immediately
in rear of the attacking wave of tanks, and in many cases we actually took part in the
fight.'

II ARTERY AIR OP'S.
l.

"We handle air OP's by coordinating levels used by div and corps planes.

example div planes fly to 1000 feet and corps above 1500.

This procedure is

in attack of a small area. We also limit the number of planes in the air at
time by having FA Group planes patrol on a time schedule.

For

essential

Wy one

2.
"We back up car ran with air OP patrols. At one time we organized a tactical
rcn for the corps commander to report on traffic and bridge conditions, location of
leading ele ments and to cover exposed flanks, etc. G-3's sole data at one stage ca
from air OP's. We also reported location of enemy tanks to our own tank elsments, who
then deployed and surrounded the enemy.

3. 'We ran a counter-flak program over Brest with air OP's observing arty fire on
hostile AA guns, especially during bombing attacks.

40.

Corps arty planes have had only one fatality--that through collision in the

air. Flying technique on short fields should be stressed. Green pilots arriving
have not had enough of this type training. We send pilots back to the rear to repractice in Arder to avoid laxness in flying and hold down the accident rate.

5. 'New pilots and observers are weak on caiuunications-they fail to think out
what they must transmit to give the PDC complete information for rapid attack of targets.
6.

'1Mtre tactical training, especially on operations in this war, should be given
young 0's 30 that they may observe more intelligently.

7.

'Replacement pilots should be attached to corps for training pending assignment.'
-VIII Corps Arty .Air 0.

End
a
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'Battle pxperiencess are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in traing to profit from the latest combat experiences
of our troops now
fighting the Germans in ranco. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experiences and are recomended
for careful consideration by units which my encounter smalar problem
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson ay be determined.
By comand of lieutenant General BADxzj

Bripdier General, USL
Adjutant General
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NOl All of the coments given below were mds to an observer from this head.
quarters by a courageous young lieutenant of the
o5th Div only a few hours after he
had lost both log in combat.
In spite of this facto he not only was able to give
those constructive and connected co=nmts upon tmely mailitary subjects, but he also
informed the observer that he had already'made plans to complete his studies and rese
his chosen career in civil life. He also told the observer that he always tried to do
his best as a plat leader, because his plat us coxposed of a cross section of the finot
typo of Anerioan youj who inspired and were entitled to the highest type of leadershilp
.l k!shAsult.
' the old fire and movemnt doctrine ending with a bayonot
assault
nost ofFective against the onem in the present phseo of operations. In
one attack of my plat in which I placed heavy fire on his positions with js a and
rifles and followed with a bayonet assault, we counted 306 Germans dead while losing
only eIght man kIlled.

This action occurred in the

ngs s

setor.h

'

2. Dis trust of the ny.
'j
an have learned, beause of various ruses and
tricks, not to trust the Germans. In some instances the aermans have hidden to avoid
our fighting echelons and then surrendered to rear echelon, who are inclined to treat
them more kindly, groat line troops deplore the attitude towards prisoners displayed
by rear echelons, such as giLving them cigarettes, andy bats, and other famliarties.
our soldiers aist be endowed with a hatred and distrust of the oenw in order to awoo
eesfully pursus the war.'

3.
801r
'adersh
officers have to be leaders. Discipline in combat depends
largely upon
i
he ki
n ledse by the men that the 0 leadingte
knows his business ad
is not reluctant to take riskso
al

'I-

,

-

4o lnfantrYwTahk Coordinations @IU infantry-tank coordination, I use an icO to
direct each tank by means of a telephone
attached to each tank. The target designations
follows this sequence 8 'Target (description)a--tm Three obclocka.wwatch y tracer'.
The infantryman fires the tracer and then the tank mediately opens fire with WP followed by HE. This system has worked very effectively against en positionse
.5. 2?BOOL2fta.
'V have had no casualties fri booby traps in
plat duo to the
fact that I do not Permit w men to pick up enemy weapons, watches, my
and other articles
from eneqr killed by actiono
6. Preach Collaboration. 'The maquis have been most helpful and cooperative since
we broke out of the No ndy peninsula, in the Angers sector, the saquis supplied each
of our plat leaders with accurate and helpful maps showing detailed eney positions,
including snipers, MG snplaeants, and other positions.'
7.e.dies
'The medics are doing a wonderful job in this
They have shown
preat courage and exercise a high degree of training and skill war.
in the perforance of
their duties often under heavy enemy fire. I owe z life to the courage and skill of
a co aid nan, who ran to me under heavy mortar fire and, together with one of W squad
leaders, applied tourniquets to qy legs and then earrned m to cos.parative safety in a
ditch some 75 yards to the rear.'
8. Miscellaneous cl ents. ao 'The Gerans invariably attempt to get an your
flank with all groups ot man with machine pus.
be
plot scouts sast be very thorough in scouting an area, or the one will lie
low until you get on top of them before
othey open fire.
c. 'u1n should be trained to pay little attention to the machine pistol or 'burp'
gun, but to listen arefully for the firing of mortarso
do 'Rocntly, approximately one-third of the German
iper have been offioers.
They no longer trust leaving enlisted men behind, as they will soon abandon their poetion and follow the retreating forces.
e. 'In hedgerow fighting always deny the enoq the use of
the next hodewow in
roar by laying mortar fire on it.
fo 0 generally use two squads in attack and one in support. I attempt to find
from which flank he is advancing.his mneuvering force, then attack that flak. it Is
most important to maintain contact with adjacent units and to keep flanks well protected*
go
The enenq does most of his patrolling in the early mcrning. He will fire his
'burpe
n in the air in an effort to make us reveal our position. Wo have learned
to
diuregerd this, and if he gets close enough, we throw a few grenades at him.
h. '0 have used 60= mortars both in battery and attached to plat. fhen attached
to plot,
generally use it without base plate.
i. 'Units on line should be given relief--as prolonged periods in combat cause aen
tO become caeless, largey thirough fatiue.
Jo 'I have fired the srtar shell from the rifle, but I do not think it is worth
the extra weight of ammaai~tion. Two fragpmentation hand grenades will obtain about the
sme results when fired by the rifle launcer.

..e
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'Battle pxperiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations#
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recommended
Reports
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems.
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the

validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By ccmnand of Lieutenant General 5tADIZY:
*a.Bo IIS"~ft-

Bri~edier General, USA
Adjutant General
I

ONE WAY OP FIX2G SNIPS.

1. TVe following is from a British publication,
'Snipers in haystacks were more effectively engaged by setting fire to the haystack with tracers and then shooting the sniper as he ran out.
II

MISCELLANEOUS COItN'1Sl.

i. Ron. *There is an absolute necessity for personal rcno As an example. I got
lost on a cow path one day and nearly g ot captured. The next day my knowledge of the
cow path enabled me to work a co to the enenyls rear, whereupon the entire enemy position surrendered.
2. Use of Personnel. 'There is a tendency over here to employ too many people
to do a job, once i cut the number of Men attaoking a certain position from a plat
to a squad, and they went and captured it anywayo.--CO, 22d Inf.
iII

DIVISION TRUCIG hDS.

The a-4 of the 2d Armd Div finds that supply is facilitated by the establishment
of a div truckhead for each combat comirand instead of ore for the div. They are established far enough forward so that the using troops will not have to haul their 6asoliM
and araunition more than five or six miles. The cambat commands report the systom of
considerable help.

Iv TANK TO PLAN.
'Cooperation

between our combat comsend and the supporVing air has been excellent.

our ASp 0 and our S-3s Air, ride together in a tank in the leading echelon.
This tank
has the VF equipment for comnunication to-planes and also has a crypton light to permit the pilot to identify the tank to which he is talking. We have one tank.per ba
,

,..

. . .......
a
l

a

1.b (2

BWiYma
listen on the air freq ty and give the informationOft-ed to the o. We also use
colored panels to identify our tanks for the planes, but we have to change the color

The planes furnish us excell-

frequently, as the Germans setimes use the same color.

ent intelligence and rcn information, as well as protection.'0-eS-3,
2d Armd Div.

Combat comnand,

V SLIrEX.

B

'ie had trouble using slidex when we depeadedupon one person to operate it. There

were so many mistakes that it was a definite hindrance, we remedied this fault by have
ing two persons--one to check the other, This has eliminated mistakes, end we now consider slidex our best codee-Troop Comnander, 6th Cay.

LI

AUXIIIARY C.HAGIM ON CARJ{O

VI

'We have found that operation of the radio in the ermd
heavy output from the battery that it is difficult to keep
remedied this by mounting a 'Tiny Tim' chareer between the
battery up and save running the car engine while using the

car M-8 requires such a
the battery charged. we
rear wheels to keep the
radio*'--Troop Commander,

6th Cav.
RfOTE CONIROL FROM MOBILE CP.

VII

I#We

p/

In front of the fender on each
have set up a mobile CP in a one-ton trailer.
side we have placed a reel of heavy cable wire for remote radio control. This permits
6th
dispersal, and one operator can operate two radios from inside.umerrcopcnmander
Cav.

VIII

ANIITAIK POSITIONS
'AT and TD units are still inclined to sight their guns down roads.

Positions On

flanks generally afford more concealment and produce more effective fire against flanks
and rear of advancing tanks.S--Bn Co, 1st Div*

U1

QXCK PUNCH.

*l have organized a force composed of two rifle squads, one L= squad, and one
60 mm mortar squad, to use where a quick hard punch is needed. This provisional plat
is composed of selected personnel and is assigned to Hq direotly under my control, so
that I can employ it on short notice, During a march this plat acts as a point of
the advance guarde--Bn C0, 1st Div.
X

INFORMATION FROMMs.
'it has been found thatF Ws will not point out their

Pe on an American map due

to their inability to 'read these maps, but generally will readily indicate troop loca
tions, etc. on a German map* We have furnished all our intelligence sections with

copies of German maps which have been reproduced by our corps.
litated the transmission of information in addition to aiding in

This has greatly facie
interoetion0-Repct

by XfX corps.
xi

2 W Ee

'A German prisomr of war was found wearing civilian clothes under his uniform. He.
reported that when observing for mortar fire in forward areas, he would remove his unie
form and move about in civilian clothes.'--After Action Report of 4th Div.

*

End
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eBattle ExperiencesW are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germns in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recornended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports of
corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle losson may be determined.
By camand of Lieutenant General lRADIEY:

Brigadier General, USL
Adjutant General
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"Sandbags have proved an acceptable substitute for additional or spaced armor in
some TD units. one bn reports an -10, so protected, received a direct hit from an
88 mm without damage. Another TD unit reports the bags effectively protected an *10
against hostile rocket projectiles. Both these units have added rocks to hold the
sandbags in place. In placing bags on the turret, care is taken to avoid interference
with efficient operation.,--WD Observer's Report.
(NcrEs Some units have expressed the belief that sandbags assist penetration by pree
venting ricochet.)

I

MODIFICATION OF .950 C

IBER MG MOUNT.

"One TD unit has modified its .50 caliber iaImount by placing it low on the right
front of the turret, lowering the handles, annunition box, and trigger, and aiming

with a standard prism. This makes it possible to defend the destroyer against mtf
fire and bazookas, which have been used very effectively by the enemy in close terrain."
--WD Observer' s Report.

III

A~G(PSSI

EiTS AT D.W AND BD'0RRIM.

1. "It was discovered that the Germans, when being attacked at dusk, withdrew their
main defense about three hedgerows, leaving only light covering forces. BY continuing
the pressure at this tizw, an appreciable gain would be made with little lose.
2*

OPW accounts indicated that the Germans alwea

arty preparation.

expected an attack to follow a

If there was sufficient time for daylight rcn, attacks were arranged

-i-

-u.s

/.
tbO

to take place one hour beftre dayligt, uing no preparatiofi and no small eras fire,
but leaving the LD with fixed bayonets, and upon meeting opposition, using hand grenades freely. on three successive occasions, this method proved effective, and the
During the hour of semi-darkness, a limited objecttroops had great confidence in it.
ive advance was made of about three fields, and at daylight our troops were on the
enemy main position"o--From After Combat Report of the 29th Div.
IV

MISCELLANEOUS COIOCES.

lo Destruction of Tanks. Our experience has been that one tank will not attack
the Tigers and
onr bazooka men Izbilize
another that is in position waiting for it.
them and
surround
infantrymen
our
Then
and
wheels.
tracks
the
at
by
firing
Panthers
bazooka.
as
the
good
as
almost
is
grenade
AT
rifle
The
the crews always surrender.

?. Marking pront Lines. 'The best method of marking front lines for the air is
to cut up the red fluorescent panels into small panels. This has worked time and again
and is better than colored snoke."-mCG, 29th Inf Div.
V WP GRENADES.

"our

men like WP grenades a great deal because they get the
holes. If you hold your rifle at about 30 degrees, you can get
our men have learned to burst
the grenade projection adapters.
the Heinies holes, and MWs say they really hate it.--c-3, 29th
VI

Heinies out of their
air bursts by using
these grenades over
Div.

COItZNIS OF CO. 22D INF.

"We ride eight men on a medium tank and
I. More about Tank Ridin Infantrymen.
six on a light tank, all on the rear deck. * It only takes tenminutes to train them.
We first send out a wave of tanks buttoned up, put time fire from the arty oh them, and
The arty observer rides with the leading wave
follow with the tanks carrying the men.
To insure control by the inf
high.
and controls the fire, setting his fuses a little
CO and th3 tank CO, I put them both in the same tank. The inf CO hangs his SCR 300
radio on the outside of the tank and works directly with that part of his bn which folInf co commsnders can talk to tank plat commanders by telelows, in trucks or on foot.
phones hung on the back of the tanks. we fought this way for eight days and nights,
It does, however, have one disadvantage, in that
and the foot soldiers love the schema.
of the inf regt, since it fails to use most
strength
full
on
the
capitalize
it does not
of the crew-served weapons.
riding it on tanks.

2.

patrols.

we are going to try to utilize the heavy weapons co by

"We have another scheme that works well,

we call them raiders and

Eight men are selected from each rifle plat for their endurance, initianight hawks.
They do no fighting during the day and
tive, night vision, and ability to read maps.
They have
They are specially trained night fighters only.
no K?. guard, fatigue, etc.
thing;
specific
to go to a specific place and accomplish a
first,
a two-told mission,
second, having accomplished their mission, to harass the enemy as much as possible,
when this happens,
even shooting captured German burp guns (schiriisser pistols) at them.
A5 an example,
the Germans come running out yelling and afraid to shoot their own men.
last night four radio patrols of five men each brought back 33 German prisoners."

ENh
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'Battle kporiones' are published regularly by tals headquarters to enable
units In training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Gernans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to ail units in all situations#
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are reoin"nded
for careful consideration by units which may encounter simlar problems.
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired In order that the
validity or the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By coa

of Lieutewnt General BRADLEY:

Brigadier General. USA
Adjutant General

I TROOPS_RAN T

I ICT._.,

'Troops
amanything
lower headquarters
a situation map end gl me of tohe big jpic
ture more
than
except mail desire
from he.
It seems that special dietributio of
such Information, limited as necessary for security, could be rapidly disseminated to
divisions or r.iants
for reporduction.ee
h CO* 35th Division.
Notes Te1 XI Corps 0-2 Section has provided excellent 'big picture' G-2 reports
for distributiom to each company in the Corps.

ZI

"~m

eeLia4._m a."rl'.

The successful, though unplanned, use of an artillery liaison plane as part of an
advance guard for foot troops was described by a company cionder of the 83rd Infantry
Division as follows:
'Our cany was the advance guard for our battalion, when the
ni
suddenly made contact with a group of neawy rifleaen. Two squads and a BAR team fr
the
advance party hoalt with this resistance. Then an artillery liaison pilot flew over, cut
his motor, and told us the 'lTerries' were starting to retreat 500 yards to our front. oWe
at one restaed the advance, thus preventing a delay of the main body. As we moved forward, the liaison plane continued to keep us infozw regarding the enemy.'

III-I
deltione
was that they gave amy our positions and the infantry would receive mortar.++
fire.
With the rhino in use we need only one tank dozer per company, instetd of one
"
per platoon.'--co, 747?th Tank Battalion.

i

el-

~mrnu~rns
70

49ssUmW

IV

'Sos divisions have had a lot of trouble with bombs lately. That brings out the
importance of selecting proper CP sites. Stay out of those big villas. The Germans
have used them all and have them plotted; also stay out of open fields because they
are difficult to camouflage and soon wheel tracks will give you away. The best place
for a CP is in these little peasant farmhouses and barns. There the CP can operate much
more efficiently. We simply sandbag the doors and windows.*--G-3, 4th Division.

V.
'Be careful that only the front lines display panels.

Once our own planes started

strafing our CP'a and everybody started putting out panels. The air never did know
where the front lines were,. If you have to use smoke, red smoke is best.'.--G-3 4th Div

Vl IM&=6

ge P

.

'The key to the whole show is good battalion commanders. Just think of the number
of things he has to do. He has his artillery officer, tank officer, tank destroyer offier, &-2, S-3, comnunication officer, transportation officer, heavy weapons officer, and
liaison officers, all along wit± him in his party. He must know how to use all his weapons and to call for their supporting fires. He is the most important commander in the
business* Battalions fight as a small combat team, and we need more stress on this type
of training. Battalion ccxmanders must know and appreciate the difference between a sample envelopment at a wide envelopment. The Heinies simply will not fight any longer
when you get behind tnem.'--Ass't Division Commander, 9th Division.

v.i
'In a fast movlng situation, when we do not have armored or cavalry units in front,
we have organized a regimental task force to act as a screening force. This force is
cmposed of one motorized rifle coany (mounted on half-tracks), one platoon of medium
any, and two
tanks, one platoon of W-10 tank destroyers, one platoon of the cannon c
or three reconnaissance vehicles. This force is able to neutralize or fix enemy resistarce encountered, thereby permitting the advance of our foot troops without fear of unexpected attack from the front. This force serves as our advance guard, waile division
reconnaissance units protect any exposed flank.'--Regtl Exec 0. 1st Division.
VIII SPECIAL USE OF $9 bOWMQFORTAR.
'We use the b~ma mortar without base plate, especially on patrols, up to eagat
hundred yards. One man carries the tube and two rounds of ammunition. This use oV' the
mortar is limited to higaly experienced personnel.'--Regtl Exec 0, 1st Division.

IXMAKNTa'WIHSOE
'flits to the uncertainty as to the exact time of arrival of aircraft over a target,
preplanned target marking by smoke is not practicable and smoke must be placed after ViF
radio ccunication between the ASP Officer and the airorait. Only as a last resort and
upon failure of the VHF radio should smoke be placed when the planes are seen to arrive
in the target srea.'--,-3 Air, 4th Division.
EndP
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'Battle flperiences
are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Altaough the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all uniss in all situations,
the i tems published will be those based on practical experience and are recomonaded
for careful consideration by units which my encounter similar problemse Reports
of corroborativ, or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity or the indicated battle lesson may be determined,

f comand of the A&n

Group Coaanderg

Brigadier General,
Adjutant General

I LDUSP

ISODE NO. 3.

Notes In an effort to build up specific answers to the question of what constitutes
good leadership, it is planned to include in this publication a series of specific
instances, giving in detail actions or words of an individual which have boon considered to constitute good leadership in a specific situation. The first of these,
extracted from an dth Infantry document, is given below.
l. On 24 June, the lieutenant comanding Company Eled his company against
strongly fortified German positions consisting of a maze of tunnels, dug-outs and
gun emplacements. The company was pinned down by devastating artillery, machine gun
and small arms fire about 150 yards from (the position.
Heavy casualties forced it to
withdraw.

mWhenstrong
supporting
tanks arrived, the oompany ommander, under terrific fire from
the Germa
point, rallied
his 51 :eomaining men who were disorganized and reluctant. The company cosmander mounted one of the tanks and calmly stood beside the
turret as it advanced.
Th men followed.
As the battle becam hand-to-hand, the
omnpany ¢cnnder dismounted from the tank and fought beside his men with riflo and
bayonet--literally carving his way into the German; stronghold.
2.

II

UEfOiF
LGTANSFOR MOPPINO UP.

1. The After Action Report of the 741st Tank Battalion for July 1944 describes
the effective use of its light tank company as a mopping up unit in connection with
the attack in support of elements of the 2nd Division In the area northeast of St. Lo.
2. Company D of the tank battalion was not comi tted until 28 July, two. days after
the opening of the offensive. With referenoo to its action, the report makes this

statementt
'The light tank*oved to be excellent in thit uation. where the main
resistance had boon broken and the operation was essentially one of mopping up. They
were able, also to keep up with the advancing infantry, even throug difficultz terrain.
They used 37, a canster very effectively against hostile infantry.'

Recent observation by a War Department observer of the action of antiaircraft
units against an attack by approxitmely 75 German planes, has led him to make the
following
rCommuts.
1. 'Searchlignts went into action but were wholly Ineffective as the planes were
above the clouds and at no tim visible from the pround. They might well have remained
out of action entirely, as they served only to disclose ground installations.
2.
Alkthough the attacking planes could not be seen, aulmatic weapons units were
delivering barrage fire. It appeared that the attacking planes were well outside the
range of automatic weapons.
In this instance, automatic weapons batteries could have
determined that the target was not In range from the data of adjoining gun batteries,
and fire should have been held.

3.
'All ccmnanders with whom the matter was discussed were unan4mous in their
opinion that the need for searchlight illumination for guns no lon
e xists, and that
they should be used only with spread bea for Al, as beacon lights, and for the illumination of air strips.

40. The rules of when and when not to open fire should be brought hm with greater
empuasi to section leaders in training. It is a great mistako and a waste of mmnition for a gun cocuander to open fire before a target is within ran..
IV

gJMMTR yO,

German 'S' mines have been found six to eight inches apart with one igniter above
ground but with a tnreo-prong igniter buried son distance away, A mine detector
operator can easily detest this set-up by the double warbling on tue sound indicator.,..
From After Action Report, 4th Infantry D1vision,

'We feel that the 4.2 mortar has a definte mission of its own and does not take

the place of artillery. It is most effective for quick fire upon targets of opportunity,
including personnel, vehicles and buildings. It is not an effective weapon for 'blasting out' missions.
We can bring fire on a target more quickly than can artillery, Our
greatest service is inStantaneous fire on quickly appearing targets.,--Lt Gol 3. a. ait,
co. v~th ~Cl Battalion.
had
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units In training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France, Although the experiences of certain units at e
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on praetical experience and are roe
nded
for careful consideration by units which may encounter sinilar problems
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson my be determined.
y ecomand of the Arq Group Comnder;

H. B. LVI
Brtgaier General,
Adjutant General
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1.
"We imProvised a photo laboratory and dark room
for a 1ton trailer. In this laboratory we do the entireby making plywood sides at top
processing Including enlargee
mnts and can normally deliver about 20 photos two hours after request for a photo mie
slon. All photos are oblique and are taken from liaison planes with the regular 1-20
caera,
2. 'In addition to the usual use of these facilities for artillery purposes it is
possible to reproduce sufficient copies for delivery to at use of infantry battalions
as a means of supplementing maps or in the absence of maps.
Concentrations ean be
figured, plotted, and numbered on regular ape, transposed to the photos* and used by
any infantry officer to call for specifIc fire when required. They my also be ued for
general orientation. Of course more time is required to turn out such large quantilties
the facilities of the improvised laboratory being quite limited, but the Supply n0essr
for a division can be produced in loss than 24 hours, Such photos were supplied for the
29th Division for their attack on Hill 192 at St. IA.

3. 'An enlarged (10 x 14) photo waich shows the locations or any suspected seot'
hostile artllery is used by Cub observer while in the air. aould the sown open fireo
upon radio call of observer, our fire is delivered on the suspected location nearest to
the point indicated by the observer.o This point is usually within a fe hundred yard
of a suspected location.
Often the fire so delivered has been right on the hostile
artillery.

4.

'Some information as to the effect of our fire is also obtained fm oblique

photos taken by our cub planes thereby supplementing data later obtained from Air Aboo
reconnaissance sorties,. -- Major W. Mo. Smith, Counterbatteryofficer and Lto D., Gray.
Aest. 5-2, XIX Corps Artillery,.
-

1e

I

win this Oarps we lay a direct line to Group Badquarters and Divilas Anilm'y
Cargo
o
Artillery to those headquarters. This direct line Is also connected to
lines through their switchboard and by remote control may be plumed Into Um floatO
Group and Division Artillery 11eadquarters also have similar direct Unase In SMtle
to the normal lines, to each of their subordinate headquarters. This sa
-i
It
possible for Corps Artillery to exemise lasdiet control over all It.
- -2 ... mts
and to bring in fire of my or all elants in an absolute sln m a tin.s
s
Is
n
a
much faster and better than radio.e--Major . K. SMith, Cuanterbttery
Nbaquarters tram our fire direction center, in addition to the normal Use ft

Lt. D. 3. Gra,

test. S-2,

III LIRZ- WAS WIT

m

Corps Artillory,

iqam

On the morning of 7 August an Infantry regiment belonrin

to the XX Carps star%&

an advance.
At 1000 hours the situation was as shown on the acc
s ktt.
e
two bours the 3rd battalion masdo no attot
to move forwavd. They were beia lird
upon by machine guns frm the right but theee could have been outtleaked by a ml
ws that negotiatioms wwo
trouble.
One reman for the lativity
tore with little
under m to bring about the surrender of the German tonoeos *ven
the movmant at

German torces which could be observed ws not fired pm.

The rgmtal

samter

tion, and Cc
finally ordered. the battalion forward Preceded by an artillery poe
K seat a platoon to outflank the machine guns. Thee tacti
resulteUd ia taking the
positions without difficulty, but our sits
in the drgW were etrwly
fortunate In
eseaping the hostile ortar and artillery fire which is uiually brougt down during
such a delay,--Observer's Report based
persal obe late.

INITIAL OBJECTIVE
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,Battle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France.
Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in tll situations,
the items published will be those based on practicel experience and Lre recoLnendod
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems.
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences ore particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By commnd of the Army Group Commanders

H. B. LEWIS

Brigadier Genertil, USA
Adjutant General
I

ARTIL ERY TEC1NIQUE.

The following obervationa ere extracted from a recent report of the war Department Observer Board to the Comirnding Generul, Army Ground Forces.
1. Location of Direct s
opportArti]Jery.
'firecz
support artillery battalions
should not be closer than 3000 or 4000 yards to the front lines. If they are up es
close as 1500 or 2000 yards, a strong counterattack with tanks sad armor will overrun
the position, and the heart of your conuanication is lost, as is liaison with supported
regiments. Attached battalions may and often should be closer than 3000 or 4000 yards
to the front without this risk, as all connunication is cleared through the direct
support.
Direct support battalions must know where our infantry is at all times.
Safety of fires is cleared through theme--Brieadier General Reese M. Howell, Artillery
Officer, 9th Division.
2. Conduct
Forward Observers.
.of 'Artillery forward observers have been going too
far forward in many oases. They cannot tag along with the company coriander,
If they
do, they are pinned to the ground and cannot see what is going on except in a very small
sector,
Often they can see nothing at all and are unable to perform their missions.. I
know of one forward observer who went along with th~e point of the advance, where he
should never have been. The liaison officer and not the assault coonnnder must handle
the forward observere.'.airigadiler General Reese M. Howell, vtillery officer, 9th ivi5 iOn.

3. Cub Planes on Air Alert,
weW always keep a Cub plane up on patrol even during
quiet periods when no missions are being fired, yesterday (7 August) our patrol observed a German tank parked on the edge of a small patch of woods. He called for a
battery (6 guns) and fired on the lone tank.
When the first rounds landed, the observer spotted six more tanks bunched up in the same area.
He then called for the

44ill

A

battalion, We got five of the seven tanks. At the Conclusion of this mission, which
didn't last longs the sam observer spotted a Geran motor column on a nearby road,
in all
diately taken under fire, By actual count we got 2.5 vehicles,
which "was i
we got five tanks and 2.5 motor vehicles very quickly, which shows what an alert observer can do in a Cub plane.$--Captain Samos B. Gregory, Air Officer, 4th Division
Artillery.

II

TECHNIQUE OF MOTOR M0V

WIH AIR SUPPCRT.

NOTEs Observers from this headquarters have been directed to transmit infore
mation reearding coordination of air, armored and other ground forces in fast
moving.operations in as nmch detail and as rapidly as possibles The inforiation given below is contained in the first rqport on this subject. other reports will be disseminated as protly as possible after receipt.
/

1. Situation. In a recent motorized advance, the 79th Infantry Division used the
following methods far maintaining control and close air support. A cavalry group was
protecting the division's front and right flank, and an armored division was marching
on the left flank.
2. Connmication. The 79th Division moved in two colums with sections of the
division.reconnaissance group attached to the heads of each column and to the armored
division, so that contect could be maintained through tho" SCR 506. The Son 508 in the
M-8 armored cars of the sections were set to the frequency of the artillery liaison
planes which covered the colurms. in some instances.these planes determined the method
of advance to the colums.
3e Control. The CT commnders were in direct contact wit the division comm
manders throu7 the SCR 193. Combat teams moved from point to point on order of
higher authority, usually the division conrander with one colum and the assistant
division corumnder with the other.
ruck comp.anies and trucks from the division and attached
4. Infantry Movement.
artillery were utilized to move the infantry, In some instances the motorized infantry

moved so rapidly that there was an intermingling of columns with the armored division
on the flank, and at other times they had to halt and wait for the cavalry to regain
its distance ahead. The division chief of staff recomends that the cavalry in such
a situation be given an ample heed start, e~g. cavalry starting at daylight, infantry

at 1300.

5.

Th. air support party usually renmied with division headquarters,
Ai9Eu2prt
although it occasionally moved to the unit where the greatest difficulty was expected.
CT' coniranders or the reconnaissan~ce troop could get air support almost ix ediately by
radio request to the armed reconnaissance flights which were covering the advancing
columns. Requests often went from the cavalry group to our reconnaissance troop to the
division air support party to the planes. The armed reconnaissance flights also coy-.
ered areas as requested by corps and division air support parties. The missions usuall
were flown by four or eight aircraft carrying 500 pound general purpose bombs and .50.
caliber machine guns.

2~eproducedfr Ike [,y,eerepro Vet
12th Army Group
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w~ttls ppsriLeneo' aro published regularly by this
headqurters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat
experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences
of certain units at a
particu r location are not necessarily applicable
to all unite in all situations,

the items published will be those based on practical
experience and are recouriendad
for careful consideration by units which m&y
encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are
particularly desired in order that the
Validity of the indicated battle lesson may
be determined.
By ccmnd of the Ar

go
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Brigadier General,
A d juataan
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The following paragraphs are all extracted from
reports and coments of battaa
lion comanders of the 22nd Infantry Regiment.

ID

C

.

'More ehanis in training should be placed
on disciplinee In ny battalion, c
pony ;omnandere who had well disciplined companies
moved faster in attack and incurred
fevar casualties than those in whose coupanies
discipline was lax. we are incurring
heavy casualties among our officers and noncomnissioned
officers, partly because they
have to literally lead the men by the hand to
insure accomplishment of their mission.'

II

OIDIr (MOUND.

1. 'Fully 75 percent of n r casualties since fl-Day have
incurred while holds
ng round in asatic or dfensive operatons, To avoid theebeen
casualties, x have used
the following methods to good advantage,:
a. During the day I plae my automatic weapons in deflade on the
high ground,
and then ii e the ra~t of the battalion behind the hich ground.
b. At night I establish welle nned platoon outposts and move
the rest of the
platoons back about 400 yards. i permit the outposts to fire.
If their fire draws
eneo, artillery fire, the main body of the unit is not subjeted
to it.
c.oOther nig~hts z have mo~ved qr entire battalion a ,skirt distance
to the flank
•after dark, The Germans, on several occasions, inhaled the vacated
area throug;hout
the night, while my an slept .peacefully in the new area.R

fj

similar methods have been used successfully agpinst the
Japanese in the Paclfic,

a.....
...
l a
It

III COMUAT

.AI20o

1.. Hold Your Fire.

'Do not fire on enspy patrols.

It dimcloses the location

of your flanks so that artillery fire can be brought down on your position.'

2. Watch for WP.

'The only time I have seen the Germans use white phosphorus

shells is when they were determining range. You can always look for an artillery
concentration to follow either a wite phosphorus shell or a time-fire burst.'
vee 'I have effectively used my 57 m antitank guns with HE
3* Use HE and
shells on diect fire missions. It is best toftire not more than ten rounds and
then get oute o-

IV SccEssUL IUT

ICUFCQ

SNo..

N E
The attack described below was a successful operation demonstratinthe~efffltiveness of close infantry-artillery-tank teamnork made possible through prior planning,
excellent timing, and capable leadership.
1. aThe 22nd Infantry, advancing north, had reached their objective in the vicinThe regiment on the right had been unable to take their objective, a
ity of
hill, due to heavy fire from that hill, of what was estimated to be one infantry corpony. It was decided to have a force of the 22nd infantry.assist in the capture of
the hill by attacking from the north with one rifle company and one tank company. A
map roconnaissance was made and en artillery fire plan prepared by the coumnanders con
cerned the night before the attack. The time of attack was set for 0835 and an LD
selected about 1600 yards from the objective. ruring the day before the attack, the
force commander (the Infantry Battalion CO), the rifle company ccmmander, and tho tank
companv commander, made a grcund reconnaissance up to the LD where they were stopped
by machine gun fire.
__*

2.
The attack jumped of f on time with one platoon of riflemen riding on the
tanks of each tank platoon and on reinforcing tank destroyer vehicles. A 45-minute
artillery barrage was placed in front of the attackiig force, beginning at fl-hour at
moving forward at 15-minute intervals. The objective was taken at 10125
The attacking force incurred only two casualties, captured 40 prisoners, and either killed or
fcwoed the withdrawal of the remaining elements which h&d been occupying the bill.'

END
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zxperiences'
are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
Units'3xttle
in training
to profit
from the latest combat experiences of our troops
now
fighting the Germans in yranoeo. Although the experiences of certein units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practioal experience and are recommended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problema.
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are perticularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By command of the Army Group Commnder

H. B. lEWIS
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General
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1. oreat
care must be exercised in comitting towed tank destroyers to intre
that routes are available for easy entrance to and exit from positions, particularly
when there is no tank threat.
2. 'in present operations most reconnaissance should be done in sell
vehicles
#nd on foot unless an actual tank threat has been established. The MO'. of the
reconnaissance platoon draw hostile artillery fire.
3. #The secondary mission of TD's should be exploited to the fullest, one com-,
pany may have an .ndirect fire mission, while the remaining two are on direct fire
missions.
By uaingthe reserve company o4 the secondary mission, a fire effect cobw
parable to that of a field artillery battalion can be obtained& Another advantage is
that fire may be called for to support the companies, en ged in their primary mission
during a tank attack.

4* 'Care mist be. taken that unts whose mission is antitank defense receive om-e
plete tank warnings based on facts. Nilse alerts tend to make gun crews skeptical.
gom infantry units report any track vehicle as a tank, thus destroying the efficiency
of the antitank warning eystem.a-After Action Report of 821st TD Battalion.
II

ART ITI BuY AIW40PfDXNIYIE TACTIOS.

*'le Grmans have apparently studied the current evasive tactics of the Op pianos,
and they try to bracket them with time fire. The Air Op's have adopted the policy at
avoidingcrossroads and permanent land marks, because it is evident that the oef
M
zero in on these points, then raise the bursts when a plane is over.'--29th Difsiton
Artillery Report.

Ami..

o

III

CRtVANCE ?RINTEkNCE TEL.O

'The Division Ordnance Officer devised a system of assigning mintenance teams to
each regiment as it is placed in reserve or otherwise becoes available, in order to
supplement the maintenance of ordnance equipment and make necessary replacementseu-Report of G-49 30th Division.
IV

COIMNICAT IOtNS.

(The following comments are extracted from the After Action Report of the signal
officer of the 30th Division.)
I. 'A direct wire from G-.3 to the Division Artillery Sm3 speeds up shell reports
and other communications and relieves switchboard operators.
2. "A teletypewriter has been moved to the G-2 tent and the convenience this
affords has been largely responsible for a'200percent^ increase in teletype traffic.
3e
Thcsimile equipment has been used on several occasions to transmit line
route iaps to higher heedquarters.

49

"Inasmuch as the majority of trouble on field wire lines results from opens,

a standard trouble card has been introduced, and the wire chief uses an sE-65-B teat
set to take a capacity reading. This is entered on a card, and the wire chief also
interprets it into distance to the trouble and gives this information to the trouble
team when it is dispatched.
The card becvuomes a permanent record for a particular line,
and if repeated trouble occurs in any vicinity, the wire chief refers the trouble to
the construction officer, who investigates to see whether the line should be re-policed
or re-routed.

.5. 'it is SOP for adjacent regiments in different divisions to monitor channel 33
of San 300 to provide prompt correction in case of firing on one another."
V

BRITISH PATROLW

A
that,
every
noral

vI

HINT.

British publication statess: 'In training for patrolling,, it is rarely realized
once contact has been made, caution and concealment must be cast aside, and
man must act boldly and speedily. Noise, properly controlled, is a powerful
wea-,on for the attackers.'

fllfAflY-TN COO PERATION.

'when tanks are"ordered to zwve at niiebt, after a bivouac has been established,
the cxnsanding officers of infantry units in the vicini ty should be notified, as the
sound of the urvement of the tanks will normally draw artillery and uvrtar fireeReport of 709th Thnk Battalion.
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*Battl@ rcperiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
now
units in training to profit from the latest combat-experiences of our troops
a
at
units
certain
of
experiences
the
Althoug
fighting the Gerans in rance.
Particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
and are reconmended
the items published will be those based on practical experience
Report*
problems.
similar
encounter
may
which
units
by
for careful consideration
in order that the
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired
validity of the indicated battle besson may be determined.
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TANKRIDIZO DOUHBOYS

Infantrymen rode tanks into combat and botL infantry
enthusiastic about the results achieved by the 22nd Infantry
The Comanding
Armored Regiment in the recent breakthrough.
this type of
regarding
counents
following
the
Infantry makes

le

and tank personnel were
Regiment and the 66th
officer of the 22nd
action.

2. 'metical Advantages.
a. Theinfantry tire above eneyI achine gun fire which is generally set at g
ing level.
be The infantry becomes a more fleeting targot for eney automatic weapons. It
is difficult for the eneaw to traverse and elevate a machine gun from a dug in hedgerow position to bring accurate fire on a tank moving from eight to ten miles per hour.
o The tank turret also provides some protection against small arm firse
do The infantryman on tanks are in a good position-to toss greades into foX holes.
O. The infantrymen are able to provide excellent protection for the tanks from
onoW bazooka and antitank W ade foire
fo The infantrymen help to provide observation for the tank crews.
. This practice undermines the German tactical doctrine of shooting the infantry
'following the tanks. When German doctrine is undermined, the fficiency of their
operations Is greatly reduced.
he When the advance is retarded by AT guns, infantry can dismunt, deploy and brin
automatic fire on enef gun positions.

3.

'WbqlemsWhich wise.*
orpnization and coordination.in order to ake them readily .4i
s f 'and
a.ommnd
weapons
bo Transportation for infantry supportng
ix:-I
available fr holdins the objective.
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thorough planning are, therefore, essentialX for such an operation,
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blem was partially solved by having the infantry battalion commnudere ride In t*a
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with tank battalion ot
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O-4 of the V corps reports that it has beccam unnecessary to require a 0-4
l
(9-4) periodic report daily and has made it a weekly report. However, reports at
battle losses of equipment are required daily fram the DiVisicas ordnance Oflicer
based on the ordnance *terial Loss Report each day.
inI WACIATICI OF CIVILUA,
1.

The following security procedure was developed in the V corps for a use 'in a

static situations

a. Divisions evacuated civilians fromn the area within approximately two kilometers
of the front lines, fixed in place those in the next two to four kilometers, and established a line in rear of which circulation for an announced distance up to six kilometers was permitted. All other circulation required a pass from the Civil Affairs

Section.

b. Patrol of these lines, which created three zones, was nintained by mllitary

personnel in the forward areas, and combined military and civilian patrols, plus a
Joint p--.G.endarm.CIOotorized patrol in the rear areas.

c. ahe evacuation of civilians was accwwlished by Division Civil Affairs .Officers
and Civil Affairs Detachmnts, using division refugee control points and corps transit
areas, to Army assembly centers.
2e This system became inoperative as divisions moved rapidly forward in the attack.
wnly a single security line became noceseary, forward of which civilians were evacuated
and in rear of which the presence of civilians was desired so as to provide potential
places for refu ees.
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'This battalion has demonstrated that mortars can be located with our pr4ent
equipment under special conditions* In this instance the base was across the velliy
and at a slightly higher elevation than the mortars. it wa's noted that mortars did
not fire directly to the front, but at an oblique to the front, which placed thea
close to our linese This apparently is a enon practice of the .nw. TO Use CU
present equipment the base mat be exactly surveyed in, as close to the front line
to 3500 meters, and the sound outpost located
as possible, preferably within 1200
with and protected by front line infantry elements. N.e to the mobilty of mortars.
fire should be brought down on mortars medately after ;hey are located. A direct
telephone line between the mortar base sound detacent OP and nearby irtileory will
facilitate this. Enperients should begin inuediately, using captured mortars and
euamti/on to determnen the possibilities of our present equipment in the location of

enemy mortarso6--Report of 8th FL Observation Battalion.

'Three enlisated men of the DiLvision 0P CompanY are aesiuted to each infantry
regiment as UOORT IuARasO prisoners are taken from regimental Cp's. and in any
cases battalion CPg escorted to the prisoner of war inclouure, and there in con.
Junction with various interrogption team are searched, intorroptedg and evacuated
Di. of provost jarshal 2nd 1
to the. Army prisoner of war inclosure. -Reporc
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ers to enable
'Battle flpereaces' are published regularly by this headq
A troops now
unts In training to proit from the latest combat experiences of

fighting the Geman in raoe.*Although the eQerinoez of ertaint aits at a
particlar.loction are not necessarily applicable to all unit in eli stuations,
aed
the ites published will be those based on practical experience and aeeo
problao Rorts
for cereful onsideration by mits which =W encouter silar
ative or contray experlence. are pertioularly desired in order that the
of cr
validity of the indicated battle lesson my be dotemined.
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ble terrain and the natre of Germn de

so

e pcwsible nre effective useof
o ered duing recent .%pWAiOn have
areas
feature with
z a terra
lyo
l the Go
*In their with
mce.
roup of iantry at a few wll aplaced at ceouflged tanks. I have fount
a m
strengh
that by using one unit to contain thesmyw an another unit of about silar
iw'flankad rar we are able to frce the enmy to murendero r
to e oit the
We have also found that the terrain is becming mre favorable for thee
withdrae
of rifle units by ovrhead firte.
ploymant of heavy machine guns in sup
eln asstning an obJective to a subordinate untt
2. AuintMn l9bn1bjE
wherever posible, should be given to
reconnainoe
round
mos attention, inluding
routeoct approach and am of sicoaton. Recmtly q regiment was given an objectivo that could be reach.! by

tanks end halftr

only
laf after
#ackstwo cmpaisof

engineers had worked a day eat a night to clear their route.

3o.

k uloumust of 82. a Moar

*

'ev ar now anplaying ar morr

farther back-

than we did in the early stage of the cappt. This is due to the reduction in the*•
sanber of snipers at4 isolat t oups that had forced the seloeton of forward artar
We have found the fire of the 81 an mortar to be we~
positions for security reaso
effective aga8nst dug-n positon than that of 10.5 an artllery.
'fny sniper aotivitles, in w' opinicn, have beetngeatly exager
y were ricochetsfro
Most of the bullets aleged to have been fired by snipers, oactu
the weapons of son
from
or
by-passed,
been
had
wo
im ividuals
the frost lines, to
of tis%opeatioqn, the
phase
ving
w
fast
the
mrig
individuals,
of o r 'triggerQ-happ'
aniperso if aW, are retreating as rapidly as the de2lyig foces.
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'A now wpe of ao
macine g
mplaeemont has been obIt consists of a care in a hedgerow large enough for a machine gun,
ition, sevteral dqs of food supply, a
two men* The oly opening ts on the fo
sie of the hedgerow. This discourages withdrawal and force men to fi gt
nt

ow n Posit.ion,

served recently.
a

/ward

they are killed or hare to surrender. We have foutd the fire freM these positions to
be inaccurate-possibly uaimed. On one occasion an entire ceaz
inurred onlyose

caualties while crossing an opening within the field of such a position.

6.

Use of SWI.* 'We hays used smoke effectively, both offensively and datnsively

One specially effective use of moke oce

then a cmnp

was out off fret the ree

ainder of its battalion by fire of enay tanks. On request of the battalion amnder,
our artillery quickly placed moke on the position.
battalion and suffered only a few casualties.

The omuy was able to rejoin the

7. Gernan Marking of their Front tine. 'One of the few ocasions that ow poe
t ions have been bombed by eq
aircrafto the eq
ground troops fired green flares

to ark their positions.
8.
Knew We
Amerca UniforMs 0 The Gens
are now attempting to onfuse
us by wearing captured American helmets and fielA jackets. A unit the size or a p1*toon was seen marching along the road dressed in this manner. They will alsme
the
rue of exposing themselves to view in our clothing, and yelling to our men in an effort
to entice them to show themselves*-RegiMtal Casander, 12th Itanty.

1. Ms
am us
light machine gun in zq heavy weapons ccmiew,
becaue I ai got thea farther forward with greater speed while sustainin fewer looes.
The light machine pm in just as effective for the shorter ranges encountered in this
type of terrain. I keep w heavies on nv jeep trailers so they can be readily moved up
if accurate long range fire is desired.
2.

Sow

I*a '

scouts are equipped with taeq guns for use in sprayin

hedge-

row poItions. The aditiona emition
supply has presented no serious problem. I
have one jeep end trailer loaded with asmitics with each rifle cae
, at
one with
each heavy weapons platoon.

3. k)aMars.
'I have used w 60 - mortars very effectively against automaticeweO Mn
When moving a anost internittent resistance, one mortar is attached to a
rifle platoon. When strong resistaneo is encountered, the mozrtars revert to the weapons
platoon atd are fired from positions 75 to 100 yards8 in rear of the leading G~etals.
14

ta
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Contrary to someo report

concerning

have always encountered eneq riflamen and automatic weapon

qnndispositions, I

in position

one or' two

hdeosforwaurd of their tenks.'-4Battalion Camnander, 22nd I~ntry.
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*Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units In training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are reccmnended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
W command of the Arw Group Co=nander-

ii.
(34
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General
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FIGHTI

THE GERMAN TANK AND INFARY4T4A.

I. An officer of the XIX Corps on July 28/29 had an excellent opportunity to
observe German armor and infantry attacking ua,
The tactics employed by the Germans
will
probably be repeated.
His notes, which follow, are based on close observation
over a 36 hour period.
2.
'The ease and rapidity with which this small attacking force made its penetration, achieved and sat on the objective, denied the East-West road and interfered
with traffic on the North-South road, plus the probable similar employment of smaller
groups on identical missions make this analysis of what they did and how they did it
of more than ordinary interest;
t likewise points to certain remzdial equipment, training practices, and techniques that can easily stop such penetrations in the future.
3.
'The Germans advanced westward in°three parallel columns, each consisting of
tanks accompanied by infantry. The center column moved down the main road shooting
rapidly and moving at a fast rate.
It went from hill
to hill
with the accompanying
infantry spread only one field out on both sides dogtrotting through the fields and
over the hedgerows.
The center column totaled only approximately eight track-laying
vehicles.

At

guns and
and
more
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hold the main
than
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4.

The

named

'Throughout
to

of

these

wre

any

tanks,

number

above

the

and

night,

approach.

Their

observed
possibly

the

one

were

rito

troop carriers.

crossroad consisted of two

tanks.

vehicles

movement

three

others probably half-track

companies

by this
a

Germans

reacted

of

officer

platoon of

tanks moved

probably self-propelled

Total

forces sent

infantry

and

to

capture

probably hot

included only the

track-

infantry.

forcefully

slowly and

by

fire

comparatively

and

limited

silently.

Immediately after firing, each moved to a new position 25 to 50 yards away from the
point used in firing. The noise discipline of the tank crews and acompanying infantry was superior. No talking, shouting, or any sound, except macnine gun and cannon
-

1

y

fire and starting of motors, carried over 100 yards. The Germans always eased their
tanks forward, travelled at low speed and were remarkably quiet in all operations
ex..ept firing. They used long bursts of their rapid firing machine guns to discourage
If pressed at all, they shot flares which brought down their own artillery
guests.
and mortars on their flanks.
Their handling of their tanks was bold and sure. They
acted as if they knew exactly where they wanted to go and how, and then went there
with vigor and determination.

5.
A similar disruption by a comparable German effort can, I believe, be prevented in future by augmenting present AT practices by some of the following:
a, Equip numerous vehicles with a smoke grenade that cotild be lashed to some
well-known, widely disseminated, and readily accessible spot on the vehicle--possibly
the steering column.
Upon the approach of an enemy tank, use of the grenade In the
normal canalized route of tank app-rcach, will probably slow up the tank.
The Germans
fear our use of gas, and no tank normally will advance into the unknown hazards of a
smoke screen.
b. Give any unit sent out along the imain road down which enemy units may come a
supply of standard mines. If these are, as a matter of practice, tied togetner with
a light cord previously laid across the road, they can be pulled out on the road from
a concealed position as the tank approaches.
c. The liberal spraying of the hedgerow with tank machine gun fire completely diacourages riflemen or bazooka firers from aiming over or around.a hedgerow. For this
purpose slots should be dug through the hedgerow at such angles and levels that fire
from the tank's position on the road cannot go through the slot, but so sited as to
permit a rifle grenade or a bazooka to be aimed and fired when the tank reaches sm
already selected point. The firer must have cover from the tank spray while he is
aiming and firing.
When the first tank is inmmbilized, and perhaps burning, the fight
becomes a standard infantry fight with standard techniques working as effectively as
/
ever.
II

SOY

BRIISH PATRO LING MET ODS. /

i. A report from the Italian theater describes special organization and methods
adopted by a British battalion during a period when its primary mission was patrolling.
a. The battalion commander designated a field officer as battalion patrolling
officer.
The patrolling officer establisned a patrolling headquarters and a patrolling
OP in the battalion area,
The headquarters included a briefing officer, certain intelligence personnel and operators for the OP. The commanding officer laid down general
policies and the patrolling officer handled all details.
b.
One patrol, with a mission of liquidating an enemy outpost, established a base
within radio range of patrolling headquarters and from that base moved out on the mission.
This base, with its communication facilities, permitted continual comunication with the
battalion and would have constituted a sure rallying point if it had been needed. It
also assisted in the evacuation of casualties..
2.
Mnother patrol, with the mission of determining whether a certain position was
occupied by the enemy, advanced unobserved to within about 6o00 yards of the position.
The artillery then laid smoke on the suspected position, following this with a five
minute RE concentration.
When the artillery concentration was finished, the patrol
opened fire with four Bren guns searching suspected areas.
Observers posted at vantaepoints in rear waited for return fire. The Germans opened with three guns from
the suspected positiohs and these were easily and accurately located by the observers.
The patrol withdrew with 6 a casualty.
-erdced4
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'Battle Experionces' are published regularly by this headquarters to onablo
units in. training to profit from the latest cabat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Ge
s in France. Although the experiences of certain snits at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all unita in all situation
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are reoinnded
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By

o and of the Army Ckroup Comander,

II. B. LEWIS
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General
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Ir, . the report of an AG? observers
'Since comnications directly affect the battle efficiency of a unit, every
I have seen many instances
soldier must be taught to protect wires from damage.
where lines had fallen down and wre being deotroyed by passin vehicles in the .
presence of other soldiers who failed to take even the samplet step to correct the
situation.
'It is recoended that all branches stress the fact that wire lines must be prosoldiers regardless of their branch or rank. All Sigal
tected from harm by f
Corps units and ohors concerned with wire lines must be taught not to leave loose
t of wire bewires on the roads even if this wire is of no further value. The sa
ing run over and further destroyed cannot help but create in the mind of a soldier
the ipression that wire is not Important.'

Iasqerieaced troops are often led to believe that use of low-powered infantry
radio ets will draw fire as a result of Wi~ng located by Germa direction finding
equipa ent. Caelessoness in providing necessary camouflage, and in radio seurity is
the real reason these radio sets are sub jected to anl fire. Exposure of a man or
vehicle carrying a radio or reference in the clear to a nearby landmak will provide
the enwn with a good targeto1bdirction finding..equipt
w-ll not. Direction
findin equipmet of a suffi'iienti tacay-to pro i ormition for artillery fire
is relatively mobile. end must be set up some miles in rear of the enem lines. The
finding equipment to obtain acourate information. Location by direction finding becomes a possib~litY only when done in conjunction with poor c m ouflaege or poor

low6-powered
infantry- radio sets do not furnish sufficient signal for this direction
security.
radio
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A corps Ccoander in Italy makes the following coasts
a.
'It
should be emphasized that ground once gained cheaply should be
hold.
Time after time a patrol is sent out to determine the enew strength on
hill and finds that the hill is unoccupied. Almost invariably the entire
patrol comes back to report. Then som unit is ordered forward to occupy the
hill. It moves forward and finds athe hill alive with Germane who mother them
with fire from machine pistols, light machine guns, and mortars.
b.
'The same thing holds true at bridges. Several times a patrol has
found a bridge not blown and the entire patrol hasconm back to report. Before
son other unit can got up to soise the bridge, the Germans have blown it*.
2.
A battalion oxoutive in Italy recozeends. 'At night, don't use bird
calls as signals. There are no birds in the battle area--they all leave. Bow.
ever, oats and dogs stick around, so dog barks and cat howls are all right if well
done.
The Germans use cat howls a lot. If a German uses a cat howl, liL down ad
answerhi the ear way. Be will then come toward you and you can got him with
your bayonet.'

The following is extracted from a British War Office publication dealing
with counter-mortar organization effected by sme units in Italya
le 'A division found it noosary to set up a counter-mortar organization
on the lines of a counter-battery organization. One division had a counter-mortar
officer with an assistant, together with an assistant couater-mortar officer in each
brisade. These were assisted by an adequate staff and provided with nooossary transport. In genoral, all personnel were from the divisional artillery.
a. 'The most successtUl methods of engaging located hostile mortars were
in the following orders 4.2 mortars, 3.7 air burst, guns fired at extraordinary

elevation.
b.

'kw mortars were plotted and listed by the divisioa

*.

Osinicatiom as

countor-atar

officer.
provided from the divisional oountermortar officer

to each of the brigade assistant oountermortar officers, to divisional artillery
Hqrs and to the divisional ocunter-battery offioers. oaanic0atIon as also provided from the assistant counter-moortar officer to each 4*2 mortar omn y to each
mortar OP and to appropriate divisional at.llory unitso
2. a. 'aeother unit set ap ta counter-mrtar's in
:L each batt an and
steod thea at least 500 yards apart. These a mnned by either, officers a' snior
S!0s. Battalion OP parties were given instruction on the characeoristics of motar
fire to help then in listening for and in identifying mortars.
b. 'OP. nmade a mortrep' report which included timeo, the codesign
of the OP and the gird bearing.
If this mortrep' gave an intersection or pointed
to a known position, the unit counter-mortar officer arranged for tladate counter.
mortar tire.'o
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'Battle Experiences" are published reularly by this hedquarters to eable

units in training to profit from the latest combat experieones of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France, Althouh the experiences of certain units at a

particular location are not necessarily applic0able to all units in all situations.

the items published will be those based on practical experience and are reccmnded

for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be dotermined.
By

oand of the &m
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He B.le is
Brigadier General, USA

Adjutant General
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(From an after combat report of the 29th Infantry Division for July)
it
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'(ar experience has been that properly trained, aggressive infantry ca
ar-mor in close country here our offensive
knock out enemy -selfepropelled guans a
armor cannot operate effectively. ManstVer should always be eloyed to get the'
proved in one
onsy vehicle in the flank with the bazooka or rifle grenade. It n
battle that German Panser outfits without heavy infantry support were unable to cope
with ageossive infantry tactics.'
29

attlj .gAXo

the Ilne
of sipple
are outand
unIts
and largerand
that when
toundtraining
'We have
battle
presion
emphasize smartness
to battalions
conduct
they should
dif~lioares
this
in
ued
Those
drills to inculcate swiftnes of movement in combat.
moveme0nt Of a squa from hedgerow to hedgerow at full sjped with at
a.e
least ten yard interval between men. All move forward on ecinnd.•
b. oming under simulated artillery fire, the squad brqaks for the nearost
[cover to the front and r then continues to advance duringi lulls in the fire.

c.omiLng under simalated rifle or meane gun f ire, individuals use cover

available, open fire, and the bulk of the squad maneuvers rapidly under the leader.,
to outflank the fire.'

3. aMstors

Pt'Ssmak.

the past month, the division's experience has shown that reinforce'iig
ing mechansed cantlryt aror artillery, eto.o fall to employ proper methods for
approach to ombat. The move up Is too hurried and in too large a mass, resulting
in the clogging of roads and cplote "disruption of wire couwnications. A sufioiet,
force should be employed to feel out the opposition while staging the main -body tore
ward by bounds from covered position to covered positioa. hea weak spot is
h
Pot.,
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A
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discovered, and not until then, the full strength of the -colua should be developed.
'NIthas been fotWd that ohin straps should be worn fastened tight. If not
fastened when going over helerowe and when hitting the ground fast, the helmet mist
be hold on with one hand or it will be lost. The practice of not wearing the chin
strap arose as a result of blast from heavy air bombs and heavy artillery fire, which
are not present in this theater. However, a man without a helmet Is liable to head
injuries fr
small arm fire and shell splinterso'

'In my opinion the enew has habitually tucked himself in close to our front
line elements in order to prevent us fro bringn our mortar and artillery fires
down on him. We habitually have had to place some artillery preparation on the enw
front lines. The most effective use of artillery I have found hat been to bring time
fire down for about 20 minutes preceding the infantry assault and under cover of this
fire to make a tank sortie (tanks with rhino attachments) to a depth of about 300 to
400 yards. The time fire prevents the enemy from usin basooka aganst the tanks,
pins him to the ground, and causes heavy caualties among those who attmpt to evade
mn 2nd 1f.
the tanks or to shift their positions.' -e& jor Gen. I. K. Robertson*on
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1. A corps chemioal officer recently inspected a Gera position, captured with
he mortar fired HS exclusively
the help of a rolling barao fired by 4.2 mortars.
intervals
Some of the facts
and increased the range 200 yards at specified t i.
and conclusions of the chemical officer 'a report follows
2. The mortar fire ws quite accurate at to range but was not always evenly
about 25 yards wide.
distributed along the line of impat. hch band of fire u
OemanLhadpath* in rearof them.
3.
llof the hedgerowsoocupied by the
(thether then paths were made by the Germans or whether the hedgerows 'vere selected
M eads were used,
ankemn
for occupation because of the paths, s not indlated.)
either as positions or for comaications.
fire
4. To increase the effectiveness of mortar fire, the observer thout,
data (by platoons, if neosary)-should be calculated to place the lines of impact
on sunken roads and on or Just back of hedgerows, Instead of firing a regular patten
on a measurement basis. Planning of the barrage cam be improved if aerial photos

are available for exmination for possible positions. Jbwr
rage should be on call of the inantry, rather than on a t/i
phosphorous will cause about the sem niaberof casualties as
open ad will cause more casualties on troops dugtisit they1

cover.

movement of the bare
schedule. UdAte
lB on ttocpa in the
do so6t ha!ve overhead

Its psychological effect also is believed to be greater. Ike 4.2 mortai s

considered better adapted for fiLring VP than the l0~j hoteer, p t~
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*BattleExperiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enble
unts in training oto profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting'the Germans in prance. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experienco and are reoonmondeo
for careful consideration by units which ny encounter sinlar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validi.ty of the indicated battle lesson mya be daterndo
By coand of the Arw Group Candern
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The following item are extracted from Traing Mmrandum dated 8 july 1944, of
one of our Corps in Italy:
1. Arplane Rol"* An SCR 300"radio on the regimental channel in a liaison plans
or relay.
in invluabl
Georaphic Cds, In a fast aovin situation when radio is the only feasible
2.
mans of cosnications a simple, prearraiged geographic code"is valuable to coord' nete supporting fires of adjacent units and to facilitate., the execution of flank
mvvments in

3.

each others'

Movement of

zones.

pand Posts.

a. The OP reconnaissance =sat be ade by an

the final selection at the time, once cosmaicaoffic r who has authority toake
change.
tion facilities have been oimtted only major considerations should cause a location

b. Its establishment of advance switching centrals at the next selected
of the CF greatly increases speed and flexibility.
c. corps headquarters should be notified at least six hours prior to rvement of
a division op if the new location is to be near a corps axis along which wire has
already been laid, and 24 hours in advance if a change of axis is involved.
d. Service troops that require wire coasni~cations mast be moved with the rp's
and bivouacked near them. Ipng lines to supporting units located far to the rear
which results in reduced coataica,Lon for combat troops.cause a drain on faclties
one division snploys the procedure of leaving the chief ofstaff at the old
e.
location until the coandins oneral or a staff member teehones him from the new
n sons
...
location to come forward. This is the best possible mthdofttisplacemenlt.
units when wire was not co

lte to the now location, an assistant staff member with
e-le

F

insufficient knowledge of the situation and no authority to mak. decisions was loft at
the old location, which was an unsatisfactory solution to the problem.
4e Command Responsibility. It is the responsibility of om0anders to get infor
sation back to higher headquarters whether wire is in or note As long as a commn
has one runner with him, he is not 'out of coani cation'.0

II

USE OF GEIMAN THREE ISH IMRTAR.

1. 'Captured German three inch mortars are being used extensively by the heavy
weapon companies of this division. Our aaanition is interchangeable with asantios
of German throe inch mortars, and we usually use it as we have had promatures with
captured Geran &amiition. The German mrtar has a range of 4500 yards. and an
excellent sight which has a reversible collimator end mirror that permits placing
aiming stakes in rear of the mortar.
is thethe
same
as
mortar
with
our be
ansnition
'The
range
table
for the
our 2.
81 aI
range
table
except
thatGerman
a 'ails'
colus
mast
added .because
ceranm
mortar sight is graduated in lails'. For ranges between 3290 and 4500 yards eddif
tional increments are used.'--ordnance Officer, ___ Division.

ILL

E OF ATTACK.

'When practicable I like to initiate the attack thirty minutes prior to daw*
We have caught the Boche off guard at this tin, and he does not like night fighting.
In one instance we captured, with such an attack, a German position that I do not
The most careful
believe we could have taken if we had waited until dawn to attack.
Regimntal
prior
to
such
an
attackoe--nfantry
reconnaissance
mist
be
made
daylight
Comander,
Division.
IV

MAA AS FIELDATILLY.

(Views of an assistant Corps Artillery Commander and the Goander of an MA GL
Group who have eqloyed an AA Gun Battalion as field artillery and have credited it
with destruction of an ammnition duw. a field artillery battery and other targetse)
l'sone
excellent use fcr these weapons was execution of 'tIsmoa-target' firese
surprise and demoralizing effect was achieved by synchronization, so that all initial
rounds from the battalion arrived at the target together.
The high velocity and rapid
rate of fire of the 90 n gun are desirable characteristics for this type fire. orml
targets were bivouac areas, emnd post areas, and known conoentrations of personnoe

2. 'Destruction fire on protected targets is not effective using present awailable
aiiinition. It is felt that twoethirds point detonating and one-third white phosphore
ous would be an excellent amawition ratio for use of the gun as field~artllcey. e

-
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'Battle Zzpeieneso are published re
arly by this headquarters to enble
unt in traisn
to profit frm the latest otmat experiences of our troops AW
fitsting the OwsIn
lrane. Althoug the experiences o certain units at a
particular loOation are not necessarily.applicable to all units in an situationse
the Item publishod will be those based on practical expoeence and are rc-od
for oareful ecasitesation by units which my encounter similar problem. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are ptioularly desired In order that the
validity of the indioated battle lesson my be doteainedo.
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sion regarding reeent offensive action by his nit.)

19 fl
U aInfem
Ws0f*o.
. * e0ptintotroubleowbenweadvancodtoo
rapidly ttopan
atopewtki8roabvhhad boonausedes
asalanding'tfiold.
tns
toosmll
for our tanks to mnouver in but large enoug for the eneaw to cootrdi
o theirf tire
in.
ibey let us advance about 500 yards into it before they opened up. What we Scold
have done us to send a couple of tanks and som infantry across ahead.
b. 'Oneof our battalions which was mast suooesu
stayed well away fra the
hederows.
atis battalion advanced rapidly and sukred aU t no losses from ba-ooka
fire. Another thin this battalion did was to spny evewy tree in sight before advanc
iug into the op
bis took a lot of annitis,
but it alao got rid of a lot of artar observers.
c. 'cn one occasion, one of' our task forces suffered heav/iy fro
mrtar tree
bursts while cocaled in a woods. th loe
stopped when the foreo us1 mloved into
an1 open fiel~d.
the lrtars
were registeredg on the woods but had no obser'vatio of the

field.

2.

Reconnaissaeo a.

just ahead.
t
ire, as theoul

'(par reconnaissance elements worked very closely t;o

fla

ere
always acoqianiod by sed~ns tanks. Itheir work us very effect. .
d push aside minor resistance
a-n nsh us qluick and detailed infor-

nlti0s.

* IC

arnmmummm

,

b e slow thniinn

one occasion caused us oonsidwable ion of time o,

naissance unit sent to reconnoiter for a river rossing advanced to a brid
Barrow

gorge which prevented the vehicles from leaving the ro d

reoin.,

roua a

tey found a *s

@tt

of the bridp but located a nearby ford.
hy rai
nod in plao to guard both b±4
and ford. When the engneer equipment tried to conm fcmrrd to wcrk, it
sald not get
past the reoonmisae
vthicles. The rooonnaissne party should have left paS
bl
ant weapons offth road as a guardo It should also have prevented other vOhicle
entering ahead of the engineer equipmento

3. ksood ofadan e. a.

',eoabnde of an arored unit mt be alert tot

every advataWiofopportunties to use the rioads, but he mast be equally alert t
know when they annot.be used. I do not know any way to tell how this can be d=oe
it mast just be sensed. & coander who can do it can naks a lot of tins with rola.
tively te losses.
be
On one occasion one of
combat comands encountered strong opposition, It
left an infantry force to watch the hostile opposition and went clear around It to
reach its objective.

4. AV'Tank TrAm
su our advance became mre rapid, four dive bombers accpanied
each of ourct ilmUS all the time* An Air Fare officer was with each column
I hin
the planes saved us severe losses on a number of occasionso Once we were threatened
by a large number of Ocrm=u tanks, One of the bombers disappeared for a few minutes
but soon cam back with 15 or 20 other planes. When rapid movement is possibloe this
tank-dive bomber combination simply cannot be beateno The knowledge that the planes
are with them greatly increases the confidence of the ar.
They know theq will
receive. warning of a threat and are willing to move ahead boldly. I think this teem
should always be used under such Conditionso

1. The importance of comlete and isdlate reports of hostileAelling should
emphasized in trainin
These reports should be sods to the nearest artillery unit in
the quickest arnw possible.
they should includ everything hich
famish the
artillery with any information about the hostile battery or batterioe including the
desipation and location, by coordinates, of the point from which the observation
jado, the direction from which the shells arrive, estimated distan to the hostile
gn, tim during which the shelling occurred, number and tyo of guns-firing, nusber
caliber of shells and nature of the firemihether harrassIng, iaterdiction, etc
2. shell ftraents,
those which show the shape and scoritng of the
rotating band recess, or partiularly
which .show the original
curvature of the shell, should be
to. the artilleryr with, or imditely f'ollowingK, the report.

*sent

3. WhLle these reports do not always give the artillery sufficient inforation
to bring down counterobattery on the hostile guns at once, they frequently do so and
even where thqy do not, either by themselves or considered in connetion with otbr
information, furnish valuable indiations of hostile artillery habits of routine..
Reort from V €OosH
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Althoug the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recommnded
Reports
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problem.
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By command of the Army Group Commander s

Briadier General, USA
IAdjutant General

I 2a§LIAt?1IL .

(From a Company Coander, lt Division.)

'Men should be required to dig fox holes instead of slit trenches. Even
they may not be overrun by tanks, they are ech better protected against enew
uhell fire and strafing. Covers over fox holes are essential to protect against tree
bursts of artillery shells and butterfly bombso Recently there has been a noticeable
laxity or carelessnes toward digging in, due to the fast mving situation. Numerous
casualties have resulted, especially In the vicinity of platoon and compan cinG
posts that were not dug in when it was known they would be there only for a short time.
I.

Siough

'Stricter adherence to tactical principles pertaining to novement of troops by
2.
motors should be emphasized. This applies to distances between vehicles an selection
of entrucking and detrucking areas. Departure from established principle of motor
movement has no doubt been caused by our overwhel ang air superiority and poor pound
observation due to heavy vegetation and coparatively flat terrain. As we have moved
south, we find the terrain to be more rolling or hilly, offerin better observation
for the eney. S& is also flying more air misions during daylight bours. On one
slope of a hill In view of
the forward
ontrucks
loaded
unt w
one observation.
occasion,
As on
soontrucks
as the
were loaded and about to move out,
eney paound
Jerry opened up with his artillery, causing casualties and daage to vehicles.

3,

'When truck colum

are moving with tanks, tanks should be dispersed aln the

column. Unless this is done, the enw will let the tanks at the head pass by sat
open fire on the trucks in the rear.

4.

'Field jackets

covery by the enemy.

*

especially at night,, reflect light, thereoby inceasinga

dis-

We have se~ared ours with peen Lye to Saseose csnouftage.
-l-
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(From a Field Artillery Information kulletin from the North African Theater)
1. It has bon found that on lon 0P
lines, the practice of establishin test
stations,. permanently tanned* at the base of the OP has been advantageous
On these
lines the breaks are caused mainly by shell fire, and it is neessary to repair the
lines several times a day. The use of the forward test stations enables crews to
start at both ends of the line simultaneously, find the breaks and put the line back
in service with minimim delay.
2.
Wing to the large number of circuits that follow the sam
should devise some method of distinct tag mawwki
of circuits, *g.
tae stenciled with unit code name.

routes, unts
* large wooden

3. *Wire crews soon learn the little
tricks that simplify the whole coamnicae
tion problem. They service a line properly and carefully during installation so that
breaks will be minimized, thus allowing them to get a normal amount of sleep. When
wire does
out* repair crewme,
instead of runnin up and down a line with test
clips,O check the location of enemy shelling and proceed to the scene of the shelled
area,o us'ally finding their trouble right thereo

(Notes

I.

The substance of the following description of the antitank methods
of German infantry units is extracted from a British sour6oo)

The defense plans of German infantry companies usually assign to bazooka aea-

tions the role of defending narrow tank lanes and defilated approaches.
are covered by A. T. suns.

Open areas

2. The bazooka is regarded as relatively static, to be fired from a prepared
position. The grenade discharger is treated as a mobile reserve weapon and held back
at anttank Company Bj. Bazooka sections are usually allted to the infantry cornpanios againt which a tank attack is considered most likely.
Bazoka usually work
in groups of three, sited in a 'VI formation as indicated in the schematic diap"m
below.
from this formation at least two weapons can engege a tank approaching from
any directione4

150745

75 AS.

.75 yds.
3.

The

mffi

laement for the bazooka is usually a 'VI shaped pit, twith the prongs

toward the eneq.
The weapon is fired from the most suitable prong, according to the
direction of approach of the hostile tank. After loading the weapon, the loader takes
shelter from the backeblast in the opposite arm. The loader, armed with a subaaohim
gun, is responsible for protection of the position Sainst ground troops.
-2-
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$Battle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
now
units in training to profit from the lates combat experiences of our troops
a
at
units
certain
of
experiences
the
Although
fighting the Germans in France.
situations,
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all
reccmmnded
are
and
experience
practical
on
based
the items published will be those
Reports
problems.
similar
for careful consideration by units which may encounter
that the
order
in
desired
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly
determined.
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be
By comand of the Army Group Comandert

H. B. LEWIS
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General

I WARNING TO PATROLS.
'The Germans will let a patrol get erroneous information in order to waylay the
On several occasions they hav* allowed our
troops that try to use the information,
around unmolested; when a combat patrol
wander
and
small patrols to enter villages
strong resistance.6,--Wmmorandum of,
encountered
it
caie to take over the village,

II

Corps,

24 June 1944,

ARILL

2M
SUPPORT.

The method of having each direct support battalion reinforced by a general support
battalion proved superior. It gets quick reinforcing fires on any target holding up
support
the infantry advance (if of sufficient importance to justify Use of generalcounterof
case
in
fires
defensive
for reinforced
permits planning
alsothird
Bns)o ItThe
advantage is to give each infantry battalion continuous support durattack.
ing displacement, since forward observers can fire either battalion while the other is
displacing.-- Unit Report of the lit Infantry Division.

inz s arIo or,88 W OUNS
It has been found particularly easy for our air OP's to spot 88 ,c guns when they
are firing at high angles against our aircraft.o When close air suppott missions are
flown in the V Corps Zone, additional air Op's are usually employed to take advantage
of this situation.

These are usually furnished f lak maps in

irtelligence to direct 'their attention to suspected AA

advance by the air f ore

lo'cations.-Report from V corps.

,.k4k

IV CHARACTERISTICS OF GfMAN GUN POSITIONS.
A systematic study of German gun positions so far located in the zone of the U S
V Corps indicates that the batteries are usually placed in open fields with open fields
all around. They are never found in woods and rarely in hedgerows. Frequently they are
close to a farmhouse which the personnel use for housing. Fire positions for SP guns
are frequently found about 300 yards apart on side roads. These guns usually move
after firing a fe

ounds 1 --

Report from V Corps.

V COMBAT WARNINGS.
Comments of Rifle Company Comnander,

9th Division:

'It is mandatory that alternate mortar positionsb.selectetwo-or three hed i.
Failure to make
rows over andterrs
of alternate positions cost me five men of my mortar platoon.
T
2.

'The American soldier is too careless in unduly exposing himself when in view

of the enemy. Individually he feels that some other 'Joe" will get shot and not he.
Until this condition is corrected, the best camouflage is of little value,'

VI

COI8WPS OF AN AKT

LM.

'In a recent mission against tanks WP shells were used, but the smoke produced
1.
by the burning phosphorous screened the withdrawal of some of the enemy tanks.
2. 'Artillerymen need more physical conditioning acquired by digging--as artillery
positions require considerable digging in.'--Captain, FA, 1st Division.
VII BEATING THE 34PER.
'Snipers have not been as numerous during the recent fast moving phase of the
attack as when the situation was more static. They usually band together in small
Our means of dealing with snipers is to sweep
groups ranging from five to fifty men.
the area as cleanly as possible as we advance, spraying suspected sniper positions with
in areas in the imediate rear of front lines should
of personnel
Movements
BAR
of several men rather than groups of two or three, or individconsisting
groups
be infire.
Snipers will not fire on large groups but will attempt to pick off individuals
uals.
and groups of two or three, All men near the front should be required to remain in
Some tend to leave their fox holes
fox holes during brief rest periods or overnight.
themselves to sniper tire, but
subJect
only
not
They
area.
the
over
around
and wander
invite artillery concentrations on their posititons.',-- Company Ccsander, 1st Division.

S-2-
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'fattle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location ara not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are reconaended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By conmund of the Army Group Co

ender,

H. B.eLEWIS
Brisadier General, USA
Adjutant General
M Me
I COSAT WARNINGS.
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(From infantry platoon leaders of the 9th Division)

1. Move. 'one of the fatal mistakes made by infantry replacements is to hit the
ground and freeze when fired upon. Once I ordered a squad to advance from one hedgerow
to another. During the movement one ian was shot by a sniper firing one round. The
hey were picked off, one by one, by the same
entire squad hit the ground and froze.
sniper.
2. Don't Move. 'Men should be taught to play 'dead'--that is, remain perfectly
still-aif wounded by sniper fire. If they move, the sniper will fire again.
Follow Barrages. 'There is a tendency, especially among new men, to bece
3.
overconfident when the attack follows a heavy bombardment such as that of 25 jUly 1944.
Many of them thought all the Germans in the area would be either kil led or wounded, and
all they had to do was to take over the ground. in training it should be constantly
stressed that air bombardment and artillery barrages do not destroy the enemy but only
drive them under ground and temporarily disorganize them, thereby making them, for a
short tine, more vulnerable to infantrymen following close behind the barrages.

4. Know the BAR. 'I believe there is a need for more intensive training with
the BAt. I have recently lost three men who claimed they were expert BAR men and were
so classified on their Form 20's. These men were killed because they were not suffciently trained in the operation of this weapon. The BAR is a most effective weapon
in hedgerow fighting and should have highly trained personnel to operate it.
5. Be Alert. 'on one occasion, the failure of two new replacements to realize the
value of constant Watchfulnes and alertness resulted in the loss of two of my noneom
missioned officers. The men on the listening post moved back to report Germans using
-m1-4g

/t
kz

.t~h Japanese trick of cs.liinc out in EnQilish.
into our area and killed ;wo Af .my

II

AG,.-.' SIVaI

r A

D i2
their absence, two, Ger eri slipped
foncoxmrissiorted otft.cers before they were discovered,.

(n.):oU 11,s.

i.
The following comments are suavrized from staterNents lSade by the 0Go
Ari4orod Division and members of his staff, based upon successfil operations cor-z(:Ic i:
2 JUly
Y ?1W4s:
.e "I~achijles cu un
r;,orec principles &nd tactics eru sound.
Ag{tressiveness canot
be cveremphasized.
Success in our recent engagement is believed to have been chiefly
due to the fict
that units were ordered not to stop but to keep drivilg.
on one occasion a unic reported it was held up by enemy mine fields
It was ordered to push
through and take the losses. ,dhen the leuding tank drew tire, the other tanks deployed
and pushed on throuth, overrunning, and knocking out enemy resistance on the move.
In
irst cases the Gernns would fire a few rounds and either retreat or surrender.
We
are convinced that such aPcresiveness means fewer losses in both men and equipment.
Had we stopped and attempted to maneuver, the Germans would have brought artillery and
o~her fires upon us.
To delay 6r stop is playing into the enemy's hands.
b.
"our advance was continued even when one battalion was cormpletey cut off for
about 36 hours.
This battalion continued to fight its way forward.
The battalion in
rear also pushed ahead ant the result was eventual reestablishment of contact between

III

WCA'i

T11.F DIVIS.IN .ARyy1j.1y CP.

The artillery coxmmander of the lst Infantry Division broke precedent diuring recent
operations by locating his CP approxinmtely 6000 yards in front of the Division CP.
his explanation wast 'I like my CP to be in the middle of my battalions,
The conmuniw
cations are shortened, and I can keep up better with what's going on.
I visited the
division coamander at least twice each day and kept a liaison officer at the division
CP at all times.,

IV

E1WPLOI 1P OF 4.2 MORTARS.

The
Corps Artillery Conmnnder reported the following plan for using a Chemical
Maortar Battalion:
"The three companies of the Corps chemical battalion were armed with 12 mortars
each.
The fourth was divided into a service company and a headquarters company.
A
fire direction center was orgpnized and. trained in each company.
The companies (three
platoons of four mortars each) were trained under artillery direction to lay and fire
the mortars like any othwr artillery weapon.
41l 36 of these mortars were used in the

fire plan of the
Division when that unit jutmped off on 7 July.
Ten minutes after
the artillery preparation as completed, the mortar tire
was brought down. By this
tire the Gerntns had come out of their fox holes and any were ki] led by these mortars
as shown by examination of their bodies.
The mortars were used later to reinforce
the fires of the direct support artillery and did excellent work.
Tb be used effective.
the mor tar crews must be train ed as ar tille rymen.'

-2-
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'Battle Experienoeu* are publiohd regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest oombat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not ncesesarily applicable to all units in all situations.
the items published will be those bas6d on practical experience and are recomended
for careful consideration by units which nmay encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
By command of the Army Group Commandera

Brigadier General, uSA
Adjutant General
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lAUNCHING OF BAILEUY BRIDGE BY TANM.

The following incident of the Itblian campaign is
the British War Officet

extracted from a publication of,

"Another idea developed during the training was the launching of a Bailey bridge
by tanks. Tb carry out this task, two tanks were employed, both especially fitted,
'Ate task was actually executed mot sucand one having the turret and gun removed.
cessfully during the assault, and the bridge was safely launched in the face of enw
opposition on the far bank. At that point it would have been impossible to have bmilt
a Bailey bridge in the normal way. This bridge was one of the only two available during the first day of the crossing.'

II

BRUEACHING HLIGEROWS.

'We are successfully using bangalore torpedoes t6 blow openings in becigerows for
tanks. We place two or three torpedoes, depending on the height and growth of the
hedge, about four feet apart and about one-third the height of the mouAnd from its base,
We have the tanks push the torpedoes throtigh the hedge.'--captain,__ 3igr combat Bn.
MEDIUM ARTILLERY.

IiI
1.

'More men in a battery should be trained as computers.

I have trained my

e

phone operators, and, although they may not be used as computers, I find that they
do a much better job as telephone operators by having had this training.
it

2. 'In order to increase our angle of traverse, we reverse the trail
flush with the ground to facilitate rapid movement.
ala

n

spade making.

/62'

3.

an excessive number of duds.
'Time fire, unless observed, results in
&rtiJlry,--0w jore

by lijit
need for a percussion fuse similar to that used

t1ere is
.rt-

illery Battalion (medium).

IV

IPS FORTAJ2§-6.RS.

(Commuts of a lieutenant in the

1. "In training tank crews,

Armored Division)

too much practice inl acquiifng speed in

Wunfnipu]ae

tion cannot be given.
es they invariably contain
2. "Poe niko it SOD to fire into all tol3 builrirs,
Es we edvan'ce.
lines
snipers and mchlie gunners. We also cut cocmanicatiun
tanks in colwic along the roads uhtil
3e. on the recent break-through we moved our
or pushed by, depending on the nature
the le(dinru tank was fired on, then we deployed
out the enemy tank or antitank Eun from a
of the terrain. If we wer not able to knock
flank, we by-passed it.
A
tanks to determine the range.
49. "ite enen uses .30 caliber weapons egainst
time.
short
a
to get a shell in
tank that receives .30 caliber fire is very likely
Xa tank
bombs we dig a large trench end park
5. "For protection against butterfly
end.
over it, leaving a smll entrance hole on one
set on fire are surprisingi
"Casualties anong crews of our tanks that have been
tanks
The snall ermns fire directed at crews, abandoning
low, usually only one or two.
is very inaccurate.

6.

7.

inside a tank.
"No inflamble materiels should ever be kept

"Continue to fire at an enemy tank until it
8.
and immediate use as a pillbox.

9.
10e

catches fire to prevent its repair

of our tanks.
iEnemw weapons are usually airac at the final drive housing
"Tank crews should wear steel helmets over their tank helmets.

to the
"Tanks should advence through the center of a field instead of close
ii.
tedgerows, in order to avoid bazooka fire.'
V EVACUiATION

OF WOUI4DED.

1. 'Successful and rapid evecuation of wounded depends upon:
and installations
a. Aggressiveness ot unit surgeona--that is. keeping personnel
well forward.
surgeons of subb. close coordination and contact between division surgeon and
ordinate units.
c. Establishing ambulance loading points along axis of advance.'--SUrgol,
Arwored Division.
'A more efficient ambulance route marking system from the front to clearing eta
2.
reachmany ambulance drivers lose their way and much time is lost in
tions is needed.
ing the clearing stationeS--Captain, let Infantrk Division.
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this.headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting the Germans in Francee Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recoxzmended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems.
Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson nay be determined.
By coiEnd of the Army Group Conuander s

H. B. LIS

Mas-ra4

Brigadier General, USA
-Adjutant General
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(NOTEs
The following material is extracted from a. document prepared by the Chief of
the Armored Section, Twelfth Army Group, after a visit to three separate tank batta-.
lions which had participated in combat.. These extracts appear to have so mach value
for all tank units, and for many units of other arms, that they are reproduced in this
farm to permit wider distribution.)

I

TANw-INFANThY TELMHONE W*W$iON.
I.

All-tbree battalions were enthusiastic about the telephones mounted on the

backs of. tanks far comnmication with infantry leaders.
They feel, howver, that
full advantage is not taken of this equipment for the follqwing reasons:
a.
To make the idea completely effective, all tanks should be so equipped.
This

has not been done.
b. *ny opportunities to obtain tank fire support have been miassed because all
of the infantry were not informed that the telephones bad been Instailed.

II

Th.TN1Q OF TANK RDAflENI.

1.
The need is felt for training courses for both comissioned and enlisted tank
replacemnts.*Such
courses, if well planned 9 would result in increased efficiency and
ndationa are far a twoeweeka course for each group, all
mutual confidence. Recc
other training to be suspended during the period *Recomended
subjects are as follows,
a. For Officers: A refresher course of two weeks concoutrated on radio procedure
and radio presence to give confidence in talking over the radio, platoon maneuvering,
ap reading, slidax, first echelon tank maintenance (crew maintenanoo), tank weapons
and tank driving.

CUI!IW

ufl

be
Fcr enlisted menu Intensive training in driving; gunnery; radio; crew maintenance;, use of sights, binoculars and other tank equipment. These subjects are
recomwnded because replacements most required are of tank comenders, drivers and
gunners.

III

SUGGSTlONS FOR SPECIAL TACTICS AND TECHNIQUE.

I. Use of artillery, a. Artillery preparation should be concentrated on improved
roads perpendicular to the axis of advance. It has been found that enemy tanks and AT
weapons frequently emplace themselves on these roads.
b. Artillery fire on hedgerows which do not contain a road should be secondary.
Fire on fields is not particularly effective.
2. Suagestions for infantry . a. Infantry accompanying tanks should avoid using
an opening that a tank has just used. The eney frequehtly lays on these openings
imuediately the passage of the tank is observed.
be White phosphorous grenades have been very successfully used by infantry to
point out targets to the tanks.
c. Infantry supplies such as grades and annaition, and von rations and water,
can be carried in boxes on the rear of tanks. This plan has been used and has been
both successful and convenient,

IV

RELIEF OF TAN

FOR

EPMISH4T.

After being in action for a considerable time, tank platoons must withdraw to
replenish ammunition and fuel, When the infantry observes this withdrawal, they feel
they are being deserted and ten4 to withdraw themselves. This has been avoided by
the following method .one
tank platoon completely fueled and with aninUtion is kept
in the rear. This platoon relieves a platoon on the line by infiltration, one tank
at a time. When the relieved platoon is assembled, it proceeds to the company dump,
replenishes its fuel and mmnition, and returns to a position in the rear of the line
and relieves the next platoon-by the same'method. The infantryman seeing a tank move
forward at the same time a tank moves back realizes that his support has not diminished.

V

INFANRY'&RTILLERVYoORDffl0w.

(observations made by the officers indicated.)

1. Additional F0's. 'In this country observation is limited, and a forward ob
server at battalions isn't enough. We have, therefore, placed an additional forward
observer

with each front line company, usually about six on the division front. fle
corpany forward observer is assisted by one sergeant and a radio operator-.driver. He
has wire line to the liaison officer at the infantry battalion and an 5CR 610. As
soon as more open country is reached, these company observers will not be needed. However, at present they live with the infantry wherever they go.'--Executive Officer,
2nd Division Artillery.
2. German action under artillery fire. 'We have had to have our infantry withdraw
two to four hundred yards before starting a preparation before an attack in this country.
z think the Germans get as close as possible to our front lines to gain eone protection
from our artillery. That seems to be a characteristic of their tactics here.
They will
not take what Iavenworth would call a good defense position. No matter how fast they
are retreating, if you stop and dig in, they will infiltrate right back to the next
hedgerow.'--Artillery Comander, 2nd Division.
',A2
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'Battle Experiences' are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now
fighting 'the Germans in Frace. Although the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience and are recom ended
for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.

By comm nd of the Army Group Comanders

H. B. IIS
Brigadier General, USA
Adjutant General

I

RAINING OF INT EI/IGCE PERSONNEL.

1. The following is frcm cO, I & R Platoon,
inf, 9th Divisions
a. Training in booby traps, mines and demolitions should be given to all I & R
personnel. The platoon should be authorized mine detectors for this work.
b. More emphasis in training should be placed on identification of enem armor,
branches of service, rank or grade, and organization and employment of enemy units.
c. Sufficient marksmanship training should be given men armed with the tomy gun
to enable them to fire-from any position.
d. First aid kits should be authorized fir I &n jeeps and more thorough traing
in first aid should be given I & R personnel.
2. The following is from S-2,
ra, 9th Division.
a. We should have in our intelligence platoon a number of men who can speak French
and/or Gernan. Each assault battalion should have at least one interrogator who can
speak the language of the country and of the enemy.
b. 'Tained intelligence personnel should be among the first to enter a captured
fortified position, connand post, or other installations that nay contain documents or
equipment of' military intelligence value.

II

I1&JRUCTION OF REPIACI7JS WITHIN THE DIVISION.

1, Purposes and results.
The 83rdDivision has initiated, and values highlya
course of instruction for replacements.
Its purpose is Io 'debunk, many of the ideas

that these men had picked up prior to arrival, and to instru t them in special fight=
inj techniques end the use of certain weapons.
'Ie apprehension of new men has been
reduced and their self-confidence and morale greatly benefited by the course.
2. Description.
The course lasts two and one-half days and is conducted by battle
experienced personnel.
During the instruction the men are trained in groups of 12 and
are assigned to subordinate units by those groups. This reduces the strangeness of the
new orgnization.
£he subjects stressed during the course arot
a.
How to live in a fax hole.
This includes construction of the fox hole and
means .of preserving health and bodily cleanliness under such conditions.
b. The spirit of the offensive. aphasis is placed on the danger of allowing
themselves to become pinned down and subjected to mortar and artillery fire.
c.
The use and effectiveness of the frapntation
grenade, antitank grenade and
the bazooka.
About 25 percent fire the antitank grenade and the lzooka and all observe their effectiveness,
d.
Some tactics and technique of hedgerow fighting.
0

III

FIELD IMMVISAIONS.

1. Uses of the 8CIR 300.
A battalion comander in the 83rd Division has used the
8CR 300 effectively for coatnication with the battalion aunition
DP to direct the
Movinnt or resupply quickly wherever needed.
He also recommends placing an SCR 300,

when available, at the battalion aid station to aid in the evacuation of wounded, in
general he has found the set one of the most dependable'means of coanication within
the battalion.

2.
Iprovised mounts for L , The 2nd Division Crdnance Officer reports the use
of the following expedients. for direct machine gun fire at ranges of 100 yards and
less. They are generally used only far firing Short bursts with the light machine guns.
one or more of the various types are supplied to each machine gun squad.
a. Installation of a BAR bipod on trunnion of the IN.
An improvised stock similar in shape to that of the German MG42, made from sheet metal, reinforced with wood
0
is attached by four screws to the pistol grip. This, in effect, converts the 1919A4

to a 1919ge
b. Attachnt of two metal rods from the 105 a clover leaf amnition pack, bent
into rocker shape.
They are attached lengthways on each side, one end to the trunnion
and the other to the elevation lug. The shoulder Stock described in a above is used.
c. Attachment of a spike, 12 to ,5 inches long. and 1/2 to 3/4 of-an inch in diameter, sharpened at one end and fitted with a simple yoke at the other, The yoke is
attached to the trunnion with a bolt.

A flange,

thtee inches in diameter, is attached
to the stock about four inches from the point, when
attached, the spike swings from
the trunnion., The shoutlder stock .hy be used or the gun fired with just the pistol
gri:lp.d. In emegency the gun is somtines fired with •no mount at all.
The barrel is
laid on a hedgerow or any convenient object, and fired in short bursts.. Asbestos
gloves are sometines used by the gunner.

I
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"Battie Experiences., are published regularly by this
headquarters to enable
units in triaining to profit from the latest combat
experinces of our troops now
fighting the Germans in Franco
Althoughi the experiences of certain units at a
particular location are not nocossaril applicable
to all units in all situations, the items Published will be those based on practical
expurience and are
reconmended for Icar6ful considerration by units which
may encounter similar iroblcmsb Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences
are particularly desired
inorder that the validity of the indicated battle
lesson may be determine4.

By acormnnd of the Airmy Group Oonnnnderg

/K6 t
-A..AUw'-

Brigadier Gweneralq USA
Ad juc-nt General

2, These comments on evaction of wounded personnel are from the Surgeon,

s

XIX Corps5

a. Evacvation~bTanP

£attaij.oas

* Ech Tarc Battiton has tlree medical-

half tracks and one litter
bes3:<,6 This p'rovdtS one hal" tv ack per comjpuy
tQ
evacuate caslualties to the battalion aid etatI.on.
Where, recessa*',6%v l:t ter Jeeps
from
the medic.'
c Pcariy w t' eiz
ccabat zo,,and cen rs:nt,&rro the battali'on
half trscks, Fa,.'h meiic.
czn
as 10 e o0a..mr.ary ambu..anes an'd 24 litter
bearers to evacuate "cm'axaltie 9:C
frcni the battaicn a'd ,Lutionm
The zedical half
tracks of the tank e.ttah..ov) follow
0 r in, t baird
te tank compa:±ies and so far
the problem of era0uotior t
. .e
be If-nr.v,-aank Eva0,,ti."n
?Tho method of employment of the tank-infantry
team has,renulted in tne znc.esaty for using armcrsd
:,egiae sections and the
armored infantry medical sscti;i

- like those of the non-na2nored iL ntry
They
are not set up' for this typo of op ratton A task Thrce
%oisting of a bat&
0
tealon of tanks and a batta!Iie oft armored ixL'ann'y is
broken down into platoon
groupings and the two medica. sections support an area
of operation. This area
'is also infiltrated with supporting infantry from an
infantry' division. All
available

litter bearers are sen up by the litter platoons
pany- and these are retiforced by litter be-aztrs from p~atoot~sof thie medical conoX tne corps 'litter
bear

essaryDestrtzctioz

oiCotbr,

"Clothing is unnecessarily destroye.,

in Clen'ing stations. byouin
'- ';ag
cutt,: w°ere it could, in xnany cases, be rolled
up 'just as easily0
d, Tha.n._n

Ftresty4 ".it has been observed" that few wounded men apply
1'but
wait until the aid m en arrivec. The iri,vidual
line
.soldier's responsibility for firdt aid mnst be indoctrinated
continuallyo
their own

ea

sreingc

I

..

•

RRED UDVISI ON
2

'

,

TUcsw cor.nts are from the Surgoon,, 2nd jl'cr od Division:

a. TonkUnits. "Joops with litter-racks work well forard of the battalion
aid [t',t.,11 dong the axis of advance, When a tank is hit, the medical officer
in t , j,:p iutnodiatoly radios for a half truck'ambulanco which removes the
woundod to the aid station, The ai station" is fairly mobile and is located
near the battalion CP. T'o medical officers are assignod -to each battalion in
V
P1uy.trvmUnits,,0litter bearers remocve the wounded from hedgerows and
othrm 2solittd uAcoes, to the half tracks or jetrz
The T/ does not provide aid
men fa-' it'..ntry coipanies.
We .ttain thoezo from other sources and train them
f'cr their duties0
C
jrtilkcryUnits
"Evcuation to the 'battalion aid station is similar
to that doLsc-ibod for tank units in a above.
da
1i r:-r of w-talion Lid Ste tior, "t'toraaid stations the wounded are
tras
portd to ,Abutl~ance
dloadng points lccated on the axis of advance.
Field
art.bukncesL ore often used for this purl')se
dAibulanous collect the wounded from
thse
lctrxdclihg points and r.movo them to clearing station.s, ArmyV ambulances evacu
ate -thi.i f'rthr
to thu roar as required.
sI G-o.itral,
"qsuccessful and rapid evacuation of wounded depends' upon the
fo10ll
t4
(I)
Aggressiv 'ioss of unit surgeons in keeping personnel and unit installatios well forward,
(2)
Close coordination and contact between the division surgeon and surceonL
of sbordiu.atu units 0
The establishment
,)
of amnbulance loading points along the axis of advance4,

11USES OF L.A GUTN BTTALION LAS APT-I ILJRY.
'h lolioyling surnn'izod rupurt from a stateamiAt by the CO of an AM
'grcup
with thu VIII Corj s ;Lscribos So: u uf the nrthods used in that Corps when tnis
typt of unit is uLiplcyud oli its secondary 1uXi59on
1.

Thu AA Aun batl.alion conducts no IA fire fro.i its field artillery locati(

2.
The AL b.,1ttalio i io located to a flank# but necar the field artillery,
the-ru by, olimizting the hd.z ards incident to overhead fire, low trajectory of it&
Weapons, an a the type ox ac-suniticn used.

3.

Tho ISA battiflio n is located as a battalion and not dispersed by batteries

This facilitates adhiaistratiu)n and does not dutract from its tactical use,

4.. Te
trols its

field artilleryjFD

fires.

HowTever,

each

furnishes firing da:ta for tho

s

sA

unit end con-

battery m-ust be prepared to compute its

OWL

data.

5.

Positions for A fLre are always selected andMA
is sot up at those peositions,

fire control equipment

6e.N mwi3 a auni tion sup.f, of the MA battalion is not suitable for perforM,
azco of i to scco,
ndary ai.ssion. Apparent desirable changes are supply of liP shel2
and a lar,,cr percenta of point detonating shells.
(Pub 2868)
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are published regularly by this headquarters to enable

in trtining tu profit from the latest combat expri-ncOes of our troops

Unit

France. Althou h the expcOriunces of certain units
Germans in
now iightiiig thu location
are not necessarily applicable to all units in all sit-.
ot a particular
uttj:ns, the items published will be those based on jractical expcxienceu and a"
reconnknlded for careful co,idurmtiori by units which may encounter similar praYlons9 iiport ofcHeoroborativc or contrary expa'iences are particularly desired
in order that i.he validity of the indicated battle lesson may be dvtormined.
B3Y cormanci of the tr-z, Group (Sonrnnderi
'

f(4
.

A.tEWIS

Brigadier' cnral,
Adjutant General

I

USA

D1 "3OTS MI %I'TN,

defps observed during coumnnd of the VIII Corps
An a.lysI, of raining,
g;nurrd! Troy Ii Middletonu S rAy.o FollowiII combat has buen wtado by :or
' of his. communtac
/
sa.ization Oi- tUho dcts h lists-ud)oi
ing is a
I

?ailuru to follow our own artillery iro closely enough.

2. Failure" to tirkc use of their oii fire to help them forward.
cryircing firs.
and must bu moe'

There shoul

3. Addirng to theoir ownr 2o:sos by permitting themselves to be pinned down by
hostilo fire.

4.

Btunching up.

5,

litilure to take advantage of fog and darkness to cross open areas.

Fearing loss of control and .dis,11-7cR of .trc..ining for night operation.
orga nization,, ci'ieurs z.'e reluctant to xmo troops at night.

6.

7.

Failurte of conrcandors to provide suffieient depth in combat formatiorE.

A co mmander hesitates to edvan
This lea'ds to over• ornupit3 on lateral contact.
If his form-ation hadl depth, his flahk would be
fur fear of exyosiig h~is flank.
S, .CLi2O.

Even when no target is visible,
8e Emphasis on sqeing a 'specific target.
area in
the u emy is kriov i to bu in front, the infantrymen shoald shoot in the
which they believe hiu to be.
nliev
c., 'thy

/19

9.

Coreletissnoss when expos-d to fire.

Men walk when they should creep or

crawl'; look over a hud ge(rovs when they should look through it; smoke, move, or
iuiwka :ioiic, thcsreby dioclosinG the location of their position.
10,

Fu.iluro to dig in properly when not advancing.

11ao Filui' to properly socure and defend when not advancing. On occasions
vlhoa the o fney bras covered such a peaitiou with fire and followed the fire he has
3.:.boon in Qor around our posituon without being discovered.
12a

Placing of too much reliance by infantry on artillery,

1IT.

Insufficient infautryotank training.

the hard v~y,

This team is weak and is learning

.oh emphasis should b~e placed on this traiising in the U S.

infantry, and wi3"
There

LiAck of dofunsive training of armored unite. Armored
I1'.
p 'bexp3 txlsc the tuns, rats'Imiow h x to defend as well as to attack.

I feel that
eir t'ainin ha;otgboon npout on the offensivto. I believe that offefl3VerP
much of
culniato in a dof'ensive operation until they can be relieved by
uill
action
be cuuos whu

tho.o troups capture dnd nst

hold a terrain feature.

oth r troops.
il

IN ACCIM.CY OF C LO'iSUPPORT AIR DOMIIG.

IMPROVE

Thu Cornandizig General, 30th Infantry Dhision, believes that the following
stj)r xiiiI tund to ia'imizu thi danger to our own front line troops in the e.43caution of close support tir bombing missions,
1. Rquire the planes tu paraelvl the front lincso Then shorts, which
e:ntCil the greatest dangrr if the planus cross the front line,pwill fall in
unco.1y territory.
2..

Provide

iuy.iate

gsowund obiervers with radio coraaunication to the planes for

motificttion of' er:.:ors.

3. Provide special plaeo:s rinned by pcrsonnel specially-instructed as to
the target, to Lx-r i tho target in th1e air for the borors and make iMMediato
report of inaccurecis.

(Pub 2870)
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"Battle Experiences" are published regularly by
headquarters to
enable units in training to profit from the latest combat this
experiences
of our troops
now

fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences
of certain units at
a particular location are not necessarily applicable to all
units in all situations,
the items published will be those based on practical experience
and are recommnded
for careful. consideration by units which may encounter similar
problems. Ibports
of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly
desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.

OAR N. BRADLEY
Lt Gen, USA
Co-mauiding

I.

INFANTRY TANK IISON.

1. General. -An operational memorandum of the 1st Infantry
Division contains
the latesrfmany recent statements emphasizing
the advantage of continual coambned

training of infantry and tank units which are to fight together*
Some extracts from
the 1st Division's discussion of the infantry-tank liatson
problem are given in succeeding paragraphs.
2. Formation of the Team* -A satisfactory solution of the
troblan of liaison
between We
danianty
f
is believed to lie in the assignment by the infantry
compay cawm.n r of one of his rifle squads to work with
the tank platoon at all
times. Tis squad precedes the tank platoon in close country,
potects itq flanks,

reconnoiters routes of advance and funishes its informtion by
other

rotechnics or

visual meams.
The assignment
should
be continuous
wit practice.
the liaison improves
The squad
lader should
be provided
with as
an SCR-%36
tinuous commmication with n'i. platoon and company conuaniers. In radio for concoiuntz where
anti-tank mines are likely
be encountered, the team may be retnforced by a squad

atengineers.

3.

a

"

Chanels oflnf t-TankCmunicaton. -mTeuse

ofconmnJsChmeleror

quently it does not pr
d sufficiently close liaison. A 'warns of
tiat between the infantr and tanks is required. The f ollowin havedirect c~mi~abeen ttied withY
sam success: a microph

or telephone on the outside of certain tanks coc=

ated

with the interecomunica ion system of the tank; prearranged pyrtehncs 4oaqflvt
greadsto denate trges;jtraceraum
mitonfor

tese

upoeattnsty
*

............
m

IL,

.

"

°

and arm signals. Since the infantry hand and arm signals are not exactly the sate
as those normally used by the tanks, pre-arrangement is necessary and practice is
advisable. The follow'ing have been used by the Ist Division and are recommendeds
a. Target Designation. Basic infantry hand signals for direction, commence
firing, and cease firing. The squad or platoon leader who is directing the progress
of the tanks should be equipped with a weapon which fires tracer ammunition in order
to pin-point the target quickly.
b. Tes of Amunitiona For 75m HE, the arm extended pointing with all fingers
extended*, For AlP smoke, the sane as for HE followed by covering the eyes with the
hand
Normally the tank will use machine-gun fire unless the signal for IE or Wp
is given. AP will be used only when the target is seen by the tank commander,
co Movemento The standard vehicular arm signals are used to control tank move-

ment.
II.

CLOE AIR SUPPORT OF GROUND ACTION.

There are given below substantial extracts from some of the conclusions reached
by a board of officers which recently completed a study of certain operations''involving close co-operation between ground and air forces.
I
Use of Air WithinrArtillery Range. There is a definite need for air support in manycases, even wheretheitarge:s are within range of friendly artillery.
The main reason for this is the tremendous effect of-500-lb and heavier bombs
against highly organized defenses and casemated positions. Large bombs, by their
blast, will damage fire control equipment and stun or kill the qrews, Casemates
are tipped off level by near hits which also sometimes put the gun out of action by
piling dirt in front of the portso The guns will always be neutralized during the
air attack, The accuracy of the bombing will determine the duration of the period
of neutralization. The nature of the objective, not the ability of theartilery

to reach it, should determine whether aircraft is to be used,
20Plarm

eao

Ground forces must furnish the air forces detailed and com

plete inTformatin regarding the air. objectives, including a statement of the effect
desired.
b. Timing of the air attack must be carefully and completely coordinated with
the grotmd forces plans, including the over-all fire plan.
c. A good example of successful co-ordination based on good planning is
nished by a plan frequently employed by one U.S. division. Plan follows: Before
the planes arrive the artillery smothers the target with fire, thereby reducing the

loss from flak. Just before the planes arrive, the artillery marks the target with
red smoke. The artillery then withholds its fire until the bombing is finished
As the bombing ends, the artillery resumes fire, covering the advance of the infantry,
which has been held outside of the danger area during the bombing.
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"Battle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters
.to enable units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of
our troops now fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of
certain units at a particular location are not necessarily applicable to all
units in all situations, the items published will be those based on practical
experience and are recommended for careful consideration by units which may
encounter similar problems0 Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences
are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated battle
lesson may be determined.
OMAR N. BRADLEY
Lt. Gem, U.S.Ao

I. PARATROOPERS' IMPRESSIONS OF HEDGER(W FIGHTING.
(Notes The following comments are extracted from interviews published by the VIII
Corps immediately after the Normandy invasion. Comments were all obtained from
officers and enlisted men of parachute units which took part in the fightinge)
1o "Keep Moving if you want to live,"-The outstanding impression seems to have
been of the importance of aggressive action and continuous, energetic. forward movelmeat against the type of opposition offered by the Germans. Examples follows
a, "In fighting the Germans I think if we keep pushing them hard enough
will have a lot less casualties than if we just sit tighte"-Lt Col T.J.Vo
we
Shenleyo
b. "Success in hedgerow fighting is due partly to automatic weapons
fire, but principally to aggressiveness."-Lt. Doerfler.
"Move forward aggressivelyo The German is a poor marksman under the
$.

fire behis wif
an aggressive
fire and
of heavy
In the face
best
*'o
Jap-off
bef ore theenemy
barrage
artillery
A heavy
highly ineffective°
comesconditions*
vide initial impetus,. The advance should then never be allowed to lose its
momentum, Display of courage and leadership by officers and NC(e is imperative.
An officer who 'hits the ground' furnishes an example to his men and holds Up

movement.o"-lot Lt, Karl Lillge.o

d. "It is essential to keep moving forward aggressively as long -s

the resistance is ppotty; otherwise the artillery will range in on yOo

Also,

when you mowo through the hedgerown fast .the Jerry will often abandon his giuns

ad equipment. Move right in on him. Follow right after your artillery sit you
will invariably catch him disorganimed."-Capt. Ray Creek.

eo

"Re have learned to keep moving forward,

the Germans hate it

is close fighting.

if

If there is anything

he pins you down with sniper or

mahine gun fire he will zero in on yoya with mortar and 88 and then you had better

taUhUI..IEIP
amnow

Ym!

*

dUE EUSm*

n snipers hardly ever open up on a large body of men. You have to be
r.-Gea
constantly on the alert for them but do not ever let them make you hit the dirt.
Keep moving if you vant to live."-lst Sgt. Asa E.*icks.
"I think snipers should never hold up the advance of a unit. Disf.
patch one or more men to hunt him out and forget about himo Snipers could never
create as imany casualties as they cause by pinning you down until artillery
zeroes in on you."-Capt. Ray Creek9
" Then caught in the open by hostile artillery fire, get down fast
g.
Do not bog dorm ujder artillery fire."-lst
but stay only as long as necessary.
Lt. Rex G, Combs.
Effect of 60mm mortar.
"The value of the 60mm mortar was repeatedly stressed, particularly
because it was claimed the Germans stay under cover when mortars are fired, Follcdng are some of the comments:
"The 60rm mortar is of great value because the Germans vdll stay
a.
in their fox holes wen it starts firing."-lst Lt. Rex G. Coem's.
"Our rifle squad should use a 60m mortar in close support, as the
b.
P.,
Lt. Grd
Germans stay in their fox holes when mortar fire starts."lst
Guillet.
2,

c.

the Lace of heavy automatic and mortar ilre and aa

German fire becomes highly ineffective,

enemy,
ist

"In

Lt.

lie is a poor mark

'r4

at.

sve

ta

Carl 0. Lilige.

"Tree bursts vith 60mm mortar are very efecti
d.
Pcht tInf

'XmJr-.

Wh

Bazooka and A. T. Grenade.
t
La,-"The bazooka and the rifle grenade are very effectiv
is
z
enemy dug in along a tree line. A hit above the enmplacement an a nt
Inf.
Pcht
Bn
2nd
effective,"-C.O.
highly
h s..Mem
,,)w
b. "Bazookas should follow the automatic w-eapons of
V. Guiot.
atZ
Lt.
positions."-Ist
gul
maclhne
against
They are very effective
3.

"Crack and Tump"
Te Germn machine pistol has caused our men a lot of trouble. The
/ passage of the bullet makes a vicious 'crack' behind you. This is £ollovi-ed by a
Q' less noticeable 'thump' from the front. I have seen entire squads take cover,
thinking they were fired on from behindp when actually the enemy was so,.e distance
I'

4.

the man firing is toward the 'thump' ai not
tCt Lcront. The place to look
to
toward the 'crack%".-lst Lt. Rex 0. Combs.
5.

eceptive_ Method.
"Ge Ssometimes employ their machine guns this way: one man All
Sfire tracer ammunition high and wild and at the same time another will be laying
They use the tracers to make
down pretty effective fire with ball ammunition.
you th~ink their Lire is wild, when it is not."l-lst $gt. Asa E. Ricks.

I
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"Battle Eperiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable units in training to profit from the latest
combat experiences of our troops now fighting the Germans in
Friiceo Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all
situations, the items published will be those based on practical
experience an d are recommended for careful consideration by units
which may encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative
or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that
the validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
OAR N. BRADLEY
Lt Gen, USA
Comanding

I. GERMAN IFANTRY-TANK DEFENSE.
The V11I Corps reports two different types of German infantry-tank defenses
as described below:
1. One of the types is based on the movement and fire of tanks protected
by infantry. Such a defense is frequently found set up at an important crossroads or road junction. Infantry digs in along the hedges and at other suitable
locations in the immediate vicinity. The tanks move out to varying distances up
to several yards to the front and flank art occupy mutually supporting firing
positions. After firing from one of these positions they immediately move to
another*

2. The other type of defense is based on simulated movement and deception.
Tanks spaced about 100 yards apart and well camouflaged are dug in behind a
hedgerow to be defended. The infantry digs in along the hedgerow between the
tanks. In executing the defense the Mark IV tanks fire but do not move, 'The

company contender, in a Mark V, periodically moves up and down the road adding
to tie fi.re of the fixed defenses.
IIoERA

1.

_DNOLITIONS, NIE

AND B0OBY TRAPS.

Demolition of Artillery Pieces.

Units of the VII Corps report finding

various sizes of prepared demolition kits made to fit into the barrels of the
different types of German artillery pieces. These are packaged complete with
detonators and igniters ad appear to be standard equipment in German artillery
units. They require only a few minutes to connect,
-1- -

-Ia

116

2. Magntic.Antitank Mines. Magnetic antitank mines with the detonators
and igrdrs i
rted hav-6- en found in areas captured from the Cenans
Sc
of these mines are armed without delay pellets making them particularly hazardous
e.
to h-and-

3. Grenade Booby Traps, German grenades packed in the original b=es have
been fouI3ZX~R;27 WNIto
i one or more of the grenades rigged as a booby trap.
4. "S" Mines in Shell Craters. German "S" mines have been encountered concealed ih
IiI.

ell craters in Normardy.

TROOP MOVEZNT HANDLED BY 04.
The .VII Corps and its subordinate units have employed experimentally a .sste
whereby responsibility for planning and conduct of troop movemnts is assumd by "
the G=4 Section instead of G-3. The G44 of the Corps recomenMds the system. He
states that it relieves 0-3 of movement responsibility, avoids duplication of effort,
and lessens confusion at chances of error. G-3's sole responsibility is to notify
G- wat is to be moved, from and to where awd then.

IV.

CONSERVATION OF EQUIPMENT.
Supply Officers of the VII Corps feel the need of more emphasis in training on

the conservation of unit and individual equipment. The Jack of accountaility and
responsibility for pr rty in battle areas, they say, is causing excessive carelessness which sountimes results in critical shortages of items most in demand.
V.

EMPLOYMIT OF TASK Bl GUN.
Caution comes from the VII U S Corpr that when tanks are wrking closely with
infantry great care must be exercised in using the tank' s bow gun0 Its low position

and other characteristics ma
of the tank.

it a serious hazard to infantry who may be in fron

-2-
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I. l HAT THE MN IN THE FOX HOLE TIJNKS
Some of the u,'93

. .0,$-.,Old

nthoug,hts about his training, in the light

:>osdi,..
; "
i , 1:.

imball Young through interview with
of 4w ve experience, were obta iti, by Dr.
a number of wounded in general hospitalIs n 10-1 July, 19Lh. They are gLven in
substantial extracts from Dr. Youngs report Nelow.
2. Sniping. -a. Our men seemed to be t!aken b: surprise Wy the amount of
sniping froWtees ard hedgerows. They a.x":tl t.nmsel-ves quickly, howmver, and
learned to proceed cautiously and to ferr'etl out the sniners.
artillery
own practice
of
of our th
someadopted
The sniper-hunting resulted in liring
b
unts
some at
obser^ers posted in trees. To prevent thisM,
marking trunks cit trees being used by our personnel.
a. The men found tht if they kept on the move it ,was more difficult for
snipers to pick them offL.

3.

Hedgerow hazards. -.Particular precautions regarding hedgerow were specie.

Lied by various men as follows:

a.

night.r

They readily conceal all sorts of booby traps; keep out of them at

b. Existinug openings may contain trip-wire ,. nes or ,may be zeroed in by

hostile weapons; avoid them.

Mae

ou

wnhoe

h. Dis;esion. - Men tended to keepo close together under fire-t
ditches orit7trenches in bunches.

alit

This was more apparent with men new to battle.

S/U

/K

-2Movement. - The importance of keeping on the move and of walking or..rwmin
in a croEhiSgTosition was stressed. Stopping to look around gave the ene y a
stationary ari easier target.

5.

a received training in

Several nnwseWte
6. Weapon recsoito
recognizg the sound of German weapons.
-

110 USE OF 60 W MORTAR SHELL AS RIZ 0RENADE
The th Infantry Regiment has found that the 60 mm mortar
u t7befired--rm
( T--\"Ish
the M-l rifle by means of the grenade launcher N-7
and the fraguantation grenade adapter m-I. Six inches of wire per shell and a
V pair of pliers are the only additional materials needed.
2. Preparation. - The preparation is as follows:
a. Remove increments from mortar shell.
of the grenade adapter des4lnedt
b. Bend outward theb finger
.Fdorecei
the fragmentation grenad
co Insert the *?so±Sfoltar shell into the fingers of the grenade
th the adapter down as far as it ill go
i
adapter. The shell norY
on the lmuchero
d. Tie a piece of wire around the tips of the fingers of the grenade
adapter, thus securing shell to the adapter.
3. Method0 - The rifle normally is fired from the kneeling position with
the buttresting on the ground. An angle oft450 will give a maximumnranp*of
100 to fl0 yards; 600 will give 85 yards range; 700 will give 60 yards rwive.
Low angle fire can also be used ar is often fired into thick hedgerow foliage
to produce tree bursts.
Note: Caution grenadier to pull safety pin before firing.
4o Duds.- Due to the relatively low force exerted by the rifle grenade
cartridg ,-he fuse will sometimes not arm and the shell will be a dud. This is
especially true of low-angle fire which will produce about 25% duds.
5. Sit°.- Accuracy has been improved by use of a sight improvised by the
Division7ioice company. It is attached to the stacking swivel aid establishes
the angle af elevation. Direction is obtained by sighting over the barrel.
1ifo TRAINMG 07 RADIO OPERATORS

"Radio operator replacements are not trained in the 'rn at the single call
sign procedure used here. They are being traied in the use of the Arur and
the combined Army and flvy procedure." - Communication Officer, 9th Division.
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Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly
desired in order that the validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.

OMAR N.

RADISY

Lt. oGen., U.SA.
Commanding

Io REPORTS FROM A BRITISH OBSERVER
(Note: The iters below are extracted from a report by a British observer after
a brief period vrith the XXX British Corps in action.)
I. Infantry benefits in hedgerow country. - a. The hedgerow terrain of
Normandy has been found to give infantry certrir special advantages. *One of
thc:;reatest
of those
is its increased power against tanks. This is due to the .
ea,&Awwith
'wich
the infantryman
can conceal hiuitelf to come within
effective range
of WL tanks with his short-range weapons, either by his own movement or by letting
the tanks approach him.
A
It follows that the need of infantry support and protection for friendly
tan] z is increased.
2. Artillery fire for local securit. - Normally, artillery positions will be
protected by infantry. The artillery mt
realize, however, that.they sometimesmust provide their own local,,,pecurity. On one occasion a British artillery
unit
accomplished this by firing :j, bursts at a range of less then 500 ,ds to repel
advancing hostile infahtry. Veffire vas described as "extremely effective",

3. Control of anti-sniper activity, Talk about snipers -some of it exaggerated
is having some tad resuflts.
OM of these is unjustified and indiscriminate fire at imaginary targets. Such fire, especially in the early morning,
frequently causes sympathetic fire by other troops, with disturbing and sometimes
dangerous results. Snipers should be countered by other snipers or by som other
directed and definite plan - not by an indiscriminate burst of small arms fire.
(Note: This comnt is felt to apply particularly to situations where the troops
are stationary. It should not be interpreted to discourage the spraying of aue-°
pected sniper locations vith ,automatic fireduring an advance.)
a

owam dow Ian*

d

woo

iI
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sun
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II.

HEDGEROW FIGHTING
(Note: on 27-28 June 1944 experiments vere conducted designed to increase
the coordination between tanks and infantry in hedgerow fighting. Certain
extracts from a U. S. divisional memo regarding these experiments are given below.)
1. Breaching of hedgerows. - It was found that tanks equipped with dozer
blades were not always able to effect breaches.
The following supplementary procedure .s
adopted:
a. Three demolition men were attached to each squad. These came from the
support platoon. The demolition charges were prepared in advance and placed in
sandbags for convenience.
b. Each charge consists of 29 half-pound blocks of TNT. To the center TNT
block about five feet of primacord is attached by a clove hitch. The charge is
then placed in the bag, leaving about four feet of the cord outside. Detonation
is effected by a primer consisting of one 1/2-pound block of TNT with about two
feet of primacord connected to it by a clove hitch, a No. 8 non-electric cap,
eight inches of safety fuse, and a fuse lighter. (Note: FUSAG engineers consider
it unnecessary to use the 1/2-pound block of TNT as described. They say the No. 8
cap (tetryl) is sufficient to insure detonation if the primacord is doubled or
folded around it to insure maximum contact between cap and primacord.)
c. Two holes are dug about six feet apart and about one-third of the way down
the embankment. These holes are two feet deep and set at a forty-five degree angle
with the horizontal. The charges are placed in the holes. The ends of the primacord from the charges are joined with a square knot. A primer is then placed on
top, of each charge and the spoil replaced and tamped.
d. This method causes a breach wide enough for any vehicles to drive through.
(Note: Reports from another division which has made similar tests state that
two charges of fifty pounds each, placed eight feet apart, have been found necessary to insure creating a gap wide enough for tars.)
IlI.

EQUIPMOT

1. Gloves. -Leather gloves are desirable to protect hands of men going
through hedges from scratches and infections.
2.
penders. - Suspenders are needed for BAR ammunition belts and are
being impr
se
5
ron officers' web suspenders.
3. Sprprs
-One unit recommends that a small spare parts rofl for the
1141 and

M-I rffleTW
carried by the platoon guide or other designated man in the
platoon to provide immediate replacements for parts damaged in battle.

mmm
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"Battle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable
units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now fighting
the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location
are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations, the items published will be
those based on practical experience and are recommended for careful consideration by units
which may encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences
are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated battle lesson may be
determined.

OMAR N. BRADLEY
Lt en., UoS.Ao

Io INFANT Y-TLNK-ENGINEER COORDINATION IN HEDGEROR FIGHTIN.

(THmoY)

The 2nd U. So Infantry Division has prescribed, in substance, the following procedire
for infantry-tank attacks in hedgerow country:
io Use of Tank Weapons. Indiscriminate firing by tank weapons in an endeavor to
blanket al hedgerows and corners to front and flanks, is prohibited. The llttd nam tion carried by tanks and the safety of infantry elements advancing through adJact
fields require that close support tanks use only machine gun fire to the front aUl.4
targets are located. This limitation in no way acts to prevent tiring of a1 t* w e
at located enen positions or targets of opportunity.
2

pecial Tank Equipment. In addition to their normal eqipment, tanks
aoW i setsofprepared demolition charges (caps in separate contminr)
in breaching hedges.
bo One telephone instrument mounted on rear of tank and connected to iAtW
circuit in order to provide voice communication between infantry and tank c d.

hOo

3. Team Formation0 The leading tank of each close support tank coAn operates
a s
member of a team consisting
of one rifle squad, one engineer demolition detahmn of
four men and one tank. The engineer demolition detachment accompauiies the tank tiwughout
the operation to assist its advance by breachin hedges with demolition charges and to
provide a masureof local protection against AT grenaes and rocket launchers. thn infantry squad does not limit its rate of advancQ to that of the tank, but contiXB*s tin attack when the tank is stopped or delayed for any reason.

U. 0prto
E.lements of the team move from one hedgerow to the nextj usually in
the followidi sequencee infantry scouts, covered by the fire of the other infantry and
tanks; the infantry automatic weapons; the reminder of the infantry squad, accompar w
by two engineers 'Who select a firing position at the new hedge for the tank and sipal it
qmar"

2

00

foward. The new tank position should be near, but not in, an existing gap, or at a planned gap which will afford observation and a field of fire and also facilitate the tank's
further movement forward.
element to move forward.
5o

LightTak.

The tank, accompanied by the two remaining engineers is the last

The light tank company of a medium tank battalion normally will be in

reserve.
IIo INFAITY-TANK COODINATION IN HEDGERO

FICITING.

(PRACTICE)

On 11 July elements of the 2nd Division attacked and captured hill 192o The technique
prescribed in the above paragraphs was used and credited with being responsible for the success of the attack with very few casualties,
Four previous attacks in the saw area had
faildo Officers and enlisted man who took part in the attack brought out the following
points:1
10 Eigineers. accompanying the leading tank in each team carried mine detectors, and a
land was swept through each field.
2. Two riflemn per squad were assigned the job of tank protectors. They moved to the
flank and rear of the leading tank as a defense against individual enew in spider holes.
3o One hal the support squad of each platoon operated in each assault squad zone,
usually from one to three hedgerows behind the assault squad, for the purpose of cleaning
out snipers oA battalion CO stated that no casualties were caused by snipers during this
attack; whereas, in a previous advance made without use of this technique, snipers caused
more than one half cf the casualties,

40 The battalion comnander had a wire line (W-30) to each co
during the-attack,
Comumation between infantry and tanks was maintained effectively through use of a ZZ
telephone mounted on the rear of thet.Eko
xtra telephones must be issued for this purpose' Either a longer cord, or plug connectors are needed to avoid breaking the hand set
cord if the tank moves suddenly.

50 To faeSlitate control, each field was assigned a number and progress was reported
by the serial nu ber of the field in which the reported elenant was located. Thus the loca-

tion of the front 'line was alway

known with certainty.

6, iach'hedgerow must be a phase line

-

otherwise, a leading squad may be exposed to

'7, One rO&nS frm h tank cannon ahbUld be fired into each corner, of the field to
be covert ini the net bondbeore any advance is attempted. Any suspected atomatic
weapons positions should also bp shelled, Delay fuses should be used. (Both tank andin
fantry omauxrs were positive about this0 )
8. A"nmy
be predictedo

mvpor

must be p

aed as cle

*aline

for becauseo the rate of advance canno
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"Battle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable units in training to profit trom the latest
combat experiences of our troops -io fighting the Germans in
France, Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all
situations, the items published will be those based on practical
experience and are recommended for careful consideration by units
which imay encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative
or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that
the validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
OMAR N. BDILEY
Lt Gen. USA
Commanding

I

TIFXNTRY-TANK-ARTILIZRY ACTION

l
General. A recent report of the VII Corps in France describes a successful action on&Y1W 1944 involving excellent coordination of infantry, tanks and artillery0
While the methods used conform to those prescribed in current training manuals, the
facts are published to emphasize that conformance -ith the prescribed methods, which
does not too frequently occur, brought success.
2, PrFl)rnaxy Action. The bank battalion co.ander received the alert order for
the attfter
1300, 30 June. He _inmediately initiated route reconnaissance
to the area of the impending
att.ack,
ly about 1400 he and certain memberE &f his
staff were at the headquarters u0f the infantry battalion to ccpfffor with th:at battalion
commander, his .staff and company commanders.

3, 0rders,. Plans were coordinated anud the orders issu:ed aC. this time, The brders
provideTF
a. IF-hour wa s 0930, 1 July0
b, .One company of six tanks would support each of the two infantry assault cornpanios and one would be in general support.
c. Artillery preparation woulId precede the jump-off and when this preparation
lifted the tack mortars vwould Lfire fromn positions in rea r of the U) at'suspected AT
positions.
d. All zbiks would be' held about 300 yards in rear of the LD and the direct support tank units -iould move fora.rd in time to cross the LD .'ith the infantry at B-hour

.w
.pp.
..-.uls.

/4.

*

a:,io
mmhhIpermrnAone

Thle ±flfantry hat Vlion commader wottld be furnished a tank
radio to permit con-

3,

tinuous contact ivvth the tank commander.

4,

Action

a.
T .attack
began on ',ime. The inks moved forward slowly on boti sides
of
ndLes
xlei"the direction of advance, avoiding teat. As they advanced, they
spraw,.
the hed-fes with machine gn .fire. Tanks, Lank mortars, and artillery
shelled
crossroads and other suspected AT Tx locations, using y7rP and
T1140 Artillery forward
observers aocompanied the 23,adi
;g
?v'of tanks.
b
The infntry kept atbreast of the taiks and protectod them from hostile infantry
armed -tn1iT ,grenades or rifles. The infantrl,-. so mopped up
and, in the absence of
etler tarrets, fired at the most likely energy cover in sight
7hen AT guns were envco0,11 .er,d irFartr mortri and automnatic fire was brought to
bear on them in addition
to t.e
",
'irin;,
3rd the infantrv moved in to outflank the positions.
c"-e s",- rting ta;nk compan ar ,d
th
.nfantty reserve company advanced slowly
behintd
Thh:- vrve, raping up Wpassed resista nce and prepared
to meet counter-

5- Results

The attack gained 2,000 yards through determined resistance well

organi -od-with onen and concrete replacements,
sec"I_

. 1a0t...

6

PiiiL.
.-

5C-: '

Ths

The objective. was seized at 1SOo and

These a.re somoe of t.he points credited b

,

VII Corps with the suc-

Jrer',
on

a
?imf-0:--.-.utt0ion ard crful,] coorination.
b, AcnpiC tzme for the tainks to make t.-.iAit
preparations,
Three hours is considered 2320flK_til,
for a t.n c'npmr; ho.rs for a t'.k
1ttal.ion.
(.r
".,'
;,rn hold well behnd the LD mtil }i-hour.
d,
d ":mt:vl s-port
,
was insured b- continui-al 5.aison,-and close proximity of
ti. Z.' 0'.
t,
lcD'ents and a
110.le
orv.rci'd observers,
.ach did the job for
"'f','iv;,.
c}
: :.;- su'i.ted.
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"Battle
o
Experiences"
published regularly by this headquarters
to enable
units
in trainingare
to profit from the latest combat experiences
of our troops now fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location are not necessary applicable to all units in all situations, the items published will be those
based on practical experience and are recommended for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the
validity of the indicated battle lesson may be determined.
OMAR N. BRADLEY
Lt Gen, USA
Commanding

I

EY'PiUfNT OF INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY WI71h CLOSE AIR SUPPQO"T.

lo "Immediately upon cessation of the air bombardment, we found it best for
medium artillery to shell the target, with light artillery closer to the troops
covering their advance from the bomb line. The fire can then be lifte,d on call
from fonvard observers, or on prearranged time, as the infantry closes in. Marking of targets with artillery smoke is good."--Regtl GO,
n
th DiVe
2o NOTE: A slightly different technique of artillery employ'nont in a similar
situation is indicated in the following report of the Commanding General, 9th Divir
sion:
"Best results were obtained when air bombardment took place when the assaulting troonTs uere not more than 1000 yards from the target, and when they movedi in
rapidly as soon as the bombardment was over. Since even this limited advance required valuable time, it was found best to cover the target with light artillery
.A
fire until the attackers had advanced to a point not more than hAOO yards from the

target, at which time the heavy artillery concentration could be delivered, followed
immediately bs a rapid advance of the infantr. %Then 5uch tactics were emploed,
suc(ess invariably follol.;edL If, on the other hand, air hombardment took place
at too great a distance from the attacking troops, it was found habitually that
th,3 defenders had an oppcrtunity to recover and to man their positions before the
attackers could arrive. In the final assault, tank destroyers and 57 mm guns, if
they could be spared from their primary role, were found most ,,seful in firing at
the apertures of strong points1 to cover the advance of demolition parties."

9

-.
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'Battle Experiences' will be published regularly by this heade
quarters to enable units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops now fighting the Germans in France.
Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location
are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situationsp the
items published will be those based on practical experience and are
reconmended for careful consideration by units which may encounter
similar problems. Reports 9f corroborative or contrary experieces
are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated
battle lessons may be determined.
OMAR No

RADEY

Lt Gaen, ;A

Comanding
The items below have been reported by our troops in Italy.
Which these extracts were made did not identify sources.

1NOTE:

I

The report from

SCOUTING AND PATROLTZNG

,o General.
It was SOP in our division that all combat patrols be led by an
officer*Recnnaissance patrols were of three or four men only
They wer often
used to locate the enenw, return, and lead a combat patrol to the location. Combat patrols consisted of 10 to 30 men, Each battalion had to send out at least one
combat patrol each nighto

*. 2, Night Patrolling, a, Night patrols should Lire their rifles only then their
target is clearly derined and their sights are visible, otherwise fire is inaccurate,
Rand grenades are better weapons at night, Rifle fire always discloses the patrol's
position.
b, Only one mission should be given to a night patrol. Orders should reach all
members in time to allow complete daylight preparation, including study of terrain.
c. Inexperienced meh should not be sent on regular patrols, as they jeopardize
the entire patrglo. Training should be accomplished by sending new patrols under an
experienced leader two or three hundred yards beyond our lines, and graduall increasing the difficulty of their mission°

It

is important that a compazW-.,.caa~

the capabilities of the personnel he intends to use on patrol missions.

II

know

TRAINING.
I.

One infantry battalion commander said small disciplinary matters caused the
-1-

He cited these instances a Radio operators having no
extra batteries, NCO's going on patrol without wire cutters, soldiers in difficult
terrain throwing away hand grenades and ammunition and later running out of ammunition,
He believes NCO's are not given enough responsibility during training.

most difficulty in operations.

III

INFANTRY-ARTILLERY COOPERATION.

lo Artillery observers must be able to get direct hits, to knock out prepared
defenses. In several instances one artillery piece, precision adjusted on a defense
emplacement, has been effective where area fire of a battalion has failed
2, Units receiving shell-fire must learn to report it promptly, giving data as
number
of rounds, caliber, time, approximate azimuth to enemy guns as indicated
to
by shell furrows, etc1 Shell fragments, especially those containing portions of 1
rotating bands, are particularly desired. This vrill aid in bringing quick counterbattery fire to stop the shelling,

IV

..

GERMAN HILL DEFENSE AhD A CUPE

i The enemy will occupy the forward slope of a hill ith skeleton forces armed
with automatic weaponso The majority of the defending troops will be on the reverse
slope0

As the attackers approach, these occupy prepared positions on the forward slope,

2, To counter these methods our artillery must fire on the forw~ard positions and
the undefiladed area just in rear of them until the last possible moment to prevent
reinforcements moving over the crest,

COMMJUNICATIONS.
lo It was reported that one battalion in advancing had each company lay two lines
forward, If one line remained intact when the objective was reached, the battalion
commander considered himself lucky,
2. A zero board was found to be invaluable in larger units. It was located up
to 500 yards from the main switchboard and all circuit .testing was done from there.
3
'
When
possible keep radios in a defiladed position. The Germans have accurate
i interceptors and will bring fire on a radio position. Relay messages by use of power
or messenger.
phone
place
rad.os
to troops;
sending
messages
by
radio from
a car, run Do
thenot
car
up and
down close
the road
and send If
from
different
locations
0

VI

ENGINLE

OPEI,?ATIONS.

Bulldozer operators must be trained to construct by-passes at night.

The operator

must be able to feel the worldng of the blade wi'thout seeing it.
VII

ORGAN[IZATION OF DEFEN SE.
i.

Junior officers and NCO's should try to assign th.,e location of each fox hole

Otherwise they will have no tactical value but will merely protect the individual,

a

-2004

SEE*

2, Men should be placed in pairs with two yards between individuals. Pairs should
be so emplaced that front, flanks and rear are defended. All individuals must know
this principle and must know where the other members of the squad are. That knowledge
will increase the confidence in the unit's ability to defend.
VIII

7.

LOCATING GERMAN MG's BY THEIR TRACERS°
Look about 30 feet beyond where the tracers begin to burn in order to locate the

weapon.

-3-
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'Battle Experiences' will be published regularly by this headquarters to
enable units in training to profit fram the latest canbat experiences of our
troops now fighting the Germans in France. Although the experiences of certain
units at a particular location are not necessarily applicable to all units in all.
situations, the items published will be those based on practical experience and
are reccumended for careful consideration by units which may encounter similar
problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated battle lessons may be determined.
MAR N. BRADIZY
Lt Gen, USA
Ocnanding
I

TZE OF ATTACK.

The following conclusions of the Commanding General,*4th Infantry Division, are a
result of his experiences during the drive on Cherbourg:
fTroops engaged in a sustained attack over several days or weeks should
1.
halt at least an hour before dark onfavorable groupd in ordet to permit reorganization and establishment of security and anticounterattack measures before dark.
Local counterattacks usually, strike about an hour before dark and unless the above
measures have been taken, the attacking troops are caught in their most disadvantageous situation of the day if they are still pressing the attack. Of oourse,
there are always exceptions, when the attack should be wressed hcne regardlesA of
disorganization -cw possible counterattack.
-

resumed not earlier than two hours after daylight.
should-be
attack may
'The adhance
2.
Although
the
have been halted an hour before dark, there is not tirA
for .proper reconnaissance, reorganization for renewing the attack, proper. oocwdination or redistribution of supporting fires, and other vital ~oordination, all. of.
Which are necessary to insure that the ucrning jump-off be thoroughly oordinated
At least two hours. are required in the morning for these purposes.
and effective.

3. 'It has been my experience, repeatedly, that when the above procedure was
foltowed, I gained more grouzt, more rapidly in the long run than I wouldr whoa I
The opinionu it unanimo~uy
attacked until dark and jumped off again at daylight.
and strongly shared by all. my canbat team and infantry battalion ocuianders, based
on their recent successful experiences. .4

93.0.

II

IILIG

FIRE DISCIPLIE.

(Notes Be. smart about your fire--and don t t forget your fire discipline.
Twelve
British and an unknown number of German casualties, described below, could tell
you how they learned that the hard way--if they could tell you. Here are tha
stories fra a British report.)
I..-A counterattacking British parachute platoon near Le-Plain suffered 12
casualties and had to withdraw.\ The battalion canmander blamed the result partly
on failure of a detachment to grenade an embankment known to be occupied by the
enemy before trying to rush it.
2. A unit of the same parachute battalion later watched half a canpaty of
Germans lave sane woods and begin to dig in.
Fire was held until the entire
group was busy digging. Then machine gun fire wiped out practically the entire
half-crpany.

3. Still later a hostile party, improperly secured, advanced on a platoon of
the same battalion, welL concealed in a ditch.
Fire was held until the enemy was.
only 10 yards away. Only a few of the enemy escaped. Some of those killed acatually fell into the ditch occupied by the British platoon.
III

HOXE FIQ{TING.

The following is

fran a British reports'

When searching a house, the top roans must be cleared before cr immediately
after entry. A battalion recently sent out a fighting patrol. to' clear a house.
reported to be occupied by a six-nan enemy listening patrol. They were covered
by a 1MG and a PIAT. They found the bottcm roans. empty and went into a courtyard
at the back of the house. The officer and, one man. were killed by grenades dropped
fra above.

IV

INFANfIY-tANK GOCPRAION.."

On 17 June 1944 a British infantry, battalion,, reinforced by tanks end other
elements attacked a French town. The terrain was close. The advano6 was'mada
with-tanks in column along the flanks, of the infantry units, protect'in them. No
infantry protected the flanks. of the tanks.

The attack s uoceedsd,

bat the British

considered the loss of seven tanks unnecessarily heavy. A British oanm,4 state9
in aubstances 'in this type, of country the infantry must beat the bflnd, o;:lcnntry
to prevent the. tanks being Qhot up at close range.'.
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'Battle Experiences" are published regularly by this headquarters to enable units in training to profit fran the latest
combat experience of rc'r troops now fighting the Germans in
Ailinugh the .xitrience of certain units at a parti
Fance.
ciilar location4 are not necessarily applicable to All units in
all situtwtions, the itoms published will be those bas--;d on
practical experience and are recommended for ca.cf:t. consideraReports of
tion by units which may encounter similar problens.
corroborative or oontrary experiences are particularly desired
in order that the validity of the indicated battle lesson may
be determined.

CAR N * BRADLEY
Lt Gen, USA
Comand 61ng

I

INFANTPY-TANK HEDGEROW TACTI.C.
The following material is

extracted fta

Memorandum No.

1, 'Armored Notes',

pub-

lished 19 June 194 by Hq, FSAsi
1. Terrain in Ncrmandy is low, rolling, and in sane places flat and marshy.
Hedgewoods.
The usable tank terrain is cut by many hedgerows and occasion=
is inter
hedge
/the
Often
alongside.
ditches
with
on earth embanknents
rows grow
Mspersed
with
stout trees. Roads are narrow, sunken and numerous.
observation is
The German defend,
difficult. There are frequent towns and groups of buildings.
bazookas,
mortars,
He uses small arms, machine guns,
the hedgerows and towns.
antitank grenades, bombs, mines, obstacles, and a few antitank guns to cover lUai)
routes .
2. A successful combination adopted by our troops has been to put.a owpany of
M-4 tanks.with an, infantry battalion. Infantry battalion and company caianders
are provided with SCR 609 radios. These are fixed on infantry pack boards and,
provide effective cmimnication between infantry and tank commanders.'
3. Sa-e of the tanks move along the hedgerows running in the direction of
attack, using the bow gun and coaxial machine gun to flush out 'the Germans who
are dug iin. These tanks are followed closely (sanetisnes ridden) by the infantry
•
.whicoh mop up.•

4.

Other tanks, supported by infantry heavy weapons 1 cwver the hedg~towe oroaS
As the tanks reach each cross row, the infan~ry
tig the direction of advance.
mops tup and occupies the hedge and protects the further advance of the tanks
from attack by hostile bazooka and grenade man.,
-I-

S•

/

-.
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(continued)

Tank dozers are used to open passages in the hedges for the tanks.

tanks must watch the other hedges while this passage is

being made,

Some

and infantry

must protect dozers and tanks f rom hostile foot elements.

6.

Crossroads and road junctions are shelled by artillery or mortars and tank
fire to eliminate antitank guns, before tanks advance toward then.
7.

Saom of the infantry must be constontly alert to shoot snipers who hide in'

trees and buildings.
rapidly,
t3

Tank cannon fire against buildings usually clears them

The rate of advance is

slow.

Infantry and tanks must stay close together tc

2ermit mutual support,
9* Blitz action by tanks tas proved gancrally unsuccessful. If tanks advance
too fast, they have to return to mop up .nd relieve the pressure on infantry
pinned down by pockets of resistance overlooked in a hasty advance.
II

BATTLE FIELD RECOVFY

OF TANKS.

The
Tank. Battalion used the following procedure to effectively recover, a
tank under fire. The tank was 200 yards fram the German line.
'Our infantry platoon concealed itself in the hedgerow facing the German line
and covering the disabled tank.
An 81 iu mortar, with an officer in charge,
was emplaced on the right flink.
The mortar silenced the machine gun.
AS the
recovery vehicle reached the tank, the Germi ns opened fire and started infiltrating forward,
Our infantry took them under heavy fire and the mortar laid
down a coioentration on them.
The recovzry vehicle hooked on to the tank and
draggd it to safety without furthesr difficulty.'
III

USE. OF MI BY TANKS.

Lt Col.Nichols
_ Tank Battalion, stated, 'We have had excellent results
with Wp fired fran the 75 mm tank gtun.
It is very effective in the attack
of villages, as it sets fire to houses and drives the Germans out more quickly then HE.
Its use against enemy amnor is diving excellent results, tending
to blind the hostile tank crew and allowing our tanks to maneuver.'

(Pub 3090)
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"Battle Experiences" will be p'blished regularly by this headquarters to enable units in training to profit from the latest combat experiences of our troops ncv fighting the Germans in France.
Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location
are not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations, the
items published will be those bxtcd on practical experience and are
recommended for careful consideration by units which may encounter
similar problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences
are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated
battle lessons may be determined.
OMAR N. BRADLEY
Lt Gen, USA
Commanding

I

THEi 4.2 MORTAR AN

ITS USE WITH{ INFANTRY.

Here are some facts and suggestions regarding the h.2 mortar,
by the commander of a CW
wiBnwth the VII Corps.

extracted from a report

. The weapon ° and its amunition.
a.
The mortar is most effective at ranges of 1500-3000 yards.
Its minimum range
is 800 and maximum 3500-4000, but firing at extreme range damages the piece.
b.
The mortar fires both HE and VT? ammunition.
HE is highly effective against
persornel, light emplacements
and for. harassing and interdiction.
IVP may be used to
screen or for casualty effect.
It has a tremendous psychological effect.
c.Ammunition supply is always difficult, Harassin
n
nedcio
ie
hud
therefore, be well spaced.
Heavy concentrations should be reserved for unusual opportunities, perferably when fire can be observed.
d,. The mortar has a conspicuous muzzle flash and night firing should be the exception.
Wen it must be done, alternate positions should be used and the mortars should
be mowid upon completing the mission.
2.
a.

Organization.
Mortar companies have been reorganized into two companies of four mortars
each.

(Note: No other corps has reported a similar reorganisation).
Attachment of one company
to a battalion permits the support of each assault infantry company by one mortar
platoon.

/.0

b,

N mortar company cannot effectively support a front wider than 1500 yards.

3. Enplacement and Displacement.
a. Mortars sbould not be closer to the supported troops than their minimum range of
800 yards. They should displace forw-ard When the supported troops are about 2500 yards
distant,
b,
The infantry commander should designate the general position areas for the mortars,
but the mortar commander should select the specific positions.
c, The personnel of mortar units is insufficient to permit them to provide their own
local security. They should be ordered only into positions adequately protected by other
troops.
d. Mortar units require time for daylight reconnaissance,
This must be considered
'he.. missions, are assigned.

4

Observation and Control of Fire.
a, Each mortar platoon has a forward observer party hich accompanies the supported
unit, Control is normally by 5CR 300 radio. The observer party must move frequently to
obtain the best obtainable OP.
It must, therefore, guard against losing its mobility by
beconin-' involved in a fire figit.

b
Coordination With FA observers has often proved profitable, and on occas.on
artillery liaison plane has adjusted mortar fire when this did not interfere with its the
artillc-r mission.

5. Supply.
Mortar
-nies are responsible for their oN Class I, III, and V supply. They frequently operate under difficult conditions which cause them to require assistance
and this
should h Triven to the fullest practicable extent Wy divisional and regimental supply
agenci es,

6. Miscellaneous.
a- lortar units are in great deind and their equipment requires considerable
maintenance, They should, therefore, be relieved from attachment and returned to
battalion control as soon as the situation permits.
b, Personlel of mortar units should not be diverted from their primary duties
by comm-Nanders of mits to which they are attached.
ii

USE 0.9'"

's,

8P ARTilERY,

AND TANKS AS ASSAULT GUNS.

"The ta nk destroyers should remain in rear of the assault battalion areas.
When la s.uita.ble
tar::et i.s found, thle platoon leader or gun commander should reconnoiter Lor glun positions and routes thereto before bringing The gun forw.ard. When the

target is reduced,
found..

targebs4.

thie TD shouldt vJ-idraw behiJnd the inmfantry

Under no ci rcums-tamces , should th~e

A yogi, effective 'weapon

WiI Cei

until a.now tar-ont is

mu-is advance until the infantry has located,

thus properly employed. "--CG,

9th Tnfarj~

Divrision.
2.

coulk

"Thnk;

destbroyors and SE artillery as assault guns were. only good wh'ien you
Coo to 1000 yards. Tanks 'with closed turrets w~ere

ob:;erve the t~brtification, at

almost
necessary,,
cp-s-s
as dtci
and hiand
g;rcn:w.do mn woul.d mock out any weapons rith .a-n
open turrct
Tan:s ikthn"
zn~n
oul., psi upto .-thin 50 t~o !00
i
'" ,,cA
yards of 'lie pill

b

.

.

1

au~

4-

box and fire point blank. Most fortifications hold their fire until you get within 200
yards, and they are hard to locate until you push in close. Then your infantry gets
pinned down by their automatic weapons unless you have tanks.,,--ti Commander, 1 th Division.

3. "TD's or SP artillery were not used as assault guns due to unfavorable terrain.
Tanks with 75 rm guns were used effectively as assault guns.
Sometimes, however, tanks
were used in too large numbers. Four tanks per battalion were usually ample, due to the
unfavorable terrain."--GO,
•Inf, 4th Division.

aiE~.mrn~
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"Battle Experiences" will be published regularly by this head-,
quarters to enable units in training to ptofit from the latest com
bat experiences of our troops now fighting the Germans in France.
Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location
are not necessarily applicable to all units in all. situations , the
items published will be those based on practical experience and. are
recommended for careful consideration by units which may encounter
similar problems0 Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences
are particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated
battle lessons may be determined0

OMAR No BRADLEY
Lt Gen. USA
Commanding

HEDGEROW TACTICSo

14)

1o

General0

German methods of defense in the Normandy hedgerow country and some

z:f our methods of attack which have been successful are dielcussed below.
2o

German Methods 0

so "The enemy digs good firing positions tn the hedgerow paralile'l and perpen--.
V dicular to the front 0 Positions contain machine ws aud ma:hine pietols0 and are
by mortar fire in most caseso Often additicnal support is provided by
artillery0 The stronger hedgerow positions are usualy pr.otn:cted by arall groups
protected by numerous snipers ti trees0
which are in $i.qrnclosely
machine guns
of
Infantry,, 4th Division,
and 0on the ground " -CO _
buildings

Ssupported

0

A/

0

0

b0 Wln hedgerow terain 0 we find that the enemy often employs very few troops
with a large number of automatic weapons 0 Along the tedgerow3 he sal dig fire-°
trenches in which one man will move to several points0 firing successive bursts in
Pour or five machine guns employed in
order to simulate a large number of men.
Infan'try0 4th Dtision0
this fashion can pin down a lot of menAo .O 0 3rd Bnt0
co "Scouts should be especially watchful ot corners 0 as tthe en~emyuslyha
positions there to command two or more compartments° fire from mortars0 grenades
and automatic weapons should be directed against the hedgee,, and .tipecially the
Success depends
hedge corners 0 whether or not the enemy is definitely located0
upon maximum initiative by individuals and small groupeo'*-Report by Commanding
General, 9th Division0

A C M n*-0
_at

&i

rn_

/5,
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3. Methods of Attack0
a. The most effective method of attack is by the combined action of tanks and
infantry 0 some of the tanks equipped with dozer blades0 This will be discussed in
detail, in a later issue0
b.

Infantry regimental commanders of the 4th Division have the following to

says
(1) "It is best to build a base of fire with automatic rifles or light

A

machine guns0

Heavy machine guns are not as much help since they can t be set

up as rapidly and cannot move as fast as the riflemen0 One solution was to
use the light machine gun tripod, with the heavy machine gun,.
(2) "In this terrain the scouts often operated too close--they should try
to keep one hedgerow ahead of the rest of the squad0 Normal rifle company formation was a box formation with two assault platoons in the lead followed by
the support platoon and the weapons platoon0 60 mm mortars are always effective and should be kept close behind the assault elements to bring fire against
automatic weapons; usually these mortars fired on machine gunso determining
position only by soundo Because of the numerous hedgerows. ,vompanies and battalions attacked on a much narrower front -than normal0 Frontage should be as
signed according to definite fields and hedgerows instead of by yardage0

(3) "Direction is best maintained by giving aunit a road to guid on0
Roads and houses should be included in a battalion tone and not used as a boundary0 since roads were always used for counterattacks and houses are always
suitable places for sniperso
(4) Heavy automatic fire0 especially of BAR's, is most useful in flushing
them out of hedgerows, but all oommanders agree that there is no substitute for
tanks for this type of fighting since tanks can flush the hedgerows and also
deliver point-blank artillery fire0 When tanks were'employed0 it was often only
a few minutes until the enemy is driven out0 Half-tracks with o30 caliber and
o50 caliber machine guns can sometimes be employed to augment other fires, but
are very vulnerable -to antitank fire0 Tanks and half-tracks must not become
roadboundo Infantry must be employed, in depth with the leading eltements moving
right behind the 'tanks. The enemy will hide underground as the tanks passt and
the leading infantry must pass right through the enemy0 Closely following units
must deal with the enemy as he attempts to come up and open fire0 "

Rifle and heavy weapons company commanders of the 9th division make the
foll owing- commen ts
Cj

(i) "Distances and intervals between rifle squads, and platoons should be

Skirmish
Squads and platoons advance afong hedges -never in the open
Asmall
lines and wedge formations can be used only when attacking friedpositions
0

0

0

Heavy machine guns are usually attached to *rifle companies. Riflemen protecting machine guns should be amply supplied with hand grenades."

a~mw.

HQ FUSAG
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(continued)

"Proper distribution of fire over their sector of the target should be

(2)

empbeized in training riflemen.W
,
(3) "Riflemen must leave first aid assistance to the medics. Four replacements were killed and eight wounded in th:.s company through attempting
to render first aid to a fallen comrade,,

1 , IMPtGNATWD CLOTHINGo
fatigue clothes proved to be a great thing for our
1.
men Warm.
in the "The
front impregnated
Line 0 The impregnation makes the clothes warmer &ad somewhat
The cold nights and the heavy morning aew here cause much discomwavc4prooft
f r!-, and the men have found that the impregnated soits help a great dea toward
)t.ewptng them warmoe.- Regt).5-,30 4 th Division0
" Xmpregnatei clothing haA turned out t;6be a b'eoing to those men
Tcu
It is not onlv warmer ann dryer than ordinary
weho first wanted to throw I.t away0
bt
ang it is als.o tough and resists the thorcy hed4es,, gtving better procVot
n

tectton to the wearer, Alo
Zt eaiial Warfare Officer0
1/)13YTRAPS

v

0

it seems to stand up well. uder rough usageo

0

More booby traps are being encountered nUow tat the Germans have had more
time to prepare them0 Charges concealed in.Mausex. rillea and Luger pistols have
Village pwas : 1.nvt be.en reported as favortet some of our men to tihe hospitaL
tVavE
the
for
-ocations
-te
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MGNoflRE DISTRIBUTION
0
company commanders
dvaioe to keep up steady

!Iecent reports from cther theaters agree with co .te.ate c

*1 Zrance that rlflemcen mueatzbe encouraged d.ranjc an

instead of waiting hI the appearance of a definite
Iizt on a suspected t,.ge
down) bat too often all men
Well distributedl fire will keep the Ge:mNr
target0

t z.± at a single spot when a target does appear,, ).,Iteted of keeping distributed
.fre over all the suspected target area0 Fire astr6niov it important,

7

TRICKSQo
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s1

\,o The Geruans have employed the following ruses, Oe of a defendi.ng group woulId
if u.tie ac: .. on put our troops off
man would dive 01WewayS and his
upright
the
himself
ezpoeed
anyone
g~a:rd 0 ox if
0
ire,.
:'
c
astomat~
with
Coaparn~ons would spray our troops
rise with arms mo,-raised aii Xf to surrendLer 0

Ger~man strongpoiflts are sometimes re .cccupted by enemy who have hidden in
?o
hedges or otherwise avoided detection as the front tine infaatry passed through
the enemy positlono Disruption is caused unless XfOp~ip parties follow closely
and. prevent resumption of activity in the strong points0
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